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TRANSCEIVERS
ICOM le-A20 (CM approval No. tA3411G62C)
720 channel transceiver (expandabl'e to 760 channel)
with VOR (08S & COl)
standard accessories include:
rechargeab'le Nicad BatteJY, mains charger, 12v. DC
chafger, Leatherette carrying case, ~eJt clip, &
earp~one . . . . . . . . . . . . £350
ICOM IC-A2 (CM approval No. LA328/G59C)
720 challlnel transceiver
standard acc,essories included as with IIC- AlO

£299

NAReQ' HT370 (CM approval: pending)
760 cha·nnel transceiver with VOR (OBS & COl)
standard' accessories include:
rechargeable Nicad Battery, mains €harger . . £299'

KING KX-99 (CM approval No. lA3421G64C)
760 channel transceiver with VOR (OBS & COl)
stafldard accessories include:
rechargeable Nicad Battery, mains charger belt clip &
headset adaptor . . . . . . . . . . £339
WE ALSO STOCK A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR THE ABOVE
TRANSWVERS
-TRANSCEIVER PORTABLE POWER AMP. Boosts any
handheld transceiver to 10 watts (30 watt P.E.P.)
-(not CM appr€lved). . . . . . . . . £149

• !:!

_ A D D 15%VAr (u.k. llNlY) TI) All PRICES
'~I TElEPHONE ANP MAil ORDERS
........ ~.SPATCHED IMMED~Tnv

CAMBRIDGE
S-NAV

M-NAV ----..:

CAV..II

SOARING NAVIGATION
COMPUTER

NAV/VARIOMETER
SYSTEM

AUDIO VARIOMETER

• Graphic final glide display
• flrogr;;unrnable tasks & post flight
statistics
• Configurable audio
• Comr1ete Nav system in two
pane cutouts
• Easy installation with telephone
,type modular c{)nnectors
• Optional automatic cruise/climb
switch (G-Meter)
• Also available: S-NAV repeafer
& vario fOf two place high-performance sailplanes.

• Complete final glide &: distance
computer
• Integral v~o with €hoice of
reaaout SIZeS
• Graphic audio &: speed-te-f1y
• Easy to read, integrated display
• Saaightforward operation

Our Record Speaks for itself.

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS
WARREN-SUGARBUS!-I AIRPORT
AA BOX I09A WARREN. VERMONT 05674 USA
PHONE: (B02) 496-7755 FAX: (B02) 496-6235
ALL CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS CARRY A HJLL 2·YEAR WARRANTY.
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• Dual range vario
• Switch selection of vario or
averager readout
• Optional second readout for
averager
• full range audio with interropted
climb tone and adjustable quiet
band
• Easy installaoon with telephone
type modular connectors
• MacCready Speed Ring availabfe

Avalli/blt f,om:

RD AVIATION LID
UNIT 23, BANKSIDE. KIDLlNGTON
aXON OXS IJE
Sf 0865-841441 FAX 0865-842495

SAILPLANE & GUDING

A superb newly designed electronic Barograph using all the
latest Computer technology.
Featuring:
No
Keypad logging points of interest
Sealing
Automatic date and time loglging
No
Calculator sized 150x80x30mm
Smoking
0-9.2km variable height scales
Computer analyses available
Variable 10-32hrs recording
For Further details
Full Camera & Motor detect
Tel 01-998 1510
Light weight 225g,ms
E. W. Avionics
45 Wyresdale eres
Full BGA Approval
Perivale
Altitude Display
Middx UB6 8TH
Mu'ltiple Traces
At Ilast a Barog,raph small and light enough to fit in your pocket

Civil Aviation Authority

CHART UPDATE
The following revised chart has been published by the Civil Aviation Authority:-

1:500 000 - SOUTHERN ENGLAND & WALES - 2171 CD - EDITION 15
Previous editions of this chart are now obsolete.
You can purchase the latest editions of all quarter and half million aeronautical charts of the United K'ingdom
(Price £7·00 plain or £7·50 laminated, + postage and packing) - either in person or by post - from:THE CAA CHART ROOM,
El'EVENTH FLOOR. CM HOUSE,
KfNGSWAY. LONDON WC2B 6TE.
Tel: 018325569.
and from the following accredited chart agents:AOPA
50a. Cambridge St
London SW 1V 400
Tel:· 01·834 563\

AIRI0UR INTERNATIONAL
Elstro. Aerodrome
Herts W06 3AW
Tel:· 01-953 4810
Open Saturdays

BRITISH AIRWAYS-AERAO
AERAO HouSl
Heathrow Airport
Middlesex ,W6 2JA
lel:- 01·562 0195

EOWARO STANFORO LTO
~2·14 Long Acre
London WC2E 9LP
ToI:· 01·836 1321
Open Saturdays

AIRPLAN FLIGHT EOUIPMENT
Building 523A. Southside
Manchester Airport
Cheshire SK9 4LL
Tel: 0614990023/4
Open Saturdays

BGA
Kimberley House
Vaughan Way
Leicester LE 1 4SE
Tel:· 0533 531051

They are also stocked by most Flying Clubs and Schools,

DON'T FLY WITH AN OUT OF DATE CHART
June/July 1989
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For top flight
gliding insurance...
~

... at down to earth prices.
We are insurance advisers to the BGA
with over 30 years professional service
to gliding.
We also provide in~urance, reinsurance
and related risk services to clients
throughout the world.
For details of our competitively priced insurance,
call Peter Matthews on 01-377 3125.

~
Sedgwick
Sedg\',ick Aviation Limiled, Sedgwick House, The Sedgwick Centre, London El 8DX.
Telephone: 01-377 3125· Telex: 882131 . Facsimile: 01-377 3077
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YOUR LETTERS
WHY A RESTRICTION ON SPAN?
Dear Editor,
Delighted though I am that Paul A.
Schweizer feels that "there is a need for a
simple low cost glider", I am intrigued by the
International Gliding Commission's decision to
restrict the span to between 12m and 15m
. (see last issue, p88).
As a subscriber to TINSFOS* I should
expect the span to be restricted only by IGC
requiremeli1ts on cost, ease of rigging and
transPQt1ation, and handling in flight. Could it
be that IGC feels intimidated by the prospect
of a simpler low cost glider of more than 15m
having a performance equal to our latest Standard Class Gliders?
CHARLES ELll.lS,lIforq, Essex
*There is no substitute for span.

IS ANOTHER CLASS NEEDED?
Dear Editor,
I notice that the only Nationals entry list not
to be over-subscribed this year was the Open
Class. Maybe poteli1tial entrants have noticed
that in recent years any glider with less than
25m wingspan is unlikely to finish in lhe· top
ten of this Class. If rumours are to be believed,
this problem is about to be compounded by a
new generation of gliders of even greater
span.
It has been known for many years that liftl
drag ratios can be improved by building
gliders with longer, narrower and thinner
Wings. UnfortunatelY, due to the need to use
exotic materials to achieve the necessary
strength and stiffness in sucl:1 wings, the cost
probably goes up with ,the square, or evel'l the
cube, of the wingspan. If these trends con,tinue, only a few eccentric millionaires will be
contesting the Open Class in years 10 come.
The rest of us mere mortals will be forced to
compete in one 01 the 15m Classes (ideal for
the short, safe' outlandings bigger gliders don't
have ta make, elc!).
What I am leading up 10 are the following
questions:
1. Sh0uld an upper limit be placed on the
wingspan of OJ;)en Class gliders? This might
force designers 10 look at other ways of
improving performance, while keeping costs
within reasonable bounds.
2. Should there be an inlermediate Class beIweel'l the 15 Metre and Open Classes? I
would suggest 2Qm, which would give a
reasonable compromise 'between performance
and cost. lNs would also allow some older
designs such as Kestrels to compete with at
least some chance 01 winning.
Perhaps a member of the BGA Competition
Committee would care to comllilenl,
DEFlEK COPElAND, Rickmansworlh, Helts
John T*ylor. Chairman of tlie BGA
Competitions Committee, ,replies: "The
International Gliding Commission recently conducted a study to determine whether any
charlges shOUld be made to the future Class
structure for World Championships. A 17/18
Metre Class was part of the study and was
supported by the UK,However, many counJune/July 1989

tries voledto retain the Standard and 15 Metre
Classes and attention Is now focussed on a
lower I'erformance, cheaper Class.
We support the current IGC position that the
Open Class should remain true 10 Its name,
even though this does mean thal to win you
not only have to be good, you also have 10 fly
with large (expensive) wings. Since the latest
breed first appeared in 1982, the ,average
entry in the UK Open Class has been 37 with
a slow, downward trend. This may reverse as
the big wings find their way on to th~ secondhand market A feature of the Open Class is
that any glider can compete. Large numbers 01
small wings continue to enter and compete for
the 19m and 21 m cups offered in the UK,
occasionally causing upsets amongst the big
wings!
In summary, we believe that the Open Class
still produces a worthy Champion and the
competition is an enjoyable one for those with
no realistic chance of winning.

NEW LOOK FOR SKYLARK 2
Dear Editor,
In reference to the SaG Classic in the February issue, p19, "A Flight in a
Thunderstorm", readers may be interested to
know that in spite of the efforts of Oerek
Piggotl and others, including, I arn ashamed to
say, myself, the Skylark 2 (SGA No. 724) is
still airworthy. But it has a very different profile
from a standard Skyta~k 2 and may be seen
airborne on almost any f1yable day at
Dunstable.
Following an accident in 1964 when it was
seriously damaged, though fortunately the, pilot
was unhurt, Martin Simons rebuill it with an
entirely new fuselage profile forward DJ the
mainplane trailing, edge. He also reshaped the
nose and coCkpit section with the addition of a
Skylark 4 type canopy.
The wing centre-section was lowered some
5in Which involved modifications to formers
1-7 inclusive and some new framework. There
was ,considerable washout incorporated in the
wingtips which were of a revised shape. This
resulted in an increase in span to 15m compared to the original of 14.63m.

The new look Skylark 2 photographed by
lan, Tlmstall.
This much modified machine was test flown
at Dunslable on March 27, 1967 by Cedric
Vemon, following which a C of A was ,issued.
The glider was syndicated since 1. 967 and
David Jason, the actor, once had a share. It
has now had 4300 launches totalling some
240011rs.
As to Its performance, whilst the reshaped
profile gives her a racier look, tests have
indicated that ·the glide ratio is about the same
as a standard SkYlark 2.
JOHN AICHARDSON, Shrewsbury

STALLING AND SPINNING
Dear Editor,
Bill Scull's article on stalling and spinning in
the February issue, p14, will stimulate thought
and discussion on this vital aspect of flying
safely, Whenever one hears of a fatal gliding
accident one can be pretty sure that the verdict will be "it spun in", more often than not
due to flytng, too slowly, failing to "feel" a stall
developing and when it arrives - probably with
a wing drop (it is ,rare for both wings to stall at
the same time), then having insufficient height
to correct the Situation. An instructor's responsibility is to make sure his pupils never fly too
slowly when near the ground: and if they are
ever caught out by an unpredicled wind
.gradient during an approach, that they know
through their training how to save their lives.
At what minimum Iheioght from ,the ground
can a wing drop at the stall be corrected? This
will of course vary with different aircraft. In the
case of the K-13 I would suggest about 50ft if
the pilot's reactions are instinctive,' but considerably higher up if he has gol to think the
matter out before acting. Can this instinctive
reaction be taught? As an Elementary Flying
Training SChool Instructor'throughoul most of
the last war, training (chiefly) Army men '01 the
Airborne Division (men who were 'nol designed
by their Maker for flying or they would have
joined the RAF!) I can assure you the answer
is YES! The training entails a considerable
amount of flying at minimum speeds until the . .
113
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"feeling" of the stall ,and its correction is part
of the ,pupiVs mental and physical equipment.
What are the control movements in Ihe
hypothetica:J (we hope) situation 50ft from the
ground?' They are: stick forward and away
from the, dropped wing together with full
opposite rudder. There just isn't the available
height for a "stick forward only" followed by <l
"wing level correction when enough speed has
been builtl.Jp". And this correct instinctive
reaction is nQt difficult to teach; after all, in normal flight any wing drop requires a rudder with
ailerons correction and this reaction will naturally carry on to when the glider is stalled the only added requirement here being to
lower the nose in order to unstall. I can think

of no

sitlJ~tion w~ere

the above solution

does not apply.
But let us lake the matter a stage further to
the point where an accident is unavoidable - if
the glider stalls with a wing drop at 20ft from
the ground. Here, again, correct ,iJ:lstincl should
be full opposite rudder and ailerons with just
enough stick forward to give some increase in
speed before Impacting with the ground with
stick right back - most likely a br,okenglider
and a sore bottom, but the pilot stili alive.
At 2000fl one can get away with almost any
method of recovery, and o~ ~annof do too
much experimenting at Ihis height to find out
what happens, whenl ... Iln fact it Is only after
these experiments that one really discovers the
secrets of flying safely.
To the theorists who point out that the use of
,the ailerons at the stall only Intensifies a wing
drop, in practice this effect is negligible. At the
slall aileron drag :has, almost disappeared while
the rudder is still extremely effective. We are
endeavouring to build up a simple, safe and
instinctive reaction and should avoid details
that don't matter.
1I have no doubt that the overall standard of
pilotage will be raised if BIll's suggestions are
adopted - a manifestation of a law propounded by Darwin long ago. "The survival of the
fittest" is usually' a process only to be
measured over 'thousands of years. Here, we
may be able to see the process In action over
an observable lifespan.
DUDLEY STEYNOR, High W}tcombe, Bucks

86ST INSTRUCTORS FOR EARLY
FLIGHTS
Dear Editor,
Harold Oales's excellent article ",\ Have Control" in the February Issue, p28, reminds me of
an incident in my early learning days:
A slow learner and very tense pupil in a
totally strange environment, I was talked
through a landing by a very experienced professional instrvctor. Everything went well until
touchdown wh~n the Instructor shouted "Full
brakes now". I was on the ground and
obviously reverling to driving my car as " lifted
my right foot, then whacked it down on 1he
right rudder!
The resultant groundloop was alarming but
fortunately resulted in no damage to the glider.
If that professional learned nothing from the
result, I certainly did.
Every pupil is an individual and their fears
June/July 1989

and tensions are very real to them and may
not be so obvious to the instructor. Thorough
briefing and de-briefing with no nasty shocks
in the air during the early learn~ng stage. will
make life easier for the inrstr,uctor and instil a
certain confidence from the pupil. This in turn
will lead to his more relaxed state and a
notably increased learning curve.
Those first few flights can make or break a
pupil and II trust that CFls generally will entrust
them to only their best instructors, amateur or
professional.
DENNIS NEAL, Wim/}Orne, Dorset

LEAVE WOLDS OUT
Dear Editor,
Referring to the exchanges in S&G about
the ASH-2S/Equino'x film (February issue, p5,
and the April' Issue, p65), I would like it to be
made very clear that the fact that Simon
Parker Quite correctly gave his address as the
WOlds' GC merely means that he lives here
and does not mean that he speaks for the
club. I1 hope this will mean Ihat 1he
protagonists in this most interesting (?)
exchange can snipe merrily away at each
other ad nauseam without making Ollr club the
butt of their amusement.
lES COOPER, chairman of WoIds GC

A PLEA TO PLATYPUS
Dear Edi1or,
Abou1 the only funny things In S&G are
Platypus and the BGA Accidoot Summary,so
please Platypus keep going.
I would also like to extend an Invitation to
Platypus to fly in our Two-seater Competition.
You will recognise Simon Parker immediately
(see the last issue, p65). He'll be 1he one
grovelling by the gate for a ride in your
ASH-25.
MIKE USHERWOOD, Huntington, York

NEW GLIDING FILM
Dear Editor,
Slmon Parker's letter In the February issue,
bemoaning the elitist nature of the recent
Channel 4 "Equinox" programme comes at an
opportune moment.
Aardman Animation!> have recently completed a 52min documentary, "Liftin' The
Blues", shot during the Standard' Class
Nationals at Nympsfield last June. Tlhe project.
grew out of my dissatisfaction with the lone of
recent gliding films. It sets out to reflect the
mixture of people and at1itudes in the sport
ralher than proclaim the feats of a rather
exclusive "Gentleman's Club". This does not
mean that the film does not celebrate the
achievements of' many of the top pilots in, this
country, but it places the development of ,their
skills firmly within a context, namel,y that of the
gliding club. This seems to me to lbe a far
more effective way of encouraging, people to
take up the sport than 1he token "My First
Flight" approach of several previous
programmes.

Due to the vagaries of television scheduling,
the film has not yet been given a transmission
dale and may even end \,Jp being shown
abroad" before it reaches our own screens. It is
however n0W available on VHS cassette (see
advertisement on p154). Maybe Simon Parker
would like 10 buy his club a copyt
DAVIO SPROXTON, director of "Liftin' The
Blues", Bristol, Avon

THANKS FROM FILM MAKERS
Dear Editor, .
In reply to Sirnon Parker's let1er I agree, a
film about the less highly technical aspects of
gliding which concenlrated on club activity
and the camaraderie of the gliding fraternity
would! be very interesting - but that's another
story.
The one I was trying to tell was about the
beauty of free flight andl the advances in
aerodynamics that have so increased the performance of the modern glider. The 'Equinox
Series is science-based and perhaps the film
Simon wants would be better placed in
another documentary slot
May I thank him for his interest and at the
same time thank the many gliding enthusiasts
In Eng'land, Germany and Holland, "plummy
accents" and an, for their kindness and
helpfulness to me and the crew during the
making of the, film.
JOHN METCAlFE, Producer and Director of
"Free Flight"

GEL COAT DAMAGE
[lear Editor,
Iln connection with George Thelen,'s article
"How High How Fast.?" In the February issue,
1"29, the following experience may be of
interest:
On March 16, 1987 I had a remarkable
walle flight in my DG-400 in the French Alps. I
took off from Gap-Tallard and after foolishly
trying to get through to the rotor lift against tine
very strong mistral under powel (S-6m/s sink
with full throttle!) I retracted the engine and
climbed the ridge to the south-east of the airfield. From there it was easy to get into the
secondary wave, which too~ me eventually to
about sooom,. and thence to the primary wave
between Gap and the Ceose, which I reached
at 3200m msl.
After a little searching I soon found smooth,
strong lift, which took me to 8000m in only
20min. 11 spent 30min between 7000 and
8000m ,and then descended to 3200m to
warm up and remove the ice from the canopy.
I used neither airbrakes nor excessive speed
for Ihis descent, but simply flew downwind Into
the descending part of the wave.
Since I still had ,plenty of time ,(and oxygen) I
went back into the wave and 40min later
found myself at 9QOOm over the Pic de Bure in
perlectly clear air. I took my time coming down
(45min 10 landing). Again, I kept well below the
maximum speed, allowing for altitude correction, and made no 'use of airbrakes, except of
course for the actual landing. There was quite
a bit of turbulence at low altitudes, but 'no
..
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London StlllplQn s £1111
GLIDER REPAIRS - SPARES -INSTRUMENTS - PARTS - MATERIALS - SERVICE
MAJOR REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics. steel tube, and wood. Schleicher gliders a
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stoc'k.
TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including 400 x 4l, Weak Links, Release Hooks.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products.
INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available.
MATERIALS: For all your Repair and Ae-build needs: GLI Finnish Birch Ply (thicknesses from 0.a-6.0mm);
German steel tube for gliders (complete range).
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING
OVER-THE-COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE: our Shop stocks Hundreds of items, all at
competitive prices.
Open Monday to Friday earn to 1pm; 2pm to 5pm
Saturday
9am to 1pm; 2pm to 4pm

London Sailplanes Limited
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LU'6 2JP. Dunstab/e (0582) 662068

THE SUPER DIMONA HK 36
A REAL STRIDE FORWARD
16.2m span extendable to 17,6m
CHOICE OF ENGINES.
For details

John Adams
Soaring (Oxford) Ltd
Unit 4F Hixon Airfield. Stafford ST18 OPY
(0889) 881495 (eve)
FAX (0889) 882 189
Telex 83147 (att Soaring)

Grob G,103 Twin III Acro built to Grob
high standards for spring 1989
delivery
Excellent for basic training through to
performance training
Send for details:

JOHN ADAMS
SOARING (OXFOR[)) LTD
Unit 4F, HiJc;oA Airfield. Hix;on. Stafford
Tel: 0889-881495 FAX 0889882189
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more than is usual under the prevailing conditions. lhe flight had lasted 4hrs.
Unfortunately this exciting flight had disastrous consequences, which I did not discover
until doing my pre-flighl check the following
day. The whole sur1ace (above and below~ of
both wings was covered with exactly the same
type of cracks as shown by George Thelen 'in
his article. Not all areas were ,equally badly
affected, but there was definitely no. concentration around the airbrakes.
The manufacturers were at a loss to explain
the damage. They told me that there had been
oome similar cases with carbon fibre motor
gliders, but none, as bad as mine. There were
two conjectures: (a) moisture (in agreement
with George Thelen's theory) and (b) ,different
thermal: expansion coefficients between the gel
coat and the skin. Personally, I am more convinced by the second explanation. I also suspect that the gel coat may become brittle at
very low temperatures (probably below -60°C
on my flight). Freezing water would be expected to start causing havoc soon below zero.
One consequence has been a revision of
the OG-400 manual. The manufacturers disclaim any responsibility of gel coat damage if
the glider is flown at temperatures belOW
-20°C!
I haven't yet decided whether to sell my
glider or my oxygen equipment.
PETER RYOER, Bremen, W. Germany

,

On February 22 I intended sitting on the
ridge for my duration but a small cu gave me
2000ft and then conditions improved tremendously with averages of Skt, frequent bursts of
8kt and one brief period of 10 up. Streeting
was coming off the Pennines and I was
beneath it, singing (badly and flat) at S200ft
asl. And this was 'February.
Being a novice, I would assume a duration
in thermals at this lime of year is something of
a rare bird. If this is a portent of the coming
Sl:!mlliler, good.
If this is a by-product of the greenhouse
effect, then we should recall that it is an
exceedingly ill wind that doesn't blow alleast
one of us some good. 'If it is neither, then my
insincere apologies for exhausting all the 1989
thermals in one foul swoop.
CHRIS CLARK, Scarboroflgh, Yorks

PETREL 3 OR DREADED DART
Dear Editor,
I had a sneaky feeling that Platypus was
about ,to pull my 'leg when I saw the Fafnir outdistancing the glass ships, at least in age, on
p13 of the February issue. The problem ,is it
would be 'impossibly costly to build a single
"ASW-2Q Fafnir IIookalike" from carbon fibre
to prove the point, 'but if you did, and ,used
modern aerofoils, Ilaps and, brakes, I suspect
the per10rmance would not be that many
points down on the modern ship!

IT'S AN ILL WIND
Dear Editor,
We keep hearing about the greenhouse
effect and a February day at Sutton Bank
highlighted the change in classic patterns,
giving us a day which would have been
regarded as superb in mid summer.
During January and February we had strong
westerly winds ensuring the ridge was flyable
on most days and excellent wave was contacted as low as 600ft with members electing
to break off at 26000ft plus.

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments
Barograph Calibration centre
Write or phone:

M. G. Hutchinson
Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR69LX
Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)
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of it, if one sealed all the gaps behind one's
head, and fitted a thinner trailing edge ...7 We
did rather throwaway per10rmance years ago.
Anyone for a 500km triangle In the Petrel?
MIKE AlJSSELL, Henham, Bishop's Stortford,
Herts

POOR DESIGN LED TO ERROR
Dear Editor,
Last April Oenys Jameson and I took our
Astir CS on the Booker GC expedition to
Challes les Eaux in the foothills of the French
Savoy Alps where we fly from Chambery Airport. We rigged lin quick time as the anabatic
winds were making the windsock stir and
point to the mountains which reach heights of
7500ft close 10 the airfield.
A feature of the lrailer design is that the total
energy tube must be removed from the tail fin
before the glider will fit into the trailer. I filted
the tube into the ,lOp one of the ,two probes,
Oenys taped it in place and I carefully Dl'd the
glider.
After a steady tow at 52kt to 2000ft, I went
to trim out at my usual soaring speed of 4Skt
but nose down Of up, the airspeed remained
constant at 821 What was wrong with the ASI?
I thumped the dashboard to no effect - the
two varios were out of sync. I detached the
cover on the left of the binnacle and all the
pipes felt secure.
What had been wrong? I had put the total
energy ,in the pitot, both p"obes being of the
same diameter.. lihe ASI was on its back stop
which happened to be 52kl. Oen-ys has now
painted a small total energy tube on the tail fin
by the correct lower probe.
Gliders need to be designed so there is no
possibility of making this sort of error. This
incident cost me a large round of drinks that
evening' and iDenys and I are still arguing
about whose faull il was!
JOHN OENNE, Oxford

a

Actually, some litlle time ago I tackled things
from the opposite direction, so< to speak, and
"modified" a Dart 17R towards the shape of
my cherished' Petrel (don't WOfry Dick, it was
only a paper exercise!). The modifications only
involved increasing the dihedral at the root,
putting a quite unnecessary kink in the wings,
adding pretty tips, a prettier canopy and a
shapely rudder. I dOubt all this cosmetic nonsense would, spoil its performance much, and
it would thus go much better than the dear
Petrel.
I called it the Dart 1900 - "DD" because I
reckoned that someone (not me - I seem to
:have got stuck at a 1950 Silver badge!) could
probably do the height In it and get round a
declared 300km, but probably not the 500. In
fact you can do this to almost any glider making Platypus's pointlhat they really all do
look quite alike, though it does rather fit the
Dart beller than most!
What Is perhaps of morre interest than such
re-creations is to wonder how well the top
modern pilots could go on a good day it they
really tried with modern skills in some of the
older machines. How well could the Fafnir or
the Nemere be made to go? Or come to think

ZULU

GLASSTEK
LTD
FREE replacement glider
available (LS-4A) for long
term jobs
Glass·fibre repairs &
maintenance. Repair agent
for 94 Aviation.

Peter Wells (0494) 883101
(084"4) 3036
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TOM BRAD BURY

M o s t people have heard of Murphy's law
and quite a number are familiar with Parkinson's
law but fewer are aware of Hutber's law, summarised as:

"Improvement leiJds to deterioration"
It is surprising how often modem developmentsseem to follow this law. Costly efforts have
been made by the Met office to improve their service; indeed most people would agree that
weather forecasts are superior both in content
and presentation to those issued severall years
ago. This is particularl.y true of forecasts for
several days ahead such as the weekly farming,
forecast on Sundays. Yet a member of the British
team recently said: "I don't think forecasting is
getting any better; in fact' think it h<;ls gol a bit
worse now".
FOif many glider pilots this comment is (sadly)
only too true. This is an account of how things
have changed from the point of view of a 'COmpetition forecaster.

How it was long ago
More than thirty years ago, in the golden era of
Wally Wallington, John Findlater and Peter Wickham, National gliding contests were well supported by the Met office. They provided one or two
forecasters and an assistant to plot the charts.
The Met staff had a purpose built WW2 Mobile
Met cabin, which arrived at the gliding club on a
big four wheel trailer. The GPO installed a teleprinter and laid a telephone line connecting it to
the Channel One Met broadcast.
Practically all the available weather reports for
the Britistllsles came through, this single channel. The gliding .1orecaster could learn as much
about weather over the British 'Isles as the senior
forecaster at CFO (Central Forecast Office). In
order to extend 'his charts over Europe and the
Atlantic he plotted special messages from CFO
whic/:1 9ave the co-ordinates of pressure systems, fronts and' isobars. A similar message enable him to draw up a lorecast chart for 24hrs
ahead.
The 'gliding- forecaster, by concentrating on a
smaller area and a shorter time span, could do at
least .as well as the senior forecaster wh0 drafted
the BBC forecast, and often did rather better. He
was not always exactly right but this dide not matter so much when competition tasks were mainly
variations of Iree distance.
In those days closed cirCl:Jit races were almost
unheard of. There were no designated launch
times; pilots selected their take-off times by
hanging numbered discs on the start board.
Once in the air it was up to each pilot to make the
best of the weather. If the pilot fell down a lew
miles away the crew would hurry the glider back
lor a rapid fig ,in lime for a second or even a
third launch.
Crewing was exciting then, especially when
hardly anyone had radio. During a contest at
Aston Down Ann Bums had to take a second
launch. Several hours later she landed in
Cheshire. Unfortunately her crew, not realising
she had changed her goal since the first launch,
nad hurtled off to Devon:

The "Improvements" begin
The Government decided it would improve the
general efficiency if the GPO confined its
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THE PROBLEM OF
GLIDING FORECASTS
Life for the competition forecaster has changed drastically
as Tom Bradbury, who begins a new S&G series on Met,
explains.
activities 10 delivering' the mail. A new authority
was formed to handie telecommunications. So
we got British Telecom.
The, effect on the gliding Met was not long in
appearing. The old GPO used' to charge a lee of
about £100 to provide a teleprinter and line.
British Tefecom found it necessary 10 raise the
rental. After a few years the cost 01' renting a Met
teleprinter rose to about £ 1000 and even the
most prosperous clubs. declined to pay that
much just for basic Met data
So the forecasters had to change their routine.
They began their day by travelling to a nearby
Met office to pick up copies 01 charts and
tephigrams. This saved the Met man. a lot of effort
in chart plotting. However, if the weather was bad
in the morning the forecaster had' only a telephone to update his ,inlormation for a second
briefing., The travelling costs began to mount up
too. One forecaster droveJrom Nympsfield to the
centre of Bristol and back every day. Nowadays
that would cost almost £200 just for the
travelling.

First steps in the radio world
So we began to turn to radio. Thefirsl step was
taken after "Tomorrow's World" televised a small
sell-contained radio and lacsimile set. One 01 the
BBC presenters said the importers might lend us
one of these new sets. Sure enough they did and
we used it for the next competition at Dunstable.
This set provided the Met man with a magnificent
series of charts including three-day forecasts.
The competition director, struggling to set
tasks through a week 01 stormy weather, was
less enthusiastic about these three-day pictures
of continuing gloom. "If that's all that modem science can do for us then I would rather not
know!"
However radio-fax was such an interesting
new toy that some people bought or made their
own sets for receiving both weather charts and, a
few years later, the equally important observations which were sent out by RTTY (Radio
Teletype). A receiving licence was very cheap ,for
those who were not running a commercial enterprise. Alas, new problems soon arose.

The snags with Improved gliders

More improvements

While the Met man's problems were growing
the performance 01 gliders was becoming much
better. It was no longel' funny to send scores of
expensive gliders to land far away in tiny fields in
Wales or the tip 01 Cornwall. Quite apart from the
risk of damage, the retrieving costs alone amounted to tlundreds of .pour:lds. So the old free distance tasks were replaced by closed circuit
racing. As a result the Met man could now ruin.a
.contest day. lithe forecast was too pessimistic
'the competitors would be set a sma'" triangle
which would 'be completed so soon that the day
would be devalued. If the lorecasl was too
optimistic and the weather deteriorated over the
first TP nobody woold score at all and the day
would be a total washout.

Radio reception in the HF (short wave) balilds is
not 100% reliable. The user has to change frequency as conditions alter between day and
night. National Met services soon found it better
to send their messages by land lines or cables;
many uselul radio transmissions ceased including some extremely valuable broadcasts Irom
Paris. Previously if you missed some data Irom
Bracknell there was a good chance of picking it
up Irom Paris soon afterwards. Now this was no
longer possible.
We are lucky that cables do not vel reach
everywhere. There are still some people such as
mariners who are obl1ged 10 rely on "wireless"
reception. Without them the radio broadcasts we
need wouid cease.

Improvement continues

The latest Improvements

The introduction of computers then began to
make a lundamental change. The competition
lorecaster was no longer on equal terms with the
lorecasters at Bracknell. The computer output
slowly began to make a signilicant differer)ce. At
first this didn't matter because moSt 01 the essential information could still be obtained by visiting: a
nearby airfield. However the RAF was contracting, more airfields were closed and there, were
fewer left to help, the competition Met.

Every few years the Met office acquires more
powerful computers. The earliest computers
could only produce predictioos 01 ,the patterns of
isobars at 'sea level and the contoorsol airftow in
the upper levels where airliners travel. This made
a significant improvement to forecasts ot winds
across the Atlantic but did not teU us what the
weather would be like near the ground. The computer provided an invaluable framework but
human beings were needed to describe the
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RTTY

FAX
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VOLMET

EJEJ
meteosat 3

Fig. 1. Some of the equipment used at
competitions.
actual weather.
With the latest machines we are approaching
the stage when the whole process can be carried
out by the machine and a forecast u!Jntouched by
human hand" could be iss\:Jed. The lateslcomputers can now produce not only the familiar
maps of isobars and winds but also maps 01 rainfall, cloud cover, temperature and a descriptioo of
the weather. There is far too much information 10
be put in an old style written or spoken forecast.
To list all the weather items available from the
computer would be as laborious as describing all
the details on an Ordnance Survey map, ,and just
as useless. The only way 01 getting the details
across to the user is to present Ihem pictoriallyon,
a series of charts or diagrams.
Big computers are expensive; their cost is supposed to be (partly) balanced by making
economies in the number of staff. Why duplicate
the forecasting effort if it can be done better at a
single centre? So Met staff were withdrawn from
civil airfields and even London Airport lost its
forecast office.
Now Hutber's law struck again. There is hardly
anyooeleft for an ordinary .pilot 10 talk to. Gone
are t!'le days when pilots could make a casual
telephone call to a co-operative Met man, discuss
the weather and perhaps get a free lesson in
meteorology too. This Is now officially banned.
Yoo must dial the old lasflioned Airmet forecast
instead, It is frustrating to think 01 all the magnificent new developments which cannot yet be
made available to us.

Competition Met in 1988
The Met office can still help us for major competitions. However, we have to make an effort and
acquire some more up to date methods 01 receiving data. If all we needed coUld' be given in writing
the data could:be passed via Telecom Gold. Anyone with a home computer and a telephone
Modem can rent a "mailbox" on Tel'ecom Gold.
The Met office send data to your mailbox where it
lies until youco'lIect it with, your PC. This is much
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printer
(charts)

back up

cheaper than renting a teleprinter but it is still
rather expensive and does not provide any
charts.
A better system is to acquire a telephone facsimile machine. There are many models available
now; most of them cost about £ 1000 but they will
becOme cheaper and' may be available at half that
price. With FAX you can receive almOst any kind
of data, which can be reduced to the size of an A4
sheet of paper.

Met equipment for some 1988
gliding competitions
Lack of data has always been 'used as an
excuse for poor forecasts. We can now get an
enormous mass 01 information but although there
is always a demand for still more the volurJle 01
data has produced a different problem. Can one
find time to handle it all without relying entirely
on computers?
Fig 1 shows some of the equipment used at
various competitions in 1988. It was put together
over the years in a forlorn attempt to gather
enough information to make an adequate gliding
forecast. On the left is the Meteosat receiving
system consisting of a satellite dish, receiver,
decoder, framestore and a 1V display. Next come
three communications receivers, each feeding a
black box which OOl'wens the radio signals into a
form which will .put up a disp'layon a video monilor or run a dol matrix printer. The most cost
effective black box (FAX-l) is made by ICS Electronics of Arundel; this will either print out the
various weather charts or the radio teletype
messages which contain the basic data.
To get sufficient data one set has to be devoted
exclusively tolelelype messages, another for the
charts, while a third'is a back up luned to alternative croadcasts 01 FAX or IilTTY in case one of ;the
primary transmissions is suddenly cut off. (Doo't
forget that Murphy's law still maids good.) The
third receiver can arso be used to mooitor Volmet
plain language reports on the HF bands. A
separate VHF set is needed to pick up the halfhourly airfield reports broadcast by the London
Volmet service. Although this is teally meant for

aircraft in flight one can llsuallylhear these broadcasts on the ground at places like Lasham,
Booker and Ounstable. Occasionally conditions
allow one to get the data on top of the hill at
Nympsfield too.

The need for telephone tax
Even with all this radio gear one cannot get all
that is needed. Upper air 'soundings are vital ~ut
:reception is, often difficult. This is because the
data is broadcast by Bracknell at 01 00 and 1300
'GMT. lihe 1300 broadcast is too late for us; the
Ot 00 broadcast occurs at a time when radio propagation conditions are changing. Signals from
the transmitter follow different paths. One path
COrJles l1irect as a ground wave which seems ,to
travel much further by night than by day. Other
paths are re/lected back 'by layers in the
ionosphere. The multiple paths followed by radio
wav,es degrade the c1arityo'f the signal. Instead 01
a single crisp pulse the receiver picks 'up a series
of fuzzy blips. Fax charts appear with lines
blurred or doubled. The pulses 01 radio teletype
are so Jumbled that large chunks 6f data are
unreadable. Distance is importanl. One can
sometimes get good 'resultsf'rom Moscow when
signals from the UK and Germany 'are hepeless.
The Moscow charts are interesting but not
'always suitable fOl' 'us in the UK.
Recently we have got round thiS nocturnal
problem by asking, Met Bracknell to send us
extra data by telephone lroe. Since most of the
data is wanted in the early hours of the moming
the fax machine can share one 01 the normal club
telephone lines. (Installing a dedicated line is
expensive.) In 1988 National competitioos could
have up,to six A4 sl:1eets a day free. At"othertime$
a club can have Met data sent by fax for a charge
of £1.20/A4 sheet.
With all this equipment the competition
forecaster should be a lot better off than
Wallinglonand Ihis men. Have, we at last got the
better of Hlltber'S law? No! The solitary Met man
is sometimes so busy handling three radiochannels and the satellite receiver t1~at he can hardly
spare a moment to answer a casual intjuiry from a
competitor.

Non-Competition Gliding
The elaborate set up used for some major competitions is far too unwieldy for general club purposes but pilots want something better than
Airmet when planning cross-countries. For one
thing the early morning Airmet does not cover the
afternoon period adequately. Here are some
methods which have been found helpful.

Radio reception
For a number of years Lasham has had equipment for receiving selected Met charts from the
German tranSmitter at Offenbach. This uses the
very 'Iow frequency of 134.2,kHz ,(2235m wavelength). the advantage of such a low frequency is
that there are none of the problems which make
short wave reception so tiresome. Offenbach
sends both actual and forecast charts lor the surface and upper levels together with three-hourly
satellite pictures. The broadcast is almost cootinuous and, since much of it doesn't concem
glider pilots, a time switch is needed to cut out
unwanted material. For club use a method of . .
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Fig. 3. Two examp'les of Doc::fax charts.

"member-proofing" the set is essential'. Properly
used the combination of a satellite receiver and
radio-fax can supply most of a glider pilot's
Met needs.

A number of radio aJ1l1ateurs have built their
own receivers and used a hOJ1l1e computer such
the as BBC B to display satellite pictures.
Software is now available on floppy disc which
enables oneto zoom in on part of the picture. This
is far the In0st economical way of getting
cloud pictures.

For less than the cost of a single instrument
panel one can gel the simplest form of Meteosat
equipment. This will provide half-hourly pictures
of the cloud'cover. More costly sets store a series
of pictures to make a time lapse movie loop. With
this, together with a weather map (even the Daily
Telegraph map' will do) you, may be able to see
which routes are nol worth attempting. If it is a
miserable wet day the set can at least provide
some entertainment to grounded pilots. You can
see how much better t1:'1e weather is over Spain or
the south of france, inspect the monster thunderstorms over .equatorial Africa or contemplate
the curving cloud patterns on the borders of
Antarctica.

PIGGOTT
=--- - Fluorescent Orange Windcones made
in Nylon or Ministry of Defence
Hypalon~.

Flagstaffs suitable for Windcones supplied and fitted.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.

TV is an ideal medium for presenting weather
information but unfortunately neither ITV nor the
BBC consider it is worth showing more than brief
snippets of ,information. ITV seems to believe that
all viewers want is a glitzy presentation containing scanty information. BBC is far better and
some of the presentations are almost adequate.
What we need is a slightly larger slot every
morning, especially at weekends. In this slot
there should be time to show a series of satellite
pictures and the accompanying surface charts

IC?NTEST

OO~-030

SURF.CE-Ol~

For

call us:

a

full data pack

(24 hrs) 096252661

as is done after the TV news most evenings. Then
could come a series of forecast charts at three
hour intervals (say for 0900, 1200, 1500 and
1600hrs). showing predicted patterns of wind,
weather, cloud cover and temperature.
This would' give much more information than
the viewer cou'ld absorb in ,the shon time avail·
able. That need not be a problem now that video
recorders are so common. The weather slot
could be recorded automatically for play ,back
with "freeze-frame" used to allow longer study of
individual pictures.
The normal BBC response to such a suggestion is to say the audience would be far too small
to make it worth while. However if the series
showed the winds over both land and sea it
would be attractive to the yachting world too (a
much richer and more influential group of
people). The morning forecast might come 10 be
viewed by lots more people who enjoy outdoor
activities.

New Met office plans for Docfax

for high performance, best value
from
instrumentation . . .
ICOM 720ch radios
£309
ILEC super varios
£264
PELTOR headsets
£89
DECCANOR wave NAV etc.

PIGGOD BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Tel: 0277 363262 Telex 9954571Piggol)
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All types of Flags and Banners.
Stanford Rivers. Onger. Essex eM5 9PJ
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There are plans to extef:'ld the charts which can
be received by Doe/ax. A.t present the output is
only intended for powered aircraft. Figs 2 and 3
show examples. One can have the standard
charts showililg isobars and froots ·foo. In ,the
future iUs hoped to have a sort of "Answerphone"
system. Dialling up the system would allow anyone with a fax machine to get a series of weather
maps and forecasts. The precise menu has yet to
be decided. Alternatively anumberot clubs could
join a scheme which would automatiCally send
data out to all subscribers at the same time using
a multiple addressing system.
Can the'club afford a fax machine? Well once
you have one there are lots of other items which
can lbe sent or received by fax far Quicker than
relying on "Snail mail".
Ir':I
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PENGUIN

WAY

Thatcher's vOice. But old' Plat himself was guilty
of the press hack's besetting sin - hyperbole. No
one, regrettably, has ever paid me £1 a word.
Now the people I' Teally envy are not professional jounalists but their publishers. LOOk
around any grolty newsroom and the paperstrewn floor and the fading calendars 00 the walls
give way to Picassos· and plush carpets on the
managerial floor above.
I,f I were Maxwell, Murdoch or even a wellplaced executive in periodicals maybe I could
have a slice of something like the ASH-25, if not
the whole cake. And whether it cost £18000 or
£80000 would become like most joumalistic
"facts" - merely academic.

OFF

TRACK
Penguin carries on in this issue
where Platypus sadly put his
pen away in the last

Up the OAPs!
A s one in whom the bloom of youth has long
given way to crows' feet and fallen arches - and
to whom the length of a cross-country is more
likely to be determined by reduced bladder

~ ~..
rr------=
PUBLIC

~

TOILET

"

Age is full' ,01, care.
pass rebuffed with a pointed reminder that I was
a grandfather, they bring with them, too, greater
reliability and enthusiasm.
let's have no more wQlfries that the average
age of glider pilots is creeliing up a notch Or two
and less agonising about the need to attract
Insouciant and flighUy youth. Look around your
club and I bet those most frequently laying the
hardcore, fixing the tug, balancing the books or
even cleaning the loos, are the older mernbers.
Such enthusiasm as the younger element
manifests is more likely to be accompanieG 'by
Porsches In the car-park, ghetto-blasters at the
launch point and outrageous hairstyles at the
bar.
If the foregoing provokes youth to rllutter "Silly
old sod:', so be it. I'll own up happily to reverse
"ageism" and am merely hitting back at contemporary society's 'inordinate concem for youth.
Even, Shakespeare, of course, wasn.'t immune.
In the same work I quoted earlier he also wrote:
"Age I do abhor thee; youth I do adore thee."

Reduced bladder capacity.
capacity and creaking joints than the continuation of convection - I welcome the BGA Development Committee's new recognition of the virtues
of mature age.
It is only in line with the recent well-publicised
switch in recruitment policy of a nationwide
retailer away from Us' previous insistence upon
youth - whiCh still characterises the computer,
data-processing and related whiz-kid industries.
Tesoo has found that not only for such minddeadening tasks as shell-stocking and checkoutmanning but for such virtues as punctuality,
reliability, grooming, honesty and the willingness
to help customers with a ready smile, the mature
(which means 50 and above, like me) win all the
way to its booming' balance sheet.
Shakespeare - who only' made it to 52 himself
but pontificated frequently 0I'l the benefits of having a ,few decades' service in - poetically opined:
"Youth is full of pleasance, age is full of care."
So let's hope Humfrey Chamberlain's note in
the last issue, p91, pr,esages a greater concem
1han hitherto for those more likely to have the
spending power and the leisure time that gliding
requires. Even if I've only felt this since I first had a
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Plush carpets on the managerial floor above.

The depression now
centred on Acacia
Avenue ...
As we waited 34 years for commercial TV to
begin a nationwide weather forecast - ITN
proudly call it "people's weather" which suggests it is compiled by the KGB - we all have a
perfect right to feel aggrieved about how appalling it is. It's a classic case of the medium being
more important than the message - an oppor-

Youth I do adore thee.

Of mloe and Maxwell
As a professional journalist - unpaid in this
instance, I hasten to add - I have to com mend the
departing f'>Iatypus for summarising the main
attributes of my ,fellows so perfectly in his valedictory piece in the last issue, p65.
11 is, I admit,lliceto beabletoturn venlingone's
spleen into earning one's bread on occasion particularly if it is one's irritation over Mrs

Compiled by the KGB.
tunity to use clever gee-Whiz graphics rather than
to impart useful information that, obviously, the
square-eyed thickies sitting before the screen
can't be expected to understand.
..
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JIMMY GRANTHAM

So we are deprived 01 essentials like an
isobaric chart in favour of glitzy gimmicks like
rain which actually appears to fall - and a SUIi\1-

CHOSEN BY THE ARM-CHAIR PILOT

Raln which actually appears.
mary which permits only of the country being
slashed in Iwo slantwise Iram Wick to, roughly,
Penzance.
It is delivered' in a, high speed gabble so, mer·
cifully, we can proceed to the next breakfast
cereal ad and contemplation 01 what catfood
really washes whiter.
11 lis depressing, too,t/:lat ITN - with a third of a
century'loleam from the Beeb's mistakes - has
also, opted to position, its lorecaster to the left of
the screen in Iront of Ille windward west side of
the chart.

West side of the chart.
Silice most of ,our weather arrives 'Irom thel
Atlantic, rather than from tl:1e :Ruhr, the upshot is
usually to blank out whal we poor benignedl
blighters in ,the wet and windy west are about
\0 receive.
If we eventually get a Channel 5, perhaps it can
have forecasters trained to gesticulate with their
ROUTINE FOR
\rIl'EATHER PERSONS

1. Inane Smile
2. Gesticulate

I

J. Gabble
it. Feeble Quip

(f'",: ,\~se~~e.~~_~
:

5. Repeat Above

.

~

rJ

Trained to gesticulate.
right hand, standing before the continent and
thus depriving us of the somewhat more dispensable information of what Dusseldorl, Dresden
and the Dneiper are about to get, instead.

a
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Record breaking has changed som~what
since this :herolc and successful attempt to
establish a British two-seater O/R record in
1949. Nowadays a trip from cambridge to
Dunstable and baok Is the sort of thing pilots
do when the weather Isn't up 10 declaring.a
real cross·country, but In 1949 It was an
ambitious target for Ihe heavy Kranlch in the
middle of August,
Tl:le late John Pringle had been I foander
member Of the Cambridge Unlvel'$ity GC in
1935 (appropriately enough, the club was
found~d by Some- und~rgraduates who had
tired of driving to Dunstable and' back!), and
was its mainstay after the war, holding the
office of president for many years. Jimmy
GranthalTl upheld the, tradi110ns of the club in
numerous ways, not least in the following
year when he rounded off his Gold C height
with a sea-I~nding near Felixstowe. He was
the author of the artiCle, wh'lch appear in
Gliding INo. 1, 1,950), pg54-6.

ANEW
BRITISH
RECORD

E

arty in the morning of August 12, John
Pringle, president of our club, rang me to suggest
that it was a good day to try and fly to Dunstable
and back in the Kranich. We had been thinking
about this flight for some time, seeing that as yet
no British two-seater O/R record had been
established, and Dunstable seemed our obvious
TP. The distance was far enough to set up a
reasonable figure for the initial record, and yet not
too far, under fair conditions, for a first crosscountry attempt in the Kranich. It only remained to
wait for suitable weather.
The forecast for Friday, August 12, promised a
hot, almost cloudless day with light variable
winds - ideal weather for an O/R - and there was
a possibility of a south-west breeze later in the
day which would help us on our way back from

Dunstable. Accordingly, all aerotow was 'laid on
al Marshali's aerodrome for noon. As so often
happens when all the preparations for a flight like
this Ilavebeen carefully made, ()ur first attempt
was a failure. After struggling at 200011 for some
time in various weak patches of lift we landed
ignominiouslyafter half-an-Iiloor, but owing to'the
influence ()f the president, who was flying Irom
the, front seat, we were towed off again almost as
soon as we had touched down!
Shortly after releasing at 1300hrs, 1900ft
above Marshall's, Pringle handed QIIerto me, and
luckily for my reputation we ran straight into a
strong thermil.l averaging about 10ft/sec, in
which we climbed to cloudbase at 45OOft. AI this
time there were one or two isolated, flat·looking
cUllilulus abOve Cambridge, but elsewhere the
sky was perleclly dear.
Being unable to. get higher than the base of our
particular cloud we sel course for Royston, which
seemed 10 be the next most Ilikely somce 01 thermals. Throughout tl:1e flight we stuck to the practice of hopping from town to town, and because
the route to Dunstable is, well marked in this respect, very little map reading was necessary. This
policy was also jtlstified by the fact that we found
all our best thermals over towns, while the open
country was very unproduc(ive.
Over Royston the controls ohanged 'hands
several limes while we searched for lift, and after
comin9' down, 10 2QOOf1, where we debated the
advisability of returning to Oambridge, we eventually got back 10 3700ft. Our next objective was
Batdock, where the first of many anxious
moments occurred when we sank 'to 15001\.
However, lift frOOllhe lown saved liS, and' over the
triad of towns, iBaldock, tetchwOfi\h and rHitchin,
which are alii Quite close together, we faund a
sllccessioA of' strong lhefliTlals which carried us
to over 4000fl ttuee limes.
Then followed a straight glide to Luton, nine
miles away. without a ripple in the air. Although
we were once again down, 10 2000ft over lhe
town, it caused us no anxiety, as straighl ahead
three colll mns 01 smoke from the chi mneys of the
Vau)(hall works oooverged and rose vertically
into the air. It was a dead safe bet, and sure
enough when we got there the lift hil 'us with a
bang. The green, ball reached 15fVsec several
tilliles in a turbulent and exhilarating climb. In no
tillile al all we were back at4400ft 8rcld Dunstable
Downs seemed 10 be almost at oar leet.
When we reaChed the London GC's site we
were surprised to see three gliders on the
ground. Those on the ground were apparently
also surprised to see us, because we afterwards
learned that they considered it la be unsoarable!
We discovered the reason why when we began
the regulation 360° lurn over the clubhouse. The
whole area over the site appeared 10 be one enormous down-draught! Before we could get away
we lost 1500ft arid were down 10 170011 above
ground. Luton seemed' much furlher away In an it
was when we lel1 it, and the chances of getting
back looked poor. AI tile time, however, I was
much less concerned than I ought 'to have been,
because I was happily taking f)hotographs and
leaving the flying and worry to the man in the front
seat.
It was a grim struggle over Dunstable lawn,
where finally a small climb of 800ft gave us
enough height to get back over lllt0l1, but here
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the town seemed to fail us. Even the Vauxhall
works refused to help. With one eye on Luton airport and despair in our hearts, we sank lower and
lower, till the altimeter showed 12ooft. This was
actually 800ft above ground. At this point we
were somewhal relieved, to put U mildly, to strike
lift and' SOQO climbed to the more reasonable
height 01 3400ft asl. During all these anxious
moments the only support I was able 10 offer was
moral, but I amused mysell by picking out likely
looking landing places in the middle of L'uton.
The situatlon was still not loo bright, ,as time
was getting on and the Ii.ft was obviouSly 'getting
weaker. Once again, between ILuton and HitChin
we found nothing. Over the latter lown there
seemed to be little but delayed sink, and this time
it really looked as though we would be lorced to
land. But with the altimeter registering' 800ft 600ft above ground - Pringle spotted smoke rising lrom the railway station and circled in it lor a
full six ,minutes without gaining or losing height.
Gradually the lift increased and we drew away
from the unwelcome proximity ollhe ground. The
thermal petered oul al 2300ft and we were soon
down to 1OOOft over Baldock.
It seemed like a case of "this is where we came
in" all over again, but after a few lentative circles
in weak stuff, Pringle lound Ihe centre of whal
appeared to be a large area of smoolh, slow lift at
3ft/sec. lt was possible to vary Ihe rate 01 turn
considerably without appreciably affecting the
rate of climb. What was still more surprising was
that lift continued steadily to 50000, well above
the laps 01 our previous climbs in much
stronger thermals.

MERRI'S
PROGRESS

"It became a fight
between the Kranich's
penetration and the
distance - 22 miles . .. "
Looking at the map, I made a rapid calculalion;
and decided we needed 600ft 10 make Gambridge in a straight glide. There was no wind to
help us, as the expected south-westerly had not
materialised. So we squeezed lhe last drop 01 lift
out 01 our thermal up to 52501t. From here we'sel
course lor Cambridge via Royston, hoping that
the latter might provide a little more lift. But apart
from a few patches of no sink the air was calm. It
became a fight between the Kranich's penetration and the distance - 22 miles - to
Marshall's.
Over Trumpington" at 1200ft, il looked pretty
hopeless. Over Long Road al 400ft with Iwo
miles to go, it looked still more hopeless. Here Ihe
green ball gave a flick and we did a quick circle in
which as much height was lost as was gained.
There was nothing for it but 10 ~ess on and hape
forthe best.lt was now obvious that nothing short
01 a miracle would enable us to reach the aerodrome, but there was still a chance 01 getting
within the necessary 1OOOm; and there was also
a suitable field just behind the cement works. At
100ft with a quarter of a mile of houses to cross I
had visions of ending up in someone's bedroom,
but the matter was now out of my hands and I was
merely a passenger sitting in the back seal wish-
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How
To
Learn

Ince I've been writing this column" several
things have happened. People have begun coming up 10 me with comments (always welcome)
and Questions. While I must admit thall find this
somewhat bemusing', I thought this would be an
ideal opportunity to deal with some of the questions which have cropped up.
Most people want 10 know where I get some 01
my ideas, havinglathomed ovt that I'm 1'101 anywhere near perceptive ooough to have sorted
them out on my own. There .is no really simple
answer. I try to d~awon experience, and with only
two y.ears glidIng under my belt the experience
has to come lrom' sources. other than myselt If
you are pre-Silver and wondering how you can
improve, there,are sever.a1 things you can do. One
is to lalk to your local pundits. Find: them sober
ing he had been left behind. However, by flying
round the last house instead of over it ("below the
top of my television mast," the householder said
afterwards) we reached our field and thanklully
plumped down with lull brake. The distance from
Marshall's, measured on a 6in map, was
950m!
The flight lasted exactly 4hrs (2hrs each way)
lor a distance 01 77 miles, giving an average
speed of 19 miles/hr. I think the lessons to be
leamed are as follows:
(a) We should have started earlier. if we had got
away at 12 o'clock or belore, we would have
had less difficulty in getting back, because
there would have been more lift about on the
second half of the trip.
(b) In cloudless, anti-cyclonic weather, look for
the lift over towns. This is borne out by
numerous other flights around Cambridge.
(c) Never give up hope close to the ground, so
long as there are plenty 01 landing fields
within reach.
la

and: ask them questions. Tell them what you're
having trouble with and trust them to guide you
towards a solution. Don't worry if you can't do
whal they tell you, they might just be pitching the
lesson lar enough ahead of you to give you something 10 work on.
There are loads 01 books on the market, though
you might have to search as I did for something
like Winning on the Wind by George Moffat.
Your instructors will direct you towards the real
classics. Read them: they are invaluab'le as
guides for improvement. Do you have access 10
old copies 01 S&G? Read them, il you car:lget
your hands on them, especially' those from the
era pertaining 10 the glider you're currently flying.
They contain-an enormous amount of informatior:l
regarding technique, Met, glider per1ormance,
the "101". Read the glider'S .handboOk, - look al
and try :to understand its polar curve and consider the manufacturer's suggestions.
One other thing you can do is lolly. Stay cur'
rent! Fly anything you're Qualified lor - if it's going
begging and you've got the cash, get ir:l it: You
can learn a lot by sillil'lg 'on the groond watching
other gliders and the way the clouds are lorming,
but you can leam a lot more by getting in and ,getting up. While you're in the air, don't just sit
around lazily swanning about. F'ut what you've
read, been loId,observed, inlo practice. An
instructor told nie that I shoold try to get the mosl
out of every flight, even if it's only a circuit. That
was the most important piece 01 advice I've
ever received.
Does this sound like a lot 01 work? It shoold,
because it is - at least for someone like me.
You've got to wanl to do it. Once you become
determiAed, it really pays off, if only terms of an
appreciation of whal, as an individual, you can
and can't do in a glider compared 10 what can
and' can't be done in a glider. In- my case there is a
big difference,between Ihe two which I,'m trying 10
make smaller!

in

NB. The BGA hold a stock of back issues of
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I

n recent years several makes of SlJnglasses
have appeared on the market with advertisers
claiming: improved haze penetration, increased
cloud contrast, etc. The prood:new owners of the
different makes all claim their ,particular sunglasses are a'vast improvement over the previous
ones used. But people like to justify spendiflg
vast sums on new toys. And unfortunately the
human senses, although very sensitive and
covering incredibl'e dynamic ranges, are not
actuall'ivery good at measuring exactly the relative magnitudes 9f stimuli. In short, swapping:
sunglasses or taking a pair oH and on doesn't
usually give you Cl gOOd picture of the relative light
intensitJes and colours they transmit. This is
partly due to the persistence of "after images",
the eye trying to accommodate by opening or
closing the iris, and also due to 'tricks the brain
uses to achieve reliable colour vision. However
the spectrophotometers I work with are less
easily confused. I have tested several types of
sunglasses to assess their true usefulness, with
some surprising results.

The UV hazard
Solar radiation incident on the earth's upper atmosphereranges from the fal vacuum ultra violet
(wavelengths less lhan 100 nanometers {nm),
very high energy per photon) up past the far infra
red (wavelengths over 3OOOnm, low energy per
photon). The mosl intense single region to reach
ground level is the sA1all section from about
400nm to about 670nm which the human eye
detects as visible light. Fortunately for life as we
know it, all wavelengths up to 240nm are
absorbed by the atmosphere at very high
altitudes, while most of the radiation in the 240300nm range is absorbed at altitudes of 2060km by ozone, 0" which is mainly present (at
concentrations of less thaFl 1Oppm) in a layer between 15-3Okm up.
Some UV radiation in the 29Q-32Onm band
does reach ground level, This is the very
dangerous UV-B (B for biologically active), with
enough .energy per photon to break the chemical
bonds in the substances living things are composed of. lThe shorter wavel'engths are even
more :lethal.) For example DNA and RNA
molecules can be snipped 'in two and then reunite in a different way, ie your cells·' genes have
been altered, they can mutate, you get a malignant melanoma - skin cancer. From 320nm
upwards increasing amounts of UV radiation
reaches ground level causing sun tanning/
burning.
The eyes themselves are affected by UV in
several ways. The least harmful result is that the
material inside the eye fluoresces and emits,
weaklY, visible light. As this light is formed behind
the lens, it ·cannot be focused and appears as a
white haze, which you can see at a disco if you
look at a dark area just slighlly to the side of any
UV tubes. More serious damage can occur to the
retina of the eye, eg temporary blindness, lesions
leading to permanent blindness. Cataracts and
various other pr.oblems 'have also been linked to
long-term exposure to UV. Snow blindness is due
to snow reflecting substantial amounts of UV
radiatioo into the eye for long periods. Think
about those shiny glider wings - they can be a
real problem.
As well as there being much more UV at
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John Wright has tested several types of sunglasses with
some surprising results
John flies a Libelle at
RAF Bicester and has
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going solo with Oxford
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years' research experience on spectros<:opy
which he lectures on at
Oxford Polytechnic and
Warnborough College,
and has published
several articles on spectroscopy in scientific
journal's.

ground level in summer than in winter, its intensity also increases withl altitude - at a mere
1500m (about 5OOOft) there is twice as much UV
radiation. And the proportion of the dangerous
short wavelengths !ilas increased as well. As for
Diamond height flights ...
Fortunately the perspex of glider canopies
absorbs some UV, as does the glass or plastic
lenses of ordinary spectacles, but they still
transmit substantial amOUnts from about 350nm
upwards. With all the extra: UV at altitude, if you~
sunglasses absorb more visible light than UV,
then your iris willl open up to, compensate for the
low,er visible levels, and your retina could receive
more UV than at ground level, evei'll allowing for
the canopy's absorption. I'm emphasising all this
in case there are any pilots who t!ilink they don't
need sunglasses.
As can be seen from the various spectra, most
of the sunglasses give excellent' protection from
UV and effectively absorb all radiation from
400nm downwards. The green and grey
Raybans and 'the glass Reactolites dO let through
some UV but ILlnder a perspeJ<i canopy they
should give good protectioo. T:he RAF Mk14s let
through more UV (at about 360-400nm) than visible light, and if the cut off point had been at a
smaller wavelength, they would have been very
poor. Many manufacturers are now quoting how
little UV their glasses transmit, with terms like "UV
400" implying all UV below 400nm is absorbed be very cautious if they do not say something
like this.

Haze penetration
Light trallellin9 throogh the atmosphere undergoes interactions with the electrons in, molecules
in the air which results in sideways scattering of
the light. The amount of scattering depends, on
the wavelength (colour) 01 the light, with UV aQd
blue being scattered quit'esignificantly and
yellow, orange and red not being affected very
much. 61ue lighl scattered downwards makes
the sky appear blue, while sunsets are red due to
the blue being scattered away from us.
Looking into the distance, through lots of at-

mosphere, scattered blue light comes al us from
all sOfls of angles and cannol be brought to a
proper focus. The result is the familiar bluishwhite haze over distant objects. (Artists always
represent distant objects as bluish.) UV is, also a
source of haze due to the fluorescence it causes
inside the eye. For good haze penetration, sunglasses should remove UV and, more importantly,
most or all of the viol'el (400-450nm) and blue
(abolLlt 450-490nm) and transmit lots of yellow,
orange and red (about 590-67Onm). Rhotographers: IIJse a yellow (or orange or red) filter in
B+W work to Improve haze penetration especially if its a TP they're photographing.
Suntige~s are clearly first class at haze penetration, transmittingl no UV or blue al all while
transmitting yellow elc almQstunattenuated'. The
orangey Visions are: very good as they too
transmit no UV or blue, but don'l transmil as
much yellow as Suntigers. Cloudmasters and
IFR are also very good, absorbing much more
blue than yellow, with IFRs !ilaving the edge €JVe~
Cloudmasters, by transmitting more yellow (their
maximum transmission is near the eye's maximum sensitivitY). Differentiating towns, fields and
forests through haze was easier with the above
glasses. 'Carreras, although absorbing UV and
blwe very well, simply don'l transmit enough
yellow (or any other colour) for good visibility in
haze. Green Raybans anq Strikeblue don't
absorb enough blue' light, while Primetta Flyers,
glass Reactolite, RAF Mk14s and grey Raybans
transmit almost as much blue as yellow and
orange, so haze penetration by these will be
much poorer than the first four.

Visual acuity (image sharpness)
Light of different wavelengths is focused at
slightly different distances behind a lens - this is
known: as chromatic aberration. The coloured
fringes seen through cheap magnifYing glasses
or binooulars are due to this effect. As some
colours will be focused perlectlyon the retina ana
some will be slightly out of focus, there is a slight
blurring of the edges Of images, reducing visual
acuity - the eye's ability to resolve fine details. By
removing all 0It most of the blue Iighf, giving the
eye fewer wavelengths to focus, sunglasses can
improve image sharpness (Which will also
improve haze penetration'). Cloudmaslers, IFHs.
alld orange Primettas dQ, this very well giving
sharper images which ,are quite noticeable on a
bright day; most of the others, though not quite as
gQOd, are acceptable. Carreras, however, let
through so little lighl of an.ycolour, especially if it
is dull, .lbat the iris opens up very Wide, past' its.
optimum size and:, as with camera lenses, the
image quality decreases a little from what they
coold acbieve. Suntigers let through so much
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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that under bright conditions the iris closes down
past Us optimum and this also de<;:reases the
sharpness, even tl'iQugh they absorb all the blue
and would otherwise- have been very good.
Under dull conditions, however, they are very
good. Strikeblue let through too much light at all
wavelengths. Manufacturers use terms like "blue
protection" to imply this reduction in blue light
transmitted.
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Glare and flare reduction
When the light level is very intense, the iris can·
not close down enough to prevent excess light
reaching the retina of the eye and the melanin
behind the retina cannot absorb all of it. This light
then reflects around inside the eye and reaches
the retina from odd angles, out of focus, causing
11 whitish1haze, especially if the sun is Rear the line
of vision. This haze degrades the overall image
quality, reduces contrast and causes us to squint.
Fluorescence indl,lced by the extra UV radiation
will also be more liKely to occur, though not as
noticeably as-the other, brighter haze. The receptors in the eye can receive so much light thal they
continue to signal to the brain for a short time
after the ight source is removed - the familiar
"after images" we see after looking at the sun or a
'bright light. All these problems constitute- glare
and flare. Finally, witllthe iris closed down a great
deal the image quality will be degraded due to dif'raction of -the light by the small aperture.
Clearly we require sunglasses which significantly rE!duce the intensity of all coloors of light
(though not necessarily by equal amoonts) for
adequate protection. lhe Carreras, Cloudmasters, grey Aaybans and RAF Mk14s are all
very good, reducing the intensify quite a bit. The
CloudmasterS were very pleasant to wear for
long periods. The Carreras in fact reduce the
intensily loo much for typical British conditions
(and see also Visual Acuity). -Bul people with very
sensitive eyes might finG them acceptable. Alpine
pilots might find them /'ielpful for reducing the
brightness of large snow fields in winter.
The IFRs, although good, could do with being a
little bit darker (their maximum transmission, is
close to the eye's maximum sensitivity), .sut I did
find them very acceptable to wear for long
periods. However, I feel that the Strikeblue and
Suntigers let through loo much light for comfort.
Plain, glass absorbs more yellow, -ol'8nge and red
than these do! Reading a newspaper on a bright
day, I found the glare to be quite bad, as did
several other people I gave these glasses. 'looking at glider wings was also a bit unpleasant. The
eye Isn't particularly sensitive to Iblue light $0
-removing: only 'blue doesn't red'uce the overall
impression of brightness. In general these
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Three diagrams showing the transmission spectra of sunglasses.
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brighter sunglasses did not reduce glare as
effectively as the dar\<er ones and I wouldn't like
to use them for winter alpine flying, at high
altitudes, or when above cloud. The other glasses
tested were acceptable.

Increasing cloud contrast and
colour visiOn
This is the feature most glider pilots arelooking
for in sunglasses - the legendary thermal finding
ability. But it is the hardest property to quantify as
colour vision is a very complicated subject.
Photographers dar1<en the sky in black and white
shots by ,using a yellow, orange or red filter to
absorb blue light. But humans don't see in black
and white (except when its very dark),
The human eye has four colour sensitive
receptors. The mds (about 120 million), with
maximum sensitivity at about 51 Onm, a greenish
colour, register brightness, while the three different types of cones (about seven million) are
sensitive to royal blue, green and orange/red respectively. Each cone signals one colour only to
the brain, independent of the actual wavelength
stimulating it. Some theories say the brain takes
the individual signals and parallel processes the
four separate images; it does not mix tlie signals
together. It then compares the separate blue,
green, ,red and brightness signals to produce the
sensation we call the, colour of an object.
The brain's versatility is displayed by the
phenomenon of "colour constancy" where, by a
process of inhibition of the sensors, it works 'out
the amount of each colour present in the main
light source. It then compares the light reflected
by an object with that generally available and
works out its "correct" colour, unless the :colour
balance ,is very unusual (unlike a camera which
reoords what is actually there). Compared to midday sunlight, early morningllate afternoon light is
reddish, fluorescent tubes are yellowish-green
and tungsten bulbs areveryorangey red. But we
see the "correct" colour. This "colour constancy"
causes problems when we try to increase cloud
contrast by selective colour filtration.
Perceived contrast depends on the colours of
the background and, after black and white, maximum perceived colour contrast occurs between
royal blue and yellow. You would expect that sunglasses which ,transmitted 'lots of yellow and very
Iittl'e or no blue would leave the clouds looking
bright against a dark blue sky. Cloud shape, and
'structure should be more sharply defined as the
shadows on the surlace and underside will be
darker when the blue of the sky which ,is reflected
into the shadows is removed, Therefore the
brown lensed glasses should be quite good for
pilots, as most authorities agree. The colour constancy phenomenon makes the clouds seem
whitish and alters the shade of blue to reduce the
contrasl a little from the expected result. But the
ratio of transmitted yellow to blue is still a reasonable guide to the approximate increase in contrast. Up to certain limits that is.
If too much yellow or too little blue ·is transmit100 the colour constancy begins to fail and the
brain plays tricks OIl itself. Glasses which absorb
all the blue light do not give a very dark blue sky.
Your eyes don't wor\< like a black and white film.
The brain sayS no blue light - no a blue object.
But after blue, the sky scatters down a fair
amount of green light to which your eyes are very
126

sensitive and so the sky turns a peculiar dull
green or golden towards the sun. Your brain tries
to make1t seem bluish but doesn 'I quite succeed.
This is quite noticeable With Suntigers, orange
Primetta Visions and similar designs. Now green
to yellow i a much lower contrast than blue to
yellow but Suntigers partly get round this by
transmitting the yellow almost unattenuated to
get some increase ,in contrast (at the expense of
poor glare reduction and image quality) and don't
give as big an increase in contrast as you might
have expected from the spectrum.
AlthOOgh the IFRs have a greater yellow/blue
ratio than Oloudmasters the increase in cloud
contrast seems about the same, and both these
glasses seemed quite good. Aeactolites doo'l
seem to increase contrast very much, while green
Raybans (or any other green lenses) actually
reduce Cloud contrast as green clouds to bluegreen sky is very low contrast. Primetta Flyers,
Grey Raybans and AAF Mk 14s will give a slight
increase in contrast as the eye has problems
compar.iog the contrast between two very bright
objects. Carreras givea greenish sky but don't let
through much yellow so the clouds are nol as
bright as with Suntigers" wl;1ile the orange
Primetta's give brighter clOUds than Carreras
(and a greenish sky).
The second problem is green. Many blue
objects reflect a ,fair amount of green light. Sunglasses which transmit very little or no blue can
turn many blue Objects greenish. A calm lake just
might look green to someone landing out, though
the reflections should prevent the interesting retrieve and insurance problems. (I have heard a
rumour this nearly happened recently.)
The various shades of green we see for grass,
trees, crops etc actually include a fair proportion
of blue due to the shiny suffaces reflecting the
blue of the sky. Anyone whQ has worn glasses
which transmit little or no blue (eg Carreras, Suntigers, orangey Visions or any of the other
orangeyglasses which arenow available) cannot
fail to have noticed how br.ight, almostfluorescent
green, many plants look - a very similar shade of
green for many different plants. I leel this might
cause problems In field selection for ou1landings.
Taking off such glasses just before a field landing
doesn't solve the problems. For a short time your
'Colour vision will still be very distorted.

the brain will
generate some strange
colours for a short time . .. "
H. • •

Normally in your eye at 'any given instant some
of lhe cones are signalling their colour to the
brain, others are recovering ,from signalling and
are fatigued - they Ihave to reverse the photochemical reaction that activated them and are
temporarily inactivated, and some have
recovered and are waiting to receive light and
signal the brain. But If y.our eye receives no blue
light at all tor sometime, eventually all the blue
cones recover - your eye becomes extra sensitive to blue. If the eye now receives :b1ue light, le
you remove the glasses, the brain will generate
some strange colours for a short time from these
exaggerated signals. This is one of the reasons
why staring, at bright coloured objects without

moving your eyes generates strange glowing
after images when yOu look away at other
objects. Sunglasses which exclude almost all
blue produce similar effects. In sunlight some
yellow things, for exampl'e Bic 'pens, glow
fluorescent pink for II short time if you !:lave worn
such glasses for say 10-15 minutes then take
them off. Thus your erl;>p recognition will be
further confused. Think about it. low down. You
need a quick, accurate decision. Corn? Cut
grass? Rape?' All the orange glasses give distorted colours when map-reading, yellow towns on
yellow paper being, one example.
To maintain a reasonably recognisable set of
colours; glasses on or of( it seems they mllst
transmit all colours, but yellow more than bfuefor
good cloud contrast, etc. Consequently brownishlenses are recommended for pilots in preference to other colours.

Depth perception
There is an optical illusion where equidistant
areas of even colour, especially if set against a
dark bacKground, 'seem at different distances
from the viewer. The even green of plants produced by removing all blue light might cause this
effect. A letter ,from S. Young in S&G, February
1987, p40, cOO1plained of difficulties in judging
height while wearing orange lensed glasses. If he
was flying near an area of shadow or close ,to a
runway/perimeter track,and target fixated on the
ground as well, this could have caused the illusion of different depths to have occurred. The
target fixation and associated tunnel vision effect
are almost as much to blame. I must em~hasise
that I personally haven,'l experienced this in normal flight, but it might arise under the stress of a
lield landing. I have, however, experieoced this
effect when wearing bright, orangey glasses and
entering a dull haflgar. When walking under
wings, I (and some other pilotsl had to reach out
to be sure of their 'distance.

Other sunglasses
Most sunglasses are not designed with pilots
in mind, so don't assume expensive ones will
necessarily be the best. Check the colour by
holding them about 6in above some white paper
while outside. In general browniSh lenses are
best for pilots, although if all you want is haze
penelration, the prangey-yellow lenses are very
good, if you can stand ·the colour distortion.
Mirrored lenses usually transmit very little light
(but with the bonus of no lA either) so your iris
opens very wide and image quality decreases they are best for skiers ,(or possibly alpine pilots)
who look at vast areas of snow. Distinctly blue
lenses transmit the light which is scattered most
while excluding the unscattered yellow, orange
and red! Haze penetration is ,POorer with than
withou1 them. Cloud contrast will also~ reduced
as bluish clouds against a blue 'Sky tendS to bll
low contrast. They might transmit UV as wen, so
look carefully at what the manufacturer claims.
Gradual tints (dar\<er at the top than Ihe bottom) are not as good as normal lenses. Ught from
the clear area will always reach the eye causing
glare, reducing, contrast, even if you are looking
up'through the dar\<er area. Glancing around you
might get a bright flash from the wings or the sun
if in a tum for example. In my opinion they are
more suitable for ground based (fashion conscious) types, though some people say looking
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into the cockpit is easier. Lenses which have a
slight graduation and are only a little lighter at the
bottom than the top are a bit better. Neutral grey
lenses solve the colour distortion problem and
can increase cloud contrast slightly as the eye
has more trouble measuring the relative intensity
of two very bright objects than two slightly duller
objects. Haze penetration probably won't be

canopies suffer the major problem of being
somewhat tricky to remove during flight if it gets a
bit dark. Landing when it's dloJlI could be very
tricky as depth perception of moving objects is
poor under dull conditions - ever played a ball
game when It gets dull? This is why you must
remove dark glasses when hangar flying at the
end of the day.

improlled much as they still transmit roughly
equal amounts of blue and yellow.
I've already mentioned the problems of greeA
lenses for pilots - green clouds against a bluegreen sky, Skiing glasses are generally too, dark
for good visibility wllen flying, except perhaps if
you flyover snow a lot. Being very dark, image
quality suffers, as might haze penetration. Tinted

In Conclusion
Don't expect miracles, from sunglasses, but do think before you, part with your money, because there are differences between the various types. As for
recommendations, I'd say try Cloudmasters or IFR Computer (the colour distortion with the latter is slight and easily adapted to).

SUMMARY TABLE
UV

PROPERTY
GLASSES

APPEARANCE

CARRERA·

mirrored
orange brown
orange brown

excellent

brown

excellent

CARRERA·
ClOUDMASTERS ('88)
IFR COMPUTER

PROTECTION
excellent

HAZE
PENETRATION

VISUAL ACUITY

GLARE
REDUCTION

COLOUR
VISION

CLOUD
CONTRAST

PROPERTY
GLASSES

very good

CARRERA
(mirrored)
CARRERA

very good

very good

very good

some
distortion
some
distortion
normal

improved

very good

poor
see text
good

• good

very good

I

ye/lowish
brown

excellent

greyish brown

excellent

PRIMETTA
FlL.YERS
PRIMETTA
VISIONS··
RAF MK14

orange

excellent

grey

RAYBANS···

very good

very good

good

slight
distortion

some
improvement
very good

some
improvement
very good

good

normal

good

distorted

poor

a little
improvement
some
improvement

very good

normal

green

below average
poor
very good

good

slight
distortion

RAYBANS

grey

good

poor

very good

normal

REACTOLlTE
(glass)····
STRIKEBLUE

light brown

adequate

poor

poor

normal

light yellow
orange
bright orange

excellent

some
improvement
excellent

a little
improvement
a little
improvement
poor

very poor

slight
distortion
distorted

SUNTIGERS

excellent

sli![lht
improvement

poor, but see
text

very poor

improved
good
improvement

good
improvement
slight
improvement
improved
slight
improvement
worse
slight
improvement
slight
improvement
slight
improvement
good
improvement

CLOUDMASTERS
IFR
COMPUTER
PRIMETTA
FLYERS
PR IMETIA
VISIONS
RAF MK14
RABANS
(green)
RAYBANS
(grey)
REACTOLlTE
(glass)
STRIKEBLUE
SUNTIGERS

• Only Carreras had big enough lenses to prevet:lt stray light entering from the side of the frames.

** Avpjlable in grey, graduated colours, and various browns, without the colour distortion problems, the browns being quite reasonable.
••• The brOWR Raybans I briefly examined seemed to be quite reasonable.
.... The plastic Reaetolites 'I briefly examined were a little darker.

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING COMMISSION (CIW) REPORT
Paris, March 16..18
Extracts from the report written by Tom Zealley, the BGA
delegate
Motor gliders. Rule changes now permit badge
flights to be made with sustainer motor gliders as
well as self-launching motor,gliders. 'Information
was given on the World Motor Glider Championships in 1990 at Is.soodon, France.
World Class ·Gflder. Piero Morelli (Italy) said the
project will be split into two phases - the design
competition ClAd the bJilding of the prototypes.
World Championships. The 1991 Championships will be at Minden, USA from June 29 to July
14 with the pre-Worlds in 1990 called
Ameriglide. Elaborate and detailed bids for the
1993 World Championships were presented by
France, Sweden and Bulgaria. In secret ballots.
Sweden was chosen. narrowly favoured over
France.

June/July 1989

European Championships. the 1990 Championships in Poland are from May 26 to June 10
with six pilots permitted per country (no restrictions on Classes).
Airspace. Judy tincoln, board member of the
Soaring Society of ,America, reported on the
recent battle in the USA over Notice 88-2 under
which high current consuming transponders
would have to' be fitted to all American gliders.
Following a major campaign by the whole of the
SSA with intensive lobbying of Congress and
FAA the rule was substantially amended. The
Australian de/egate, Bruce Brockhoff, described
all equally serious threat to their gliding with
plans t() require radio communication with ATC
throughout the country above 5000ft.

Badges and,awards. Ingo Renner was awarded
the Lilienthal medal. The Commission also
approved the Polish proposal to establish a new
medal in memory of Pelagia Majewska - the
"feminine Lillenthal".
WOrld badge. Bernard Smith (USA) circulated
details for a world gliding badge. This would
require a multiplicity of flights with a total distance
exceeding 40000km, approximately the circumference of the world. Only flights after the introduction of the badge w~ild count. TPs would not
have to be pre-declared, but proper pI'lotOgraphic
and other evidence of each component flight
would be required. It is likely to be voted on at a
future meeting. There appears to be enthusiasm
for It in the USA but the main objection is it WOUld'
be a considerable administrative burden.
Elections. Peter Ryder (W. Germany) was elected president In place of Bilt Ivans (USA) who is
retiring with Piero Morelli, Ed Makula (Poland),
John Roake (New Zealand), Alvaro de Orleans
!Borbon (Monaco) and Bernard Smith as vicepresidents.
i':I
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PHILlP WILLS

I

must confess I was ,pretty startled when I, of
all people, was invited this evening to come and
make a speech, and I don't know who is the
braver of us. But 'I have been assured I can say
what I like, and need' 110t bring my bUllet-prool
waistcoat, so here goes. The trouble is t/lat afterdinner speeches should by rights be full of tun,
and Air Traffic Control is a subject on which I find
it singularly difficult 10 be amusing.
You no doubt know my own position in this
complicated and maddening business, as fighting for the glider pilors· share of the air. But you
may not know my history, so I will start off by boring you with a bit of that.
During the war I was second in com mand of Ai r
Transport Auxiliary, and in four years we ferried
over 400000 aircraft of all shapes and sizes, in all
weathers, without radio or navigational aids of
any kind, and without collisions. Alone time, with
everyone else round London, flight after night we
would hear 1COO aircraft over london, alone, half
trying to~ind the other half and shoot it down, with
earnest chaps on the grotlnd indiscriminately
pumping 30000 shells a night up into the 101. No
collisions, either with aircraft or shells. Then
indeed our skies were "overcrowded", Nowadays
we use this damnably maligned word if we have
more than four airCraft in the whole corridor between London and Manchester.
After AlA I followed my boss, Gerard
d'Erlanger, to the newly-formed BEA, which for a
short time consisted of him and me and our two
secretaries, peering over the top of a pile of
30000 unopened letters in two rooms in
Ber1<eley Square.

"... perhaps they
couldn't see the
wood from the trees."

At one of the first meetings I went to at the
Ministry of Aircrafl Production, I was presented
with the broad outlines of Ihe Viscount, and
asked if BEA wanted it. At that time we were
unencumbered with anything like a Board, and I
gave instructions to proceed. Over the subsequent two years, one of my vivid memories is of
a two-man department in the Ministry responsible for - shall we say? - the fire-fighting equiiF
ment to be installed in the aeroplane, The' two
men concerned were splendid chaps in nearly
every way - honest, hard-wor1<ing and technically competent But it became, evident that to
them the Viscount was simply a vehicle designed
to carry the last word in fire prevention and
extinguishing gear, and when we pointed out that
to carry all they required would leave no room for
any passengers, they were profoundly disinterested. A suspicion crept in that perllaps they
couldn't see the wood for the trees.
I; have told this story because, over the last 'few
years, as I have plodded my way along the labyrinthine Ministerial conridors from ATe meeting to
ATC meeting, a suspicion nas in turn crept in that
these two chaps may have come to rest in your
department. Several times, at the far end ofa long,
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THE GLIDER
PILOTAND ATe
Wi,th world-wide airspace problems we thought readers
would be interested in this address given by Philip Wills at
the 1'961 annual dinner of the Guild of Air Traffic
Controller's London Lodge. It was reprinted from the Guild's
journal in the February 1961 issue of S&G, p16

corridor,l have'Seen Iwo'backs turning the corner
very like theirs. I have come in at a door at one end
of a room to see another closing at the other end,
with the same two backs seen through the
diminishing crack of the door. Could it be ...?
If I am righl, they have this time triumphed,
because the radio equipment necessary to anyone wishing tolly around freely in our small island
today costs more than a light aeroplane itself, and
can't be got in anyway. So there are virtually no
privately owned light aircraft in this country.
I must confess I feel sorry for you folk, and I
hope you feel sorry for os. You are expected to
bear Ihe responsibility for Ihe prevention of
Collisions in the air but, with, the possible exception of the London Zone, are giv.en stone-age
equipment which only makes it possible 10 do so
by imposing restrictions which have kept the air
so empty that, in fact, if your duties were
tomorrow reversed, and you had to' try to ,create
collisions', the commonest expletive coming out
of control towers would be: "Damn! Missed
again'"
As you are no doubt told ad nauseafIi, London
Airport has recently descended from 4c1 st in the
list of'busiest airports, after Utlle Rock, Arkansas,
to Ihe undistinguished place of 83rd, .after
Charleston, Carolina. All the traffic handled by all
airports together in the Ut< is less than that handled
by Chicago, where the restrictions are less
severe than those imposed in London, and even
less. God help us, than those imposed In that
aerial Sahara, the Manchester Control Zone.
Unfortunately ,the equipment used presents an
absolutely false Impression of the risk.. On the
radio, you and Ihe pilots hear a jumble of VOices
which sounds abS0lutely frightful unl'ess someone peers out of Itle window and can't see an
aeroplane in the sky from horizon to horizon. On
your screens you see \wo blips, immensely
exaggerated in scale, <lpparently about to collide,
but in fact the two real aircraft never get within
miles of each other. Whilst your radio and your
radar screens are indeed overcrowded, Ihe
actual sky remains as, vast and as empty as ever.
Sa please don't come 10 believe your absurdl~
inadequate instruments, and ignore the hard fact
- the only thing that matters - that in the 16 years
since the war there have been only two collisions
involving airliners, although we have had aircraft

under different and unco-ordinated controls flying through each other's systems in a nearly random way; and it is hard to believe that even the
most sophisticated system could have bettered
that record. What a sophisticated system could
'have done would have been to equal it with ten,
twenty, or even fifty times the volume of traffic.
What you have lacked in equipment, our joint
masters have tried to replace by restrictions on
the use of the air, and look what we have lost! In
the United States we see over 100000 small aircraft nying :happily around. France is dotted with
airfields stiff with small aeroplanes; whilst here
we have about 500 all 'told, mostly completely
obsolete. A movement which we pioneered in the
late 'twenties has been entirely lost to other
nations, the industry, the pilots, the enthusiasm
and all that goes with it.
I don't want to exaggerate my case. We do
admit that in Ihe London Control Zone ;there is a
perceptible dribble of traffic, .amongst which
gliders would be Oyt of place, and although up to
last March we Ilew around in ,it in VFR in perfect
safety, we have willingly accepted our exclusion
from it. But we do no! believe for one moment that
this applies arrywhere else ill the UK airspace
with the present pathetic traffic densities.

" we must
be left freedom
to fly . .. "
For years we were told that we couldn't have
the facilities for small aircraft until the aeroplanes
were there to show that they were needed. This is
exactly like saying you can't have 'roads until you
have the motor cars needing them. If we are to
drag ourselves screaming into the second half of
the twentieth century in aviation, we musl instal
modern ATC equipment, and until we do we must
be left freedom to fly, so long as we show by the
facts that we are hazarding no one else.
There is a curious law of Nature called Wills's
ILaw, This states that the severity of Air Traffic
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Control varies in inverse pmportion to traffic density. At an airlield in Outer Uisl, on Tuesday before
the weekly aeroplane a~rjves Ihe controller gets
up early, bolts his breakfast,tears out to the airfield, and grounds all the seagullslwo hours
before its ETA. In New ZeaJamd, ,where there is
one airway and a handlul of aircrall, cloud flying
is forbidden wi.thou1 radio throoghout the length
and breadth of both Islands. The restricted area
round Salisbury, Rhodesia, is vast, SO is the
Manchester Control Zone, wllich has permane'lt
IFR to boot. loo don, witt:! perhaps twenty times
the traffic, I:las at least a smaller zone than
Manchester. When we come to busy places like
Ullle Rock, you can, (or COUld, when last heard of)
arrive unannounCed and land on a green light
from the control tower.
Of course there could be a collision between a
glider and! an airliner - there could be one between a meteorite and an airliner - but the fact is
that there never has been one, or even nearly one,
anywhere in the world. Wlilen traffic drops below
a certain density, it seems almost certainly true
,that control musl Increase colliSion risk - ie the
risk of human error is greater than the random
one, and here we come ,10 OI1e of the nubs of
the problem. Would people prefer, say, two
accidents for which they caR allerwards blame
someone, to one for which they could blame
only God?
But if the picture regarding light powered flying
is dark, with only a dim light "8heaa atlhe end of a
longl tunnel, in gliding it is 'so far the reverse.
Because we are a band of fanatical enthusiasts,
but with a strong sense of responsibility and selfdiscipline, we have battled away over the pasl1 '5
years and managed so far 10 retain a degree of
freedom which has enabled us to become the
leading gliding nation in the world. In every World
Championship since 195,2 a British pilot at a
British sailplane, or both, mavEl won first or
second place. Without government subsidy {)(
support for prototype exPenses or the like, British
sailplanes have been exported to over 30 countries, and 30% of our production is exported. Two
British sailplanes are the only British aircraft ever
to have been sol'd to the &wiet Union.
This, therefore, is an outline of our case - and I
have reason 10 believe that many of you agree
with much of it: indeedfsome of you are gliding
fanatics yourselves - our case 10 be left alone, so
that we can go on being one of the fields of aviation in which Britain leads Ihe world.

AIOTH. MPRESSION
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Different ,Address: Same Super Products
'Aquarius' (Dual Weight) Calculators. .. £12.00
Wind Component Resolvers . . . . . . . . . .. £6.50
'Gemini' Calculators
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Plight Planning Rulers ... ,............ £4.00
Protective Wallets for Calculators or Rulers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. SOp
'Dolphin' vario Conversions from. . . . . . . .. £35
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Richard Lowndes gives his version of Brennig's exploits at
Fuentemilanos, Spain. See the February issue, p22

I

was there ,and saw rt - ql,lite remarkable.
Brenda (from Lasham), and I were In the line early
having pushed our gliders to the launch point at
the far end of the airfield. Pretty clever, I1 thought,
beating all the natives to the top of the ~ueue,
especially as the second tug was out again.
Clever I might have been, but Brennig was
smarter. Not for him the long push, out. I1 watched
enviously as Brennig was towed off in his Nirnbus
3 by special arrangement with the tug pilol,
downwind straight from t.lile parking' -area. That's
how biggies are begun.
I1 was my first cross-country abroad and I was
nervous. Brenda and Brennig h-ad been
extremely helpful, being old hands at fuentemilanos. With their help, I slipped through the
check flight, field landing exercise and three
closely observed solos. Now Oerlinghausen had
entrusted me with an Astir for a shot at
300km.

Brennig announced ~_ _"""':
the first cloud
_
over the mountains
_
I was scratching at my ,first blue Ihermal over
the clubhouse when Brennig announced the first
Cloud over the mountains. We were going the
same' way but I decided not 10 race, him and Ingo
- makes me feel flash being on first name terms
with a multi Work! Champ but he really is that
friendly.
I went over to Brenni9"s cl'oud and found out
why he writes so elilthusiastically about Spain. A
narrow rough 4m/sec thermal whisked rne up to
2S00n from where I followed a solid street along
the ridge. for 3Okm. Vi'sibility was fantastic and al
this point I was at 3200m.If I had been over Swindon at Ihis height I would have had no qualms
about beetling on at VNE but here this height isn't
far above the ridge and the rocks, and] fa tests
loom large.
.
The trouble was I wasn't usedr to thil'lking inr
metres. My altimeter was indicatingr3 and that to
me means 3000fL Similarly, at 4m/sec I was
(Jsed to walching the clock wind up but this
doesn', happen when the altimeter is calibrated
in kilometres. Thus; I didn'1lhink I was high nOl"
climbing fast and I flew. slowty and carefully until
the street ended.

This is where it is helpful to have Brennig on
hand. Unlike everyone else at Fuentimilanos he
and Ingo keep up a (riendly banter in English. Not
the same English, but English. Ingo'talks in metres above site whereas Brennig Br:mounces feet
above sea level. No wonder they can't find each
other when pair flying but to me it was extremely
helpful as out in the blue ;';\head they were in a
thermal at my first TP at Riazza.
I took lots of snaps of fliazza with the
motorised 35mm camera which is standard
equipment on 0erlinghauser1 gliders along with
other luxuries such as a vario with TE and audio
and another instrument for cruise control I
couldn'l master - quite a contrast to the Cosim fitted to my club's hot ship. I turned back along the
ridge and found that in place of the grea1 blue
hole, rubicund clouds had sprouted. I engaged in
overdrive and began to enjoy myself now. 1was in
the lead butlngo and Brennig were catchin9' me
(as!. I shared thermals with each in turn and each
marked rny next They were havingl difficulty in
locating each other again -although I could see
they were in the same 'thermal. Brennig was at
cloudbase at 117 OOOft while Ingo was in the same
thermal at 4000m. For some strange reason it
didn't dawn on me thalltoo was at 17000ft and
had been, off and on, for some time. As far as I
"",as concerned I was at 400011, but by now lIying
with quite a dash.
Shortly I was back on the home ridge with
150km flown and 150 to do. The thermals
sfopped and the most amazing pea sou p rolled in
from the soutlil. Evercything was blotted out in
minutes. Brenni91 was advising going nOr1h to a
cloud st~eet (which he called a convergence). I
could see cu, tops on the horizon above ihe murk
and set off in that direction.
Half way there I had doubts. I wasn'l going 10
get to the street with much height and would be
lost as there were few landmarks on Ihe plain. If 11
got established In a street it pointed straight into
the military zone. I had been given the frequency
to open the zone bu1 had left my Spanish at
home, so I chickened out al'ld returned home.
I had an unforgettable flight and my Gold
height by spending much of t!'le day at 17 OOOft.
Brennigr is right 10 praise FlcJentemilanos. II's
fantaslic and Oerlinghausen rllt) il efficiently and
with equipment you won't believe if you come
from a UK club. However you won't believe the
price eitner - my flying charges were £80 a
day.

a
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Pilots buy their gliders because they fly well
and cost arl amount they can afford. The last
thing they consider's the crashworthiness of the
glider in the event of an accident. look at your
own glider and you will find your toes separated
from the nosecone (and from ttle ground inl a
crash) by a few inches of insubstantial air. This
compares badly with a car in which the driver is
protected by a strong safety cage and efficient
energy absorbing zones. There Is no reason why
gliders should not be constructed so as to provide similar safety features.
You, of course, know the formula e=Y2mv 2.
Modern gliders are heavy and have a high flying
speed. The energy involved in a crash is therefore
likely to be greater than in the good old days of
gliders such'as the Olympia 2. This makes crash
protection all the lT1OI'e important. Before glider
designers and manufacturers can produce such
machines, they must krloW the complex forces
involved in an accident. The purpose of· the test
was to record the forces acting on the glider
airframe and on a pilot manikin- in a represen.tative crash.

Theory of the test rig
The classic tests on crashw0rthiness were carried out by NASA in 1980 using the lunar-landing
tesl. r.i9 with Piper airframes that had been written
off in Cl flood at the faclory. A pendulum test rig
was used'. This provides a simple method of controlling the factors in a crash, as follows:
The impact velocity - relatedl 10 the C of G
drop height by '0'=)2 9 h.
The attitude - by adjusting the fore and aft
suspension lines.
The flight path. - given by the tangent to the
arc of swing a! th'e impact point.
In the NASA lests, the suspension lines were
released jusl before impact by explosive
charges. S(1 ldr lan McKenzie was responsible
for providing lechnical suppor1 for the tes\. He
repre5er1ted the "Impact and Acceleration Section" of the RAF Institute of AI/iation Medicine,
Farnborough (lAM). lan suggested that the forward suspension lines remain altacl:1ed through!'
01,1\ tne ,test. The 'suspension lines would:
automatically go slack as the glider 'traversed, the
chord to the arc of swing formed by the impact
surface. ne kinetic energy of the test would be
absorbed by the upswing of the pendulum, Thi$
idea made the tesl feasible. 11 had been intended
10 release Ihe aft suspension lines just before the
nose of tf;le glider made contact with the ground.
A micro-swilch was fastened 10 an unQer-wing·
probe. This did not work, possibly due to the
probe being too flexible.

Construction of the test rig
The test rig was designed with the help of Den,nis Dowdell (lasham). Thesuspension lines were
made from Ordinary 4.5mm steel winch cable,
supplied by David Garrard. A short length of
aerotow rope was fastened to the cable by a
shackle and tied to a suitable point on the glider.
This gave a quick and easy method of adjustmenl. Frank Irving calculated the lift provided by
the wings under t:he conditions of the test He also
worked out the loading on the glider at impact,
namely 2Y2g. lorne Welchcafoulated that the
cable and rope would stretch under this Iloading
by 2in.
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CRlSHWORTHINESS
TEST
For the first time a glider has been crashed to find out the
forces on the airframe and "pilot". Tony Segal, a GP and
lasham pilot who has done some valuable work reducing
spinal injury (see the June 1986 issue, p132), describes
the test and reports on the findings
They were both exactly right - the, i""pacl poinl
was 1in 10 port and 5in fOrward of the theoretical
impact poinl chalked on the hanga, floor l;lefore
the test. The glider was fJI,llled up to the drop posItion in the hangar roof by a doub'led safety rope
passing through a pulley in Ihe hangar roof and
released by an eleclrically operated bomb-slip
atlached to the tail. Ttle bomb-slip was inverted,
so the oontrol cable CQuld pass directly to the
hangar floor, avoiding the complication ·of taking
II via the hangar roof. lhere were two suspension
points in the flangar roof. These conSisted merely
of two rope loops wrapped round a girder in the
hangar roof, to which the suspension cables
were attached by shackles.

The glider
ne glider was a badly damaged Std Libelle
supplied by 'Ralph Jones. J.he wheel and under,carriage were provided by Bob and Karell
Mclean·. Martin Grant (Lasham) was in Charge of
the repairs to the fuselage and wings. Davld Fos·
ter (lasham) made the metal fittings in the
worl<shop'at his home. The glider as Crashed was
complete with wings and tailplane, but without
the canopy.
The weight of the glider, pilot manikin and
parachute was 600lb.

Technical support
lan brought a Sherpa van full of heavy expensive ,equipment along from farnborough for the
test He was supPQrted by les Neil, technical:
officer, and -Ian Mitchell, senior photograpl:ler, of
lAM. Tbe pilot manikin was fitted with a
parachute, and sat directly on· the glass-fibre seal
without a cushion. A four-point 'seat harness was
used, supplied by Mike Fripp, and modified by
lAM. Accelerometers were placed in the pelvis of
the manikin and al the C of G of the glider (the
compartment for Ihe barograph was used). Strain
gauges were attached to the lap and shoulder
straps of the seal harness. A strain gauge was
gluecl'lo Ihe inside of the bellyof the cockpit. Four
fur1her strain gauges were glued to the inside and
oulside of the cockpit sill. ~his was to obtain information for a study being carried out by Prol Ed
Crawley of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, USA. One of his post-graduate

The lIbelle before the test. Bothphotographl

are by tan Mitchell, senior photographer of
lAM.
students, Kart-Peter Kampf, has worked on
improving the crashworthiness of scale models

of glider cockpifs. Oursludy would measure the
forces in a full-scale crash.).
The impact was recorded on high speed video

(200 frames/sec), and on two high speed cine
cameras (500 frames/sec and 1000 frames/sec).
A "sight screen" measuring 40ft long by 6ft high,
divided inlo 2,ft squares, was built for a oost of £a
Wooderl battens were nailed togelher, painted
black and backed by white kitchen paper.
The instrument readings were carried down an
umbilical cable, attached 10 the fuselage by
sHcky tape, to the hangar floor. The readings
were amplified and thell recorded on a multichannel tape deck.

The accident
Great difficulty was experienced in drawing up
ihe parameters of the crash. lhe JA~ 22
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CRA$HWOATHINESS TEST

requirements quote a nose down impact 0145°.
After discussion with the experts, I concluded
Ihis was an arbitrary ligure. Dip/-Ing D. Pusch
produced a 'Paper in January 1988 on behall 01
the German Federal CAA of a study 01 over 1ioo
glider accidents in Germany. From his results, I
felt a nose down attitude 0115° was representative. Also, the glider would land ,on the nose. followed by impact on the main wheel, thus
obtaining maximum information from the test.
After widespread discussion in the canteen at
lasham, I decided on a flight path of 1':4. The
wings were to be kept level for the test.

RECORD
BREAKER

The hangar
The test took place in the magnificent hangar
of the RAFGSA Centre at Bicester, bypermission
of the chairman, Gareth Cunningham,and the
manager, Paddy HOgg. I must record that Shane,
the Centre's well known labrador, followed the
proceedings with great interest. The club were at
Aboyne seeking wave and whisky, so I had sole
use of the hangar for a week and the willing help
of the staff. The girder Irom which the lesl rig was
suspended was 40ft above the hangar floor.
Access was by means of a mobile "Cherry picker" crane from RAF Abingdon, driven, by SAC M.
Atkinson. Working on the platform of ,the crane
was great fun and yoU' soon gol used 10 the
height.

Tt\e test
Erecting Ihe tesl rig and installing Ihe
instruments look only two and a half dayaand the
test was OIl Wednesday, October 19. I musl
admill felljusllhe slightest bil exoited before Ihe
test. 1I started Ihe "count-down" Irom five and on
the count of Iwo Ihe thigh speed cine cameras
were to be started. I had reached Ihree when lan
shouled 10 me 10 ~top! I had forgotten 10 pick ,up
the release button Irom the floor. I resumed the
"oount-down", this time holding the, button, The
glider released perfectly. ,I shall never forget its
clean poised swoop from high in theflangar roof.
It landed on Ihe nose, bounced on the undercarriage, the tail !:lit the floor, then, the glider
swung lorward and up clear of the hangar floor,
exactly as planned. {The port wing broke (>nthe
rebound due t previous damage to the main
spar at the wingroot that it had not been possible
to repair.) Champagne was passed round to the
test crew and the observers-even the pilo1
manikin was offered a glass in the general
euphoria.

Test results
The high speed video and film show the nose
and the front of the fuselage bending upwards on
impact and then springing back to its original
shape. Examination of the inside of the fuselage
showed minor delalllination 01 :the cockpit noor
<VId side wall. ThiS demonstrates Ihe ,basic
strength of the design and of the compOSite
materials used in the construction. The impact
velocity was fairly low, owing to the low drop
height, namely 9.6m/sec or 21.5mph. Despite
this, the pilot manikin "submarined' down and
forward under the lapstraps of the seat harness.
The load on the lap straps was 2000lb, partly due
to the pilot load and partly due to deformation of
the fuselage. The load on the shoulder harness
was 12501b.
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After the lest, showing Ihe pilot manikin
slumped down having "submarined" onder
his harness.
The accelerometer readings in the vertical (Gz)
axis were lost owing to a fault in the taperecorder. The accelerometer readings in Ihe fore
and aft axis (Gx) of the airframe were very
interestillg. (This was tne test axis relevant to Ed
Crawley's studies on models.) High peak
loadings of very short duration were recorded,
as follows;
Impact of nose - 55g
Impact of main wheel - 41g
Impact of lail - 13g
Owing to their short duration, It is considered
these roadings were of low energy and would
produce only Iirnited damage and injury.
The accelerometer readin.g in the fore and aft
axis (Gx) of Ihe pelvis of the pilot manikin showed
a peak loading of 1'6g, of short duration. This is
much lower than that recorded on the glider
airframe.
Strain gauges are 'known to be temperamental;
one was U/S before the test and one failed to
record during the test. T'he remaining three gave
interesting results. The strain gauge in the belly,of
the cockpit gave a dellection in tension of 0.23%.
This was less than expected, probably due to the
bracing effect of the cockpit floor. The two strain
gauges in the cockpit 'still showed deflections in
compression of 0.66% at Ihe mid-sill point, and
0.55% at the aft corner of the sill. This
demonstrated considerable compression loading in the cockpit sill.

'Conclusions
A test rig can be C€lrlStructed from materials
av,ailable on gliding sites. Using this test rig, the
,parameters of a g'liding acCident can be accuorately reproduced. To give a higher, more realisticI impact velocity a greater drop height is
required. I suggest sucb a test would need 10 be
performed out of doors. Deformation and minor
defamination of the cockpit structure occurred,
absorbing energy and giving considerable protection to the pilot manikin. Even at the low
impact velocity of this test, the pilot manikin "submarined" and the load on the lap strap was high.
This demonstrates conclusively the need for a
securely attached five-point seat harness. Ralph
Jones has made the fuselage of the lest glider
available for further tests. If a test track were to be
made available, a series of tests could be carried
out on Ihe I'lose and cockpit area 01 the glider.
This would produce results of great val'ue.
Il:I

While, Joanna Dannatt of the Cambridge University GC was on holiday in New Zealand she met
Yvonne Loader who broke the world ,height gain
record (set by Anne Burns In 1961 in South Africa
with a 2993011 gain)ancl retumed with the following details.
Yvonne's flight was to 371t4ft (a gain of
33 506ft) in a Nimbus 2 during the New Zealand
Nationals al Omarama,on January 12, 1988. The
weather wasn't promising and on the ,second
attempt she flew to Lake Ohau where at 10 [)()()ft
,an extensive rain band forceGl her down to
8000ft. She Ilew in light rain under the cloud for
15rnin before climbing at between 600 and
800ft/min along th~Ben Ohau range in moderate
wave whic~ became stronger near Mount
Cook.

Yvonne after her record flight.

11 took Yvonne 24min to climb from 8000 10
20000ft. At that stage it wasn't looking too hopeful but as she moved closer to the mountain she
contacted good lift.

Came to the sport
through power flying

~

_

Yvonne, who comes from Christchurch, has
been gliding since 1972 and was the first New
Zeal'and woman to fly a 5OOkm, but she came to
the sport through power flying. She wanted 10 be
a tug' pilollike 'her husband and took up gliding to
see what It was like on the othef end 01 the mpe.
She continued 10 fly powered aircraft competitively until 1985, winning 30 trophies, and
has been chasing this record for five years.Trne
flight also gave Yvonne two New Zealand
El
records.
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ROGER Q. BABRETT

I

t's April 1939, the Spanish Civil War has just
ended, the Nazi threat is in people.'s minds and
World War 11 is, bu1 five months away. What matters more to 27 year-old GeoHrey Stephenson, ,is
the weather.
It has been a good sprinl;! for soaring and
downwind dashes from Dunstable have been
achieved most weekends. GeoHrey and two
friends have just bought a Gull from Slingsby (all
of (200) and their new glider is in the air whenever conditions allow.
On Saturday, April 22, 1939 it is Stephenson's
day to fly and he opts to take off from Heston,
near Heathrow. The plan is to fly downwind to the
Surrey Club's site on the North Downs near
Reigate so he can go to the engagement party el
Ann Edmonds (later Ann Welch), being held
nearby. However ,Ihe wind is gusting too much for
Major Phillips and his Avro 504 towplane at HestOIl so Geoffrey tows the Gun behind his Austin
1.2 to Dunstabl'e. The wind is on the Downs:
28mph, gosting to 40, from 300°; just right for a
decent winch launch. ay 3.00pm the Gull coonects with a thermal on release and Is circling to
cloudbase at 4000ft.

SUFFICIENT UNTO

THE DAY•••
A 50th anniversary is celebrated

Some talk of soaring to
France but thIs was not
a burning ambition
"Steve" had g,one solo in 1935and by l'939'he
had his Silver badge. There had been some talk in
the London Club'about soaring to France but this
was not a burning ambition on anyone's part it
seems. Eight years previously, in 1:931, the
Channel had ,been crossoo in non-soaring glides
from aerotows by Ussan1 Beardmore In a Prolessor and Robert' Kronfeld in his Wien. Certainly
it was not Stephenson's intention 10 cross to
France when he took off: sufficient unto the day
was flying downwind as far as possible in
England.
Geoffrey had discovered how 10 fly in cloud
(with his turn indicator) while ,hill soaring over the
South, Downs when cumulostratus frequently
enveloped the glider. Climbing, in cloud flad
become routine for most of the cross-country
pilots by 1939: too few of them for collision to be
thoughl 01 as a hazard,
Let Geoffrey continue his own slory:
"The clouds were smooth inside and appeared
slightly lighter looking upwards than downwards.
This probably helped', for I managed to fly blind to
Hatlield Aerodrome.
"I, now made for Abridge, and just before Epping Forest the lift became 'scarce, 11 passed over
Abridge and Stapleford and reached the T'hames
at Stanford-Ie-Hope. Thinking of Greig with the
trailer, I hesitated a I'ong time before crossing, but
a thermal over the, water decided the issue.
"The Medway was crossed at its widest part at
3000tt, and I decided Ihat with luck Canterbury
Aerodrome was within range. We proceeded
cautiously along the London mad ,and "'reached
the town of Canterbury with 2000ft. This was
encooraging, and I decided to have a shot for
Hawkinge. This meant aiming south-west in
order to allow for drift in the weak thermals.
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A 1939 photograph of Geoffrey Stephenson
In, the Gull w"'ch he soared across the
Channel.
''The aerodrome was reached at 1OOOft and
then the big ~urprise came. 1I flew slap into a
newly formed'thermal at 6ft per second, worked it
up to 10ft per-second, and immediately thought
of the Channel. The lift increased to 15ft and even,
20ft ipar second. I checked up the direction 01
Cape Gris-l',Iez' and entered a large cloud at
450011. AI6000ft, and probably still climbing, I let
the speed fluctuate a bit, so'decided that to come
out was a bird in the hand, We emerged on the
south side of the cloud jusl off the ooast. There
were a few ships below, but none ahead.
"South-east of the cloud I had left, and adjoining it, was a rather broken cloud, which I made
for. It was very little use, and ahead of it was a 10ft
per second sink. Ahead again was ,blue sky and I
wondered if it was all sink; bb/1, a1 5Omph, we
were very quickly clear of it, and the sink was normal. I had lorgotten to allow for drift, so a slightly
curved course was followed.
"Five miles 011 the French coast the sink was
reduced slightly and I set the speed at about
35mph. The coast was crossed at aboul a mile
east of Cap Griz-Nez. The height was 26OOft.
"The sink was still a little below normal, and
forgetting ,about St Ingrevert, I went downwind
looking for .somewhere from which I could be
lowed back home. There was no field large
enough, and as height was running out I chose a
small field at the village of Le Wast, • 0 miles east

of Boulogne. The Ilanding was very gusty, bul it
workel'l out all' right, at 5.35pm."
We now know the cloud over Hawkinge was a
sea breeze front but such a phenomenon was not
recognised until much later.
Alllhat remains is to get the Gull, and its pilot,
back to Dunstable. Geoffrey phones his whereabou1s to Ann's party and she, without hesitation,
leaves her friends to lend for themselves and
starts to organise the retrieve. Ann drives the Austin 12 (though she has nol mastered its crash
gearbox) andit, plus trailer, is hoisted by crane on
to the ferry for a stormy passage - that nor' westerly is slill blowing.
Meanwhile, back In Franoe, Geoffrey has 'fwOO
a aiel" finished his dinner, and sels outfora slrol
before tuming in. He 'hasn't got very far when 8
waiter chases after him. Well, you know what
French holeliers are like and here is this Englishman who checks in without any baggage ...
The following day Geol1rey Is woken by a Daily
Express photographer who has flown over at
dawn. The first soaring flight across the Channel
makes all the Monday papers and this is how Am
manages 10 convince the Customs at Dover Ihat
the returning Gull's pilot, with no official papers,
had not thought up a novel way of smuggling.
Ann reports the total: cost olthe retrieve, including
holel bills, is £25 Ss,
Tt:le Royal Aero Club and the BGA hosted 8
50th anniversary celebration lunch for Geoffrey
Slephenson MBE, and :Beryl, in April. Glasses
were raisecf by Tom and June Zealley, Ben and
Trish Watson, Dan and Betty Smith, Charles and
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JOHN KENNY

I

was walking down a long avenue, there was
no one in sight and I was rehearsing what to say,
like a guilty schoolboy on his way to the Head's
study. The last time I'd 'had this sensation was
when I diel a cross-country with the CFI in the
Blanik in 1965 and needing a landing place,
chose a nice long smooth runway. We both knew
the airfield was a secret establishment which did
not welcome visitors. Neither of us mentioned
this; it seemed the best place to put the bird down
- ear1y Blaniks had poor airbrakes.
Theestablishment was closed for the weekend
and noone saw us land; George, a wise CFI who
knew that someone who looks and talks like an
idiot is often forgiven for being one, stayed with
the glider while I wandered round the field look'
ing farhumanity.1 walked down the long passage
and knocked at the guard room door.
"Please sir, I think I have landed on your runway. please could you tell me the way out of the
airtield?" The MoD police were most helpful and
lel us bring Ihe Tiger in to tow us home, provided
we didn't hit "that building with a tall chimney" on
the way oot. Apart from a polite letter asking us
not 10 do it again, that was the end of the
matter.
Now it was June 1988 and I had this sensation
of d~j~ vue.
I was definitely going to do a 300km triangle on
this second VectisGC french expedition; friends
had shaken me 'by Ihe hand and wished me good
luck - dear optimisls!
I pulled off low ear1y, then slunk back with my
Iail between my legs for a relight. Tug pilot JeanPaul told me not 10 be so impatient and he would
tow me to a real "pompe". He did, but it still took
dear old 516 and me twenty minutes to climb
high enough 10 set course.
Two thirty in the aftemoon and setting off, on
300km in a K-6e, well this was France, they have
double summer-lime.
This was as near heaven as I am ever likely to
get. In spite of 20kt wind almost on the nose, 516
fair1y romped along 100 north bank of the Loire
with the vel:Y pinnacles of European civilisation,
people, chateaux and bridges passing underneath,.
There was no shortage of company; the
swallows danced up in front of us like ping-pong
Aflnabelle Ellis, Ann Welch and Roger Barrett.
The venue was at lvinghoe, just a lew miles Irom
Dunstable and 127 miles Irom Le Wast
Geoffrey was presented' with a congratulatory
letter Irom the Royal Aero Club's presidei'll, the
Duke 01 York, to mar1k Ihe occasion. It will joinlhe
splendid walercolours which Geoffrey now
paints, on Ihe walls of Ihe Slephenson's dining

room.
By a strange coincidence this is a year for cross
Channel anniversaries. It is SO years since Louis
Bieriot made the first crossing, in a monoplane.
Robert Kronleld, by crossing both ways in a
Wien 58 years ago on June 20, 1931, claimed the
Daily Mail prize 01 Cl 000 lor a glide from France
to England and back on Ihe same day.
After a high low, he took two hours on Ihe first
trip but 20 minutes on Ihe return, leaving Dover in
failing Iighl at 9.1 Opm after a 9000ft tow. In fact,
the tug used all its petrol on the low and had to
glide across IheChannel.

a
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John Kenny found an upmarket spot to land on a French
cross-country last summer

The K·6e In the Chateau grounds.
balls on water jets in a shooling gallery, while Ihe
more sedale herons and buzzards marked some
of the thermal cores.
Our track passed to the north of Angers, the
wind thought otherwise and it was here that
things started to come unstuck. We climbed 10
the base of a monstrous cl'oud 'south of the city,
then tried a long fast glide across the swamps
where the Sarthe comes 10 woo Ihe beautiful
Loire. We just reached the sunshine but Ihe
ground had not warmed enough to lift us
again.
Down to 1OOOft, whal were the landing pros'
pects? Very rough small pastures, Ilong cereals
and a kind of sports arena The surface looked
good but il was strung around with wires. Then
standing in its moal and gleaming In the sun, a
fairy caslle caught my eye. 11 had a big flat lawn,
must be smooth, that was the place.
I1 recalled Philip Wills' vision 01 landing at a
slalely home and whilst laking a genle~1 tea,
explaining about glidin910 the lady 01 Ihe manor.
My vision involved being entertained by the
chalelaine too. My downwind checks lended
to sloppiness.
We lurned finals and lined 'Up' on the chateau,
careful not 10 overshoot into the moal. Wow! Iheir
Flymo had broken down; no, it's a hay field.
The landing was short and soft, no one was in
sight so I walked round the field looking for a
gate; there wasn't one, so 11 climbed over the substantiallence and walked down the avenue. Then
over the drawbridge and into a serene courtyard
where a large black hunting dog bayed, though
the gothic effecl was spoiled by a plastic flea

oollar. I wondered if Ihey would Ihrow me into the
cachot as I walked into the guard room; on the
table were postcards of Chateau du Plessis
Bourr~.. Well I wouldn't have 10 ask where 1I
was.
A lady came out of Ihe back room. "Bonjour"
and would I like 10 view Ihe chateau? "Ves.please,
it I'ooks charming from the air and would Ihere be
a door to the field at the back?"
The Inhabitants of.Anjou' are noted f'or courtesy
but Madame Obviously thought, "This one's
simple, and foreign too."
She humoured the idiot who said he had
landed on Ihe lawn and let me phone for a
retrieve.
When the crew arrived I hoped they would be
brawny enough to lift a K-6 over a fence. First to
gel out was Peter, ever resourceful but .none too
brawny, followed by two ollhe weaker se)(, Jen ny
and my wile, Doreen.
Fortunately resou.rcefulness was better than
brawn and Peter found a detachable portion of
fence and so we took Ihe Irailer on 10 the "lawn".
The owners Ihen arrived, were charming, spoke
perfect English and were so polite Ihat they
asked permission 10 photograph the glider on
their own land.
On arriv.al back at the airfield, Jean-Paul was
not slow to point out thal the fine tot landing au
vaches was une bouteille of the local wine. This
same fine is imposed for every possible achievement and error. £1 for each bouteilJe went toclub
funds and the Vectis expedition and our
generous and hospitable hosts had some most
cordiale ententes.

a
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essential element in prog ress towards successful aviaUOn, ...
In 1920. Few pilots today know that gliding continued IIlllU
1914-18 war - and it is interesting to conjecture why.
As news filtered slowly out of the USA between 1902l11d 1
trolled fashion, it was noted that they had slaJ1ed by
Experimenters already in the field tried to ernulatethem, will
either failed to grasp the importance of three-axis ca1bd or;
rudder".
France, which considered itself well in advance of
demonstration flights of 1908 by Wilbur Wright himsellklbe
right up to 1914,to be obsessed with thesearchtJrinlllll8nl
ness to this obsession.
From about 1909, when aeroplanes became betlerkl10Wll t
were frequent meetings with prizes for height, durationllld
young men and women sought to join the ranks of
media and of sport. It was sometimes beyond their nl8lIlI k>
glider was better than nothing. The motivation was not always
aviation. Some young Germans, incidentally, disooveredllll
again - but that is another story. Alterglancinglhrough"
perhaps that there was indeed life before the W8l;sedIlClll~

the_

1902-1914
1

1

r the "heroic" period, when the lightweight glider provided an

n. and1he"apor1ing" period which began on the Wasserkuppe
hroughout the interim period - right up to the outbreak of the

d 1905 that the W,right brothers.were flying regularly in a conbuilding gliders and 'learning to fly, before adding a motor.
~ith little success as It tu rned out, because ·for many years they
01 or failed to achieve it by proper "co-ordination of stick and

f

~eIsein aeronautics, took several years and the powered

tbe halfconvinced. Even then some French aviators continued.
Jent stabifrty of aeroplanes. And some of their gliders were witr"':nto1he public,theearly pilots became popular heroes. There
and speed. There were many crashes. It Is nol surprising that
lars, just as today young people are inspired by the stars of the
/s to buy or build an aeroplane - but a home-made lightweight
rJaysgliding as a sporl, but the first steps to the giddy heights of
that as asport it was not too bad, and after the war they started
ese sample pages of my scrap-book, readers will be convinced
uppe.

.NI.V

MY EDWARDIAN GLIDING SCRAP-BOOK 1902-1914

MIKE CUMING

I

had a nasty feeling whern t was asked to write
something about barograpfis that I was letting
myself ,in for a hard time. This feeling is now proven accurate and although I am now muCh better
informed, It is only at the expense of much wear
and tear on the nerves.
I have to confess at once that I am no great
expert on barographyand, apart from a hard won
sort of expertise in smoking the things, have
never had much desire even to figure out how
they work. o.iligent research, however, has lead
me to the probable €onclusion thal the word
barograph firs! came into use a long time ago,
(wetl before electronics were invented) and is
derived from the conjunction of Ihree other
words. These are "bar" meaning Ihat part of a
gliding club where stories about lost height
claims are told, or achieved claims are - rather
less frequenlly - celebrated; "Oh-,grr" meaning
the noise made by a pilot who has just smudged
his trace and "ph" being Ihe sound made when
blowing out burning tape in a hurry.
Interestingly, tne Romans - generally l'luite
quick on the uptake for things mechanical - had
no word in their language, for barograph, or
indeed for its usual accompaniment, "hairspray". Strange.
However, the black art of measoring height
gains has now become more or less established
and numerous devices have been so'ld tOI(or fabricated by) glider pilots ever since the concept of
gaining 'heighl was first put about
MosI of these have involved a moving Irace
which Is punched or scribed on by a delicate set
of pressure capsules and levers, and most though not all - have further involved intermittent
calibrations, plus, of course, the careful preservation of the calibration chart. I don't dare bffer a'list
of names in case I miss any out, but my
researohes indicate that there are simply lots of
different lliIodels.
Some are clockwork and some are electric;
some use ink that "won't freeze"; most require to
be kippered before use and they all seem to be
shockingly ex,pensive. Oh yes, and they all seem
to be a bit unreliable.
A few innovations li1ave come about in recent
years, coupled largely to other technological
advances: you can get a recording of whether or
not the engine is running in a motor glider, or
when the photos were taken in a Comp, for
example.
More recenlly, however, a new generation of
totally electronic barographs is appearing, very
much in parallel (although rather behind) the
microprocessor-driven variometers and flight
directors.
Such barographs offer a remarkable range of
facilities (eg actually ,printing out the numerical
values of high point arid low point) and seem to
be rather more accurate and ,less prone to temperature effects than their predecessors. Most
impor1anl of all they don't need to be smoked,
loaded, prepared, wound - or sealed!
"Nol sealed" I hear you cry. "How can this be
true? What a waste of £3 being an official observer if you can't recoup il in beer for sealing
barographs! How can the BOA approve that?"
Well, Ihe BOA hasn't. The BGA hasn't
approved any barograph ever. There is in fact no
such thing as a BOA approved barograph.
Shocking news this: it certainly surprised me June/July 1989

NO SMOKE
WlTHOUTRRE
Mike Cuming takes a look at barogra,phs and reports on a
newcomer

the more so since I'd only just published an
(incomplete) list of what I thought were approved
devices in the BGA's own newsletter.
So , sought out Mike Sinclair (in his official
capacity as BGA badge man) and asked what
was going on. "Nothing" tle said. "We don'l need
10 approve barographs. We look at each claim on
its merit. When SGmeone sends in a claim on a
new barograph then we'll look at that, too."
"So what do the OOs do? I1 demanded', still
Ihinking 01 that Ihree quid. "Well" Mike replied
"Ihey unseal barographs." Tllis had, me floored.
!How can you unseal something that doesn't need
10 be sealed? EventuallY, however, and after
careful peering at tile rules, I came to realise lhat
the pilot needs 10 convince one or more OOs lhat
lie 'has done Ihe flight. The OOs sign the forms to
Ihelp convince Mike. Mike checks it all to help
convince Ihe BGA Comps and Awards Committee and they endorse a claim in order to help
convince the F~ if necessary. So it all boils down
10 trusting Ihe official obselVers: and if you can
get an 00 to endorse your trace then there's a
good chanCe that you'll get your badge.

The primary concern seems
to be "how obvious
is the tamper-proofing?"
N~turally the barograph must be demonstrated to be both accurate and tamper-proof; the
primary concerns in establishing 'this seem tG be
"how obvious is the tallilper-proofing (eg sealing
with gummed tape versus electronic sealing')?"
and "how regularly have we dealt with claims
from this device before (ie how established is
the barograph)?"
I had hoped when first planning this article to
sel out a reference work on how oos should
han'dle, unseal and generally deal with the
various makes. With the foregoing information in
mind, however, it appears that the only cogenl
advice to oos 's 10 tell them only to unseal
barographs that they understand. If, as an 00, you
aren't entirely satisfied Ihat the flight trace meets
all the requiremenls 01 the Sporting Code then
you can'I endorse it.
This, 01 course, means that the established
makers will tend to stay established while newer
devices will have a hard time get1ing going. So a

word about a new barograph.
There is one new electronic barograph that has
a lot of novel features, not least of which is that it is
British. This is the EW Electronic barograph
made by Ed Davies and Wayne Richards (who
happen to be Booker members); it is also the only
wholly electronic barograph I know about,
although there are comparaele Germarn and
American makes I' believe.
After much design work and many lechnical
hurdles, Ed and Wayne have finally produced a
very small (calculator sized) barograph that is
both very accurate and yet simple to ,use. A small
keypad allows you to check on the clock to see jf
it is correct, enter a reference number (perhaps
your club membership number) and lhen, whilst
flying, to enter .my number as a point of reference
on the trace.
The barograph will store multiple traces up 10
30hrs in total and after landing the stored information is passed to a portable printer Or to any
Epson compatible printer. These printed lraces
can be reprinted any,numberol times unless they
are wiped Of overwntten in memory. ThelCD display allows a display of time, date.,altitude or user
number along with f1ighl information such as the
highest and lowest points.
Because of the flexibility of Ihe computer controlled' printing system, heighl scales are
automatically chosen 10 give the best visual scale
dependant on maximum height. The time scale is
chosen by the user dependant on whether he
wants a very detailed printout or one of similar
proportions to the Winter type trace. The option of
a numerical traCe is available - no longer will OOs
have ,to decipher whether a trace is the required
height, It will be writ1en in black and white.
To make the lliIore discerning pilots happy they
have incorporated both a camera detecl and
motor detect pin. This makes automated gate
starting possible, If you have a motor drive on
your camera it's feasible 10 have a remote button
in the control, Column to activate the cameral
barograph. This could obviOusly lead ,eventually
to fully computerised competition results with
just the simple downloading of the EW
Barograph to a personal computer and all the
results would be calculated without all the humari
input that is required today.
Since the information from the EW Barograph
is ilia a RS232 industry standard port, all the
number cr,unching, analytical and standard type
functiorns are done on your personal computer,
Perhaps if enough clubs approached Ed arid
Wayne then a fully computer controlled ,accounts . .
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PETER FOSTER

SOMETHING
SPECIAL
Peter' Foster, who suffers
from multiple seleros'ls, is
now a member of the
Shropshire Soaring Group.
He flies mainly with Vie Carr
in Vie's Twin Astir and writes
about a 150km they shared
in summer wave

t c had landed at Spm after a 300km triangle
in his Kestrel 19 and then took me on a three hour
flight to Bala and Vyrnwy in wave to 1OOOOft. We
were launched to 4000ft by our Chipmunk and it
took some time to get away, but Vie's persistence
eventually put us into wave.
His technique for climbing into wave is to soar
as high as pOSSible In thermals then fly in the
clear air in front of a cloud upwind of a
cloudstreet. He "knits" his way In when the lift is
intermittent and minute, repeataQly circling very
very carefully and gently at modest angles of
bank, occasionally flying straight to recover
precisely the original position until a substantial
rate 0; climb is established.
,I looked upwind but couldn't make any sense
of the ju mble of clouds ahead. Vic said "Shall we
go?" I said "Yes" - and we went! It takes courage
to set 011 into the teeth of a 20kt wind over 3000ft
mountains in 4 down at6Okt. He saw a gap in the
upwind cloud and made for it. The decision was
right, it was a wave cloud and sure enough the
variometer was showing 4 up.
"You have it" said Vic and I climbed in the wave
(Continued from p137)

system with automatic flight recording, tow
release and account updating could be
pOSSible.
Such is the revolutionary step towards the
future made by this sort of instrument that it,
sadly, will probably take ages to re-educate
people to change a lifetime of habits. No longer
will it be merely a companion to your flying but a
powerful and valuable aid. And It will certainly
make flaring masking tape sacrifices a thing of
the past.
The EW Barographs, pricaQ at £357, are under
evaluation at a number of sites ,and it will be
interesting to see who is first to claim a badge - or
a record - using one.
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like a wind surfer until the lift slackened. Vie took
control while I took photographs. It was
breathtaking. We were scudding over the lower
clouds with the upper wave clouds ahead. I did
my bit of wave soaring in the next slot and Vie
took us over the top of the Berwyn range of
mountains.
Just ahead we had our first view of the primary
wave. It was a long thin white cloud at 10000ft.
My next wave climb took us to 7500ft and Lake
Bala came into view. By now we were leaving the
lower cloud way :below us. Vie's nex,t dash
ur:>wind took us to Bala town and we COUld see
the whole lake spread out before us, capped by
the primary wave cloud. We were now at
8500ft.
At this stage Vie was doing all the flying. We
flew along looking at the lee of the wave cloud
searching for a gap or saddle. It took us to the end
of the lake to find one and behind it was the main
primary wave.

Peter started flying In 1966 at Avro GC, soloing in a T-31. bter he joined Staffordshire
GC and bought an Olympia 419 just before
developing MS. Since then he has moved to
Shropshire Soaring, Is a country member
Black Mountains GC and has 360hrs In ove,
1000 flights and a Bronze C.

o'

Going through would be a big gamble. The
sink would be severe and there would be no
second chance. Under us were the 3000ft Aran
mountains so it was now or never. Even Vie was
nervous in the Twin Astir with me on board. He
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior Inspector

~1~

plucked up courage and went for the gap. He
didn't want to be caught in cloud at that spot.
We kept clear of cloud and shot out to the oIher
side in 10kt up at 45kt right up to 1OOOOft - what
a ride! Looking upwind you could see the high
cirrus indicating the approach of the warm front
that was the cause of the wave. Downwind all the
stepping stones we had used to our present
position were visible.
Now we were 75km from base. Vic, who was in
shirt sleeves and feeling the cold, said "Fly me
home." I flew us over Lake Vymwy ,to avoid the
sink on to the Briedens near Oswestry and back
to Sleap at 80kt with my ears :popping.

a

LlFTIN' THE BLUES
I have to say at once that I was somewhat
involved in the making of this film and we had
such a great time 'it is difficult to ;be critical
now.
The film is about the 1988 Standard Class
Nationals and attempts to tell the story of the
Comp while nonetheless explaining what it's all
about.!n this respect it is very successful, relating
a coherent story that will hopefUlly interest not
only newcomers to the sport but also existing
pilots who may have no idea (or worse, ugly preconceived notions) of what competition flying
is about.
On the basis that Booker provided about a
third of the Nationals entries, I played my review
copy in the Booker clubhouse and we had a fine
time laughing at one another's poses. There area
number o/obvious fake shots -like Justin polish·
ing his own glider, or Gwen Garton sitting still but the funniest bits are the Interviews. Martyn
Wells, viewed through a wide·angle lens looks
exactly like Eric Morecambe while Andy Davis
comes over as a cross between Beau Geste and
Rambo. How embarrassing!
So - a laugh a minute for those who already
know about Comps flying, and a well presented
story 'for those who don't.
MIKECUMING
(see 'he advertisement on' p154 for furtfHK
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details.)

LASHAM REGIONALS
15th to 23rd
JULY 1989
FLY IN THE BEST
ORGANISED REGIONALS
40 GLIDERS - 2 CLASSES
PHONE FOR ENTRY FORM

~833221270

Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544
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GEOFFREY HAWORTH

On~summer

afternoon in 1961 a lady doetor
retuming from a 'house visit with her daughter
saw a glider in the south, NorfOlk skies and followed it to its landing al Tibenham, home of the
NOrlolk. GC. Although then aged 55 she saw the
opportunity 01 realising her ambition of learning
to fly. She asked abou1 the possibility of learning
and was assured that there would be no difficulty
in giving'her daughter lessons. Her reply "Not my
daughter, me." evok~d the usual sharp intake of
breath from the male sexist and ageist members
IM10 wondered if perhaps at her age it would not
prove too difficult, and her a woman at that But
they reckoned without the forceful determination
of the doetor who turned Up the .following saturday to enrol and take her first lesson,.
So -began the remar1<able flying career of a
remarkable lady who, happily, is still flying regularly at the age (the mathematical amongst yOl,I
will have calculated) of 82. Oorothy Souper or
"Doe" - as she is universally known even by
other "Does" in the club - is a legend in her own
lifetime and an inspiration to all who do not subscribe to the view that life begins at 40 and ends
at 45.
In, 1961 flying at Tibenham was a fair1y simple
affair limited to autotow launching. Doe progressed quickly gaining mer Silver badge in 1964
with an Easter Sunday flight which began rather
unpromisingly with a lback-release at 1000ft. A
helpful passing thermal :hoisted her to a reasonable height and she landed eventually in the
Forest of Oean some 150 miles .away. Retrieve
crews were often grateful for Doe's. practice 01
tethering her glider and. running to the nearest
main road chalking "GLIDER THIS WAY" at all
the road junctiOfls.Doe tlas served ttle club throoghout. She
assisted financially with the purchase of motOtr
gliders and was treasurer for 1,5 years. when she
was a fearsome defender of the club's financial
interests as anybody Who inadvertentl.y forgot to
pay flight fees will recall: "Oh Geoff, 'have checked the flying log again and I think you owe
1Op."

At 62, her power
appetite whetted, she
decided to take a PPL
Though essentially a glider pilot, she Ihad her
power appetite whetted by the Falke she had
helped to buy and decided at 62 to take the fUll
PPL.., which she did il'l 1969' at Swanton Mor1ey.
Seething' and Felthorpe. She held shares In .an
OIy 28, a Skylark 4 and K-6 and now. as she is
necessarily ~ornpanied,a Bergfa1ke.
Stories of Doe are legion and have enlivened
many a wet afternoon in the clubhouse. She is
thought to be the only member to have rolled an
aeroplane, a trailer (happily gliderless at the time
but containing: some surprised members tlitchi1g a lift back to the clubhouse in the trailer) and a
towear. This last Is worth telling-.
Doe was the driver and had complained that
the safety wire cutters, mandatory in towcars,
had been stolen by some irresponsible member.
June/July 1989

'00(' SooPER-

A RIBUTE
Norfolk GC's remarkable glider pU:ot - Dorothy Souper
drawing on her encyclopaedic botanical knowledge, diverted his attention to a rare species of
plaAt which she happened to have noticed that
very moment.
Although acommonly accepled sight amoogst
Norfolk GC members, visitors..stand agape as
Doe, tiny of stature, walks to her glider engulfed in
a mountain of cushions, lead weights, parachute
and handbag.

Is determined to continue
to enjoy gIlding and the
company of another pilot

"Doe" photographed at Tibenham by John
Piper.
During the launch of our K-13 for reasons which
have never been satisfactorily explained. the car
veered from its Intended path and fOiled on to its
back. Theca-driver jumped (or fell) out and was
much exercised by the fact that Doe haq completely disappeared. She was, after alII getting a
little too old for that sort of caper. Running round
to the other side of the car he was dismayed to
see Doe's feet protruding from lInderneath the
car but relieved to hear her cry "I've found the
missing wire· cutters, they must have been under
the seat." Such is her casual disregard for her
personal comfort.
During many gliding expeditions to Sulton
Bank and elsewhere she astonished members
by her wide knowledge of almost everything.
several pilots have been the beneficiary of tier
skill as an opthalmic practitioner. Wet day visits 10
country houses have revealed detailed know,ledge 01 antiques and history.
Her flying is a model of economy. To 'Doe,
height is purchased expensively and therefore
height is money. Equally drag results in loss of
height and, therefore, of money. No aileron is
moved 1mm more than' absolutely necessary
and to. arrive at the runway threshold with more
than 2ft to spare is regarded as an ·unpardonable
extravagance. On one oecasion she over did it
and landed short but as the wrathful CFI
approched she was equal to the oecasion and,

Following a hip replacement operation and
increasing arthritis the club decided that it would
be wiser for Doe to fly accompanied by another
pilol. It was· apparentry not easy to find anybody
willing to tell her, for Doe, normally forceful, can
be formidable. Whilst accepting that decision she
firmly believes the club's nerve failed before hers
did though she now admits her arthritis can
cause difficulties under turbulent conditions.
Characteristically shelhas 00 thought of giving up
and: is determined to continue to enjoy both her
gliding and the company of another pilot.
Su rely she must be the oldest active glider pilot
of either gender. Imagine, fOllowing her e*ample,
if y ou are but 55 you would still beflyinig ir\ 2016.
But what motivates her, what is ner rphilos<>phy,
what causes her 10 come out to Tibenham summer and winter alike, often 00 days when few
venture from their firesides? Her passion for flying burns as brightly as ever but, in addition, she
takes great pleasure in sharing the company ofa
gliding club and especially that of young peOple.
She believes that as physical abilities inevitably
decline, one should enjoy to the full those which
remain. When young she scrambled over mountains; ~hen she switc'hed to the more .sedentary
but equally exhilarating adventure of gliding. At
the age of 80 she sampled hot air ballooning.
We in Norfolk are proud of Ooe as a wonderful'
example of all that li$ best in our movement. Never
aspiring tathe heights of Gdlds or Diamonds nor
to the cut and th rust of corn petitive flying, she. is a
living example of the ideal member: safe, sensible, considerate and unselfish with a long
recordl of service to the gliding community.
May we take this opportunity of reserving
space In one of the 1997 issues of S&G for a
celebration of Doe's 90th birthday, still actively
flying?
El
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Is something we all make at one time or another.
It can be very frustrot'ing when you've committed yourseH to whatever
chore is top of the list, to find you have chosen the best day of the year
(as everyone at the club will be delighted to tell you latert).

When it comes to glider insurance, it's fortunately much simpler, just
contact Mowbray Vale.
Always the right choice I

Ring Carol Tay/or or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24 hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VA,LE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y071 HL.
Telex: 587470
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Represented at Lloyds

Fax: 0845 25483
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TRAVELLER'S TALE

AMERICA
Trevor Foxen describes
the joys of Calistoga

picked up the wing and held it while the Pawnee took up slack. Nothing happened tor a while
then the canopy opened. "11 you'd kindly put the
wing down we can gel going". Oh dear, lesson
one - a very red lace!
Via radio the signal is given and off goes the
tug dragging one large tin ship plus ,the crew 01
three lor a 40min survey of local mountains. Having Ilown there belore I should have rermembered
the "on ground rules" ,are Slightly different. Spot
on 40min later the glider approached' and landed
in the opposite direction to take-off (no ~ downwind), did a ground run - on its tandem wheels at probably 25kt and then turned and braked to a
standstill i~ exactly the take-off position. The
accident rate I was told was zero.
Calisloga is in the wine region at the end 01
NAPA valley and surrounded on almost four
sides by mountains. The gliderport is a strip actually an acute angled triangle with the base

TrevOr took this photograph of the 'site.
being the road end where offices, a hangar and
most 01' the action is. Gliders are moored along
the fence and the hangar has a goodly collection
01 various bi-planes and crop dusters/glider
tugs.
My visit was a flying oneb.Jt I intended to return
lor a week as soon aslunds 'have recovered. The
operation is prolessiOl1al and right away that
removes it Trom the club scene. You make a
reservatiOl1, tum!,Jp on tilille and fly. The costs are
translated at $1.7010 the pound:
Instructor (£18); K·21 (£27); K-23 (£20); Grab
Club 3 (£20) - all per hour; aerotow to 1000ft

REPRODUCTION ANTIQUE

1£10), 2000tt (£4); 3OOOfolIN.50); 4000ft 1£4.50)
and 5000ft (£5).
Estimates: zero experience to solo (said to be
12hrs dual) £900 and can be achieved at 14
years. From solo to PPl, including written FM
exam. £600. To convert from a power rating, but
nolurther exams, approximately £160.
This may sound expensive and perhaps exotic
to the average club pilot, but there are no hidden
costs and it does away with hundreds 01 hours
standing in the wet.
Now is this your idea 01 heaven?
A beautiful lady sat behind me - remember it's
hot so no grotty jerseys or flying suits, just shorts
and a T;shirl; Iillountains and vineyards all
around; no fuSS; slack is taken up and we were
away with never ,a word spoken. At about 900ft
we hit enormous lift and I pulled off. "What are
yoo doing?", she asked. "It's a whopping thermal". "Well hardly that, but If you're happy
scratching at 6 up OK."

I explained that
anything over 2kt
'was very welcome

Expected to fly at this July's International VIntage Rally near Budapest is this modern reproduction o'a 1940s Hungarian design, the pod-and-boomVOcsOk,seen here hangaredatHArmas
Hatar Hegy, Hungary's first gliding site in 1922. Note the cut-away port side for ease of entry
and egress of antique pilots too. Photograph and caption by Bob Rodwell.
June/July 1989

I managed' 10 centre having been told to use
bootfulls of rudder and eventually got 10 up and
approval from the beautiful lady. I explained, to
cover my embarrassment, that anything ov.er 2kt
was very welcome' in the UK. "Gee whiz how do
you ever get Silvers and Gelds?"
On Ilanding the visilor might wonder why there
were ,no assistants on the field. Well after Alexander Schleicher has spent many hours smoothing
the wings and doing amazing things to the tips,
our friends at Calistoga hammer a 'hin bolt
through and put a great wheel on to save all
that handling,
So what's the downside? It's a long way to goSan Francisco' is the best point of,arrival - but it is
POSSi tlle to combine other sporting activities and
there are many places 01 interest. For more information, contacl the Calistoga 'Soaring Centre,
1546 Lincoln Avenue, Calistoga, CA 94515,
USA.

a
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS

TWO HONOURS
We congratulate Peter 8aundby, an Air Cdr
and the BGA's medical advisor, OF1l being
appointed as one of Her Majesty's honorary
physicians. Also Dick Stratton, BGAchief technical officer, on his appointment to the Airworthiness Requirements Board for lour years
by the CAA.

NATIONAL LADDER
April and soaring already? News of a rather
splendid nature from Dunstable which dispatched an ASH-25 to within 12 miles 01
Ireland on a little 44€>km jaunt in January. Big
stuff in March also with a very impressive
80kmlh 300km from Edward Downham in a
Libelle. Alas, all were undeclared.
The National Ladder is easy to contribute to
and' gives many people a chance to compete
in a low key but widely based competition. If
there is anyone keen 10 help by becoming a
Iladder steward for their club, please contact
me at 77 Hblland Pines, Greal Hollands,
Bracknell, Barks RG12 4UZ, tel 4899'13.
Ed Johnston, National Ladder Steward
Open Ladder
Leading Pilot
1. I. M. Stromberg
2. E. Downham
3. M. Carter
4. A. P. Hatton

Club
Yorksnire
London
Yorkshire
Yorkshire

Fits
4
4
2
2

PIs
3096
2286
17SO
1620

Club ladder
Leading Pilot
1. D. Taylor
2. P. Holland
3. J. Birch
4. B. Shaw

Club
Yorkshire
Yorkshire
Yorkshire
Yorkshire

FIts
3
2
1
1

PIs
1344
1260
500
360

Doe SLATER's LIBRARY
Doctor Alan Slater was part of the history 01
gliding In the UK. He was one of the first
British glider pilots, a vice-president of the
BGA and a supporter of every aspect of the
sport; but perhaps his most important contribution was as the editor of S&G from 1933.
On his death in, October 1987 he bequeathed
his oollectioA of books on gliding and general
aviation to the BGA and they are now housed
at the Leicester office together with a large
number of papers. The English language
books on gliding (about 200 titles) have now
been catalogued but the foreign language
books and those on aviation have yet to be
dealt with.
There is excellent coverage of the early history and development of gliding up to about
the 1960s but there are very few titles from
1970 onwards. Books from the last two
decades including those by Ann Welch, Derek
Piggott, Bill Scull and even Philip Wills are
hardly represented. These are just the years
when many of our senior pilots were buying
gliding books as they were published and it
occurs to me that if some of these could be
given to the BGA we could add them to Doc's
collection and build the library up to a most
useful facility.
We would be very grateful to receive books
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on gliding, and indeed books and papers on
aviation generally. Space on the shelves is
limited so we must be selective but I would ,be
happy to 'have lists of material which people
are prepared to donate. Please write care of
the BGA office.
For the time being the collection will be kept
at Leicester but it may be that at some time in
the future it would be best housed with a comprehensive collection of books and ,papers.
perhaps even with a museum of gliding.
J9an Ctoke

BRITISH TEAM FUNDING
I have just got back from a short overseas
holiday; I find that In my absence I have been
tasked by the Executive to provide a quiCk
note to explain recent changes in the way the
BOA will fund our national team. After four
years 011 the Executive I should have known
I better lhan to, miss a meeting!
The more financially or constitutionally
aware will no doubt havetegularly scanned
the club noticeboard since Christmas waiting
avidly for the appearance of the BOA AGM
agenda and later the minutes; if you fall into
that category read no lurther for what I am
aboul to write will be old hat!
The problem is how to raise the considerable sum of money required if we are 10 compete successfully at international level. It is not
a new problem, it has been with us for at least
twenty years to my certain knowledge.
II was, I think, in 1981 I.hat we tried to
address the problem With the present per
capita levy of SOp. This raises £5000pa and
though 'helpltll,falls a ,long way short of the
£75000 it cost to send the 1987 team to Australia. We have of course been ,generously
supported in the past by the Sports Council
and this year we have been allocated some
£20000 for that purpose. But the very nature
of Government finance with its system 01
annual allbcation means that you can never be
sure until the last moment how much will be
allocated and when it is likely to be available.
The team manager and the Cbmpetitions Committee have also vigorously pursued, sponsorship - with some notable success. But we
have not yet succeeded in attracting sufficient
cornmercial money lor the guaranteed period
necessary to allow lor effective planning and
the commitment 01 resources.
Lastly, the nature and cost of preparation lor
Internationals has changed. The competition is
tough and serious contenders believe that taking part in the Pre-Worlds and the European
Championships is essential experience on the
road 10 becoming ~ World Champion. Historically, our record is good, with British World
Champions in 1952, 1956, 1976, 1978, 1981
and 1987. We can do ever better, but ooly
with sufficient money to plan, select and train
effectively. The Junior Nationals are an essential part 01 this development plan.
The Competition Committee wrestled with
the problem of raising such a sum of. money
for months. At the very end of 1988,the come
mittee recommended an increase in the per
capita levy from the present SOp to £2. The
Executive reluctantly accepted the need for

this sizeable increase and accordingly put the
following resolution :to the 19139 AGM.
5. To consider and pass, if thought fit, the
following resolution:
"That the element of the annual subscription
paid by member clubs 10 the BGA for the pur·
pOse of providing some of the funds fot British
representation at the bi-annual FM World
Championships shall be extended for funding
British representation at the Pre-Wor1d 'Championships and the official E'uropean Championships; and
the element of such annual' subscription for
the above mentioned purposes shall be up to
£2.00 per member (as defined by the BGA in
its membership renewal documentation) per
annum with effect from October 1, 1989; and
the funding so generated: each year shall t:>e
administered and accounted for having regard
to the anticipated net expenditure require-'
ments on British team squad and British team
representation aver a period of time covered
by the nexl two World Championship events
following the end of the financial year in which
the income is raised."
This resolution has been submitted by the
Competitions ,and Awards Committee in order
that the BGA may:
(a)
Continue to and enhance support for
British representation at official FAI
World Championships; and
(b)
Provide reasonable financial support for
the sending of British team squad
pilots to the Pre-Worlds Championships
and the ollical European Championships; and
(c)
Maintain a policy of pilot selection on
the basis of merit for Ihe British team
squad and the British team for each of
the above mentioned Championships.
No club representative spoke against the
Resolution and it was subsequently carried
with an overwhelming majority. Tl1e effect of
this will be to raise some £·20000 a year
which together with Sports Council Grant,
sponsorship and personal contributions from
team members, should be adequate for t1;}e
purpose I have outlined. To reassure those
who might imagine that we are about to
embark upon a policy of' highly subsidised flying for team members, let me emphasiselhat
their personal contributions will remain at the
presenl high level.
This increase will of course bear heavily 00
clubs, but the benefits 10 the ,gliding movement
as a whole are substantial. These range from
the quality of the aircraft we fly to the prestige
and influence Which are generated. These are
important to Government bodies and to the
public at large.
Don Spottiswood, BGA vice-chairman

VHF RTF CHANNELS
The CAA have reported two areas of misuse of
VHM RTf' channels:
1. Transmitters left in fhetransmit condition;
for instance handsetslheadsets stowed so that
the transmitter switoh is permanently depressed, objects placed on a desk type
transmitter switch causing inadvertent operation and hand portables discarded while still
switched on.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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2. RFT channels used outside the planned
rangelheight limits.
They ask pilots to' make sure the transmitter
is switched offY/hen not In use and confine
contact with a ground radio station for normal
operations within the range and height limits
applicable to the service.

l;
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The BGA are distributing the World Soaring
Directory in the 'WK, see advertisement below.
It is allailable from the BGA sales department
at £5.00 including, p&p.

too far down the runway so the p~ot initiated a go
around. The pilot realised he woutd not clear Ihe

ana

1605

27.11.88 I Strubby

N

55
35

N
N

180
0

After a normal landing Pl. ""'iced that no up
elevator was possible. rh. glider had prev;oualy

nown several uneventfUl aorties. The tail was
removed and • 4in piece o! ;I,th plywood will
found to be jamming the elevalor bell: crank. The
origin o! this could noI be identified allhough H
may have been a packing pi,ece from '.
repair.
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Bocian 10

3345

M

11.11.88

48

Keevil

N
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The new standard reference
for Soaring People!

,
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K-6<>!

2259

Rultorth

44

S

40

N

13

16

S

SZO Puchacz

At about 600ft i1 the launch the relit canopy
opened and detached. rhe plIo! released at 800ft
and made a normal eircuH and landing, In apite 01
the pilot remembering checking the canopy

17.9.88
1720

Feshiebridge

During mixed aerotow and winch operations the
tug pilol nolK:ed adjacent cables so. aft... point·
ing' Ihem out 10 a club member, taxied forward
some 25ft to ensure the glider was dear.
However, during the take·off run the cable caught
in the tail akid of the glider and al300ft the pitol
released. The nose went down and the gilder
roNed and crashed.

1200

Order from your distributor or directly
from SEGELFLYGSPORT, Box 93119,
5-541 03 SkOvde, SWEDEN.
Price US$ 9,60 air mail.

past

before launch. no faut! was found w"fl the
mechanism.

W/O 31.12.88

More than 3()()() addresses to soaring
organisations, clubs, operators, magazines and industry worldwide. First edition
1989 now available! English language.
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Lata 1988 report. The vl.illng pilot was briefed
to return from the hili nthe cloud was on H. Wlih
etoud on the hilt il is II10ughl that he ignored. or

was Qislracteq by. the radio message to relum.
The glider was found belly ftopped inlo the aide cl

1-

the hill.

17

Blanik

1826

WIO

1.1.89
1046

Waldershare

Par1<

P2

54
28

52

M

620
2

After a slmulaled cable break III 300ft P2lumed
len rather than land directly eI1eac1 PI then
e,peeled • Slum bvl realised loo late !ha! P2
Inlended a 1ulI·lum. 0\1... woods. P2 overllanked
and the gNder entered an ,incipient Spin. PI lool<
QVt'. r~ed. but wal unable to ,prevent a
er-ash into lhe Irees whicl1 <:ushioned the
Impact

M

18

Tl1e weal< link broke atebout 200ft Qn Ihe ";nct1
launcl1 es Il1e pilol rotated ,inlet a tull cNmb.
Instead of Iancflng aIleedthe pilol wa. teen 10
luny .,tend !he brake. and do. circu~ to the left.
Aa a resulllhe gMder hit the ground,in the lum w~11
tha brakes .tnl' out. He may 11000e ""lied .Ihe
brakes instead 01 .,. reteaae when loo last on
launch.

S

PHILlP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND
The Trustees met during the BGA Conference
and decided to draw clubs' attention to the
small amount of capitall available in the fund
for loans towards the acquisition of land or
buildings. There is currently some £10-12000
available which would hopefully make Iwo
separate loans to gliding clubs - the loans are
usually for a period of not more than 10 years,
repayable in equal annual instalments and

I

Late 1988 report. TN. wa. e reportable UK
motor glider accident The airc"'ft touched down

boundary Mdge so "'" the pewer before hitting
It, substanUafty damaging the aircraft
injoring
the passenget. back.

P2

WORLD SOARING
DIRECTORY

Dealer inquiries welcome!

....,

~

Eaglescott

'430

Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

......... ......

PIKe

~

WORLD DIRECTORV

..

Compiled by JOHN SHIPLEY,

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY -

'8

OIympla4EO

1242

S

17.12.88
1400

Pen-y-J'arc

No it isn't Plat receiving a sales order but one of the
BGA staff taking a message from our favourite
glider mender!
Ring our shop for instant orders by Access card or post
your order with ,cheque, Buy gliding T-shirts,
sweatshirts, beany hats, umbrellas or all the classic
books in preparation for the new season.
P,S. Order in advance for Tom Bradbury on Meteorology and Flight at £12.95 plus 50p post. Available
thi,s s'ummer and bound to be a gliding best seller.

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list
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Telephone 0533 531051
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Chiltern
pandaowns.

<1 ~"~~TChilternMotorglider~
~

will help you get the best out of your
flying. We special,ise in the maintenance
and repair of aB types of aircraft.
That's why we ~.re officially appointed ~epair
and parts specIalises for du.' Hoffman DmlOna,
the Scheibe"Falke," and Valen~in's Taifull.
These appointments weren't easily earned requiring skilled staff, specialised equipment, a
comprehensive stock of parts, the right
experience, and top quality ~orkmans.hip.
Now, ChJltern Motorghders servIces arc
available to you whenever and wherever you
wish.
Wc will keep you up there flying; or, if you
come down unexpectedly, our recovery service is
at your command.
We'll bring your aircrafi: back to base or
direct to our workshops. And you can be sure that

:.;:=
\
~\

'.il

\

~

.\

C
,
"
~
~
.. ~ ~

i~\.
.
\1 ~~- ~
y"t
~ .. -

- =zGiih

_

..u

we'll deal with the problem as quickly and
inexpensively as wc can.
After all, we've becn working with high
flyers t~r a ~ong time ~nd h~ve unequalled
reputattonlll the repaIr busllless. And every
repair by Chiltern is backed by a customer
protection policy with full product liability
cover.
So, whenever you have the need, ring
0494 445854. We'll get you airborne again just
as quickly as wc can. ~
'CI~·-

-.. . . .,

The best. And it shows. 17[;J(#' ~

G
~~~

Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlow, Bucks. SL7 3DR. 0494 445854 (works)
or 0865890517 (outside office hours). Access &Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
A fully owned subsidiary of Chiltern Sailplanes Limited CAA approved No AMR 286
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carrying interest at the annual rate of 8% on
the balance outstanding. Further details and
iJ'l application form can be obtained from
Barry Rolfe aI the BGA offices.
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K-13

2734

N

30.12.88
1130

Slattord Cross
P2

N
N

54
64

363
34

The two-seater was making a practice field Iandmg into a known field in good visibility and caJm

condilions. P2 t..led 10 see POW'" cables on lI1e
approach and Pl failed la take control in time to
Slop the g1tdets main wheel hining and breaking
the cables.

BGA WEEKEND CONFERENCE
We went to Gloucester for this year's BGA
Weekend Conference - February 25-26 where the Bristol & Gloucestershire GC were
excellent hosts at the Gloucester Hotel and
Country Club.
More than 180 were at the dinner where Sir
Peter Scotl was a delightful, entertaining guest
speaker, and the conference and exhibition
attracted more than 250. Sir Peter had a very
successful involvement in glidil:1g, becoming
National Champion, League I, in 1963 and
BGA chairman for two years from 1968. He
remains a BGA vice-president.
Lady SCot! presented the annual trophies
which were awarded as follows: Seager cup
(longesttwo"seater flight), Tony Parker and
Trevor Wilson (Cotswold GC) for a 306km trillflQle in a SF-34 on August 16; Frank Foster
trophy (fastest declared 500km closed circuit),
a 517km triangle on May 20 at 79.61 km!h; the
Manio cup (fastest declared 3OOkm), 309km
quadrilateral on May 21, both in a Discus, and
the Enigma trophy (first place on the National
()pen Ladder), Andy Davis (Bristol & Gloucestershire GC); CalifOrnia in England trophy
Pongest distance by a female pilot), Jane Nash
(Kestrel), a 410km on May 21 in a PIK 20;
W8kefield trophy (longest distance flight
originating in the UK) and the Volk trophy
(longest DIR), Chris Garton (Surrey & Hants)
for a 570km OIR to Wakefield on May 20 in a
Discus; John Hands trophy for services to
competition gliding, Ken Sparkes for many
dedicated years as competition director of
Enstone Regionals; Du Garde Peach
(National Club Ladder), ehris Starkey (Surrey
& Hants); Slingsby trophy (second position on
National CIUD Ladder), Oerek Westwood
(Coventry) and the Firth ViCkera trophy
(second place on the National Open ladder),
Trevor Stuart (London GC).
At the AGM the BGA chairman, Ben Watson,
presented the BGA diplomas. Dudley Steynor's
citation was for encouraging and instructing at
Booker for longer than anyone can remember
iJ'ld in particular for his special ability to teach
well even the most nervous of pupils. Tony
Sagal of Lasham was praised for his painstaking work on cockpit sa/ety, back protection
in particular, and for devising practical, simple
and cheap improvements so quickly. John
"Paddy" Hogg is retiring as manager of the
RAFGSA Centre, Bicester after 32 years in the
RAF. He was described as a renowned
scratcher In low lift, a patient instructor and a
tactful, resourceful manager who had won a
wide circle of friends through his unfailing
oourtesy, dedication and sense of humour.
Chris Simpson was presented with an
award by Ben on behalf of the British
Parachute Association for his work for sporting
aviation generally and in particular during the
hire and reward CM negotiations.
There was an election for Executive places
which went to John Cadman, :Keith Mansell,
Ray Proctor and Paul Steiner.
June/July 1989

901

1

29.1.89
1515

Dis/ltorth

0

N

1

AAlB InRIaI notlllcallon. The glide< undetShot
the runway and struck a m8~er board with a

G·BCCX M

14.1.69
1300

Disl1tooh

52

N

522pwr

AAlB Bulletin 3/89. While lining up tor 1he nexI
low the tug pilot crossed the take-otf run centre

Karman

JP153AR

wingtip.

902

Chipmunk 22

line then turned into wind. The tug pitched slowly

nose down despite the II1rottle being closed and
an unsuccessful anempt 10 release the brake,
and the propell... contacted the grass. Forecast
wind was 260 at 15-20111 gusting 40·50111.
S~serious; WIO~write

off; M=minor; N=nil.

T~e conference had a good mix of subjects
from new sailplanes to travellers' tales with a
particularly interesting discussion of gliding
topics lead by Bria", Spreckley. our World
Champion. Michael Bird's expertise as the
conference chairman kept the programme runing at a brisk pace.
As well as the exhibition with 17 stands, the
Stemme 10, DG-400 and DG-600, were
rigged in the grounds.
It was a time for talking, exchanging ideas,
meeting old friends and being updated on current thinking and trends and this conference
must rate amongst the best

FAX MACHINE
S&G's editorial office now has a fax machine
operating on the main telephone line, No.
0223 247725.

GLIDING
CERTIF:ICATES
1988
30.7
29.1.89

DIAMOND DISTANCE
No.
Name
11376
Dobson. J. B.

Club
Clevelands

307

1988

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
Name
Club
1988
3/870
Tavemer, J. G.
Clevelands
29.1
3/871
Crabb, P. G.
Coventry
29.1
3/872
Newmark. P.
Bum
29. I
3/873
Heato<1. S.
Yorkshire
5.2
3/874
Booth. D. A.
Coventry
5.2
31875
Mitchell. T. M.
Fenland
29.1
3/876
Swale.. A. W.
York Gliding Centre 30.1
(Five heights were IIown from Dishlorth, one from SuNon Bank
and one from Rulforth.)

Club

1989

Cambridge Univ
Coventry
Coventry
Fenland

9.10.88
29.1
29.1
29.1

Club
Shalbourne
Cambridge Univ
Bannerdown
Coventry
Coventry
Coventry
Coventry
Wolds
Black Mountains
Shropshire
Strubby

1989
29.9.88
9.10.88
29.12.88
5.2
29.1
29.1
29.1
29.1
27.9.88
5.2
27.2

GOLD HEIGHT
Oram. S.
Smith, S. M.
Mills.AM.
Will.. G.R.
Crabb. P. G.
Wesley. J.
F'ozerski.. A.
Miller. J. R.
Eckley. D. M.
Houghton, K. G.
Storry, J. G.

4.3
4.3
5.3
4.3
29.1

Club
Coventry
vale 01 Neath
Coventry
Coventry
Bristol & Glos

7989
30.12.88
8.2
29.1
29.1
12.2
28.12.88
5.7.87
16.2

SILVER BADGE

No.
7823
7624
7825
7826
7827
7828
7829

7830

Name
Thomas. G. E.
Evans. W. J.
Jones. C.
l8.ylor. N. A.
Stuart·Menlelh. O.
Clements, K.
CoMins. D. B.
Shaw. P.

Norlhumbria
Trent valley

Burn

i:I

Make sure of getting your
copy of S&G by taking out a
subscription. Details on p155.

TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES

Club
Clevelands
Fenland

Name

Clevelands
Clevelands
Northumbria
Coventry
Fenland

C OF A OVERHAULS

ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No.
Name
257
Dobson. J.
258
Mitchell, T. M.

GOLD BADGE
No.
Name
1289
Smith. S. M.
1290
Wesley, J.
1291
F'ozerskis. A.
1292
Mitchell, T. M.

Mennell, B. R.
Mennell. G. R.
Fellis, M. A.
Thomas, G. E.
Mitchell. T. M.

FUll TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAY
BICESJ;ER, OXON
Tel: Blcester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

FABRIC
Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied
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Copy and photographs for the AugustSeptember issue of S&G should be sent
to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CBl 4NH, tel 0223247725,
to arrive not later than June 6 and for
the October-November Issue to arrive'
not later than August 8_

are already several team entries, eg University
College Loodon who 'have booked the BGA
J'anus for the week (plus Chris Rollings as P1).
The debate sl,lrrounding the relative merits of
"casual" (versus "group") gliding (see the last
issue, p78) seems likely to be a tong one meanwhile if you want to do casual gliding just
drop in at Booker. Any time.
M.F. C.

GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
Apri/5

ANGUS (Arbroath)
The usually bad months blessed us with soarable
weather although recently we have been plagued
with wind and rain.
The annual dance and prizegiving on March
31 marked the start of our flying week. Both were
highly successful with prizes awarded to Carol
Horribine (club ladder), Moira Haxton (most
improved pilot), Boyd McLaren (best flight) and
Hugh McKenzie (best duty .pilot).
Visitors are always welcome.

J.S.
AQUILA (Hinton in the Hedges)
At our well attended annual dinner, Martin Bell
was awarded the Jim Wright cup for contribution
and effoo and Bob Murray the Most Improved
Member's cup. Martin Is now an assistant Cat
and Bob has gone solo.
At the AGM slightly changed committee was
elected with Duncan McKay welcomed back as
CFI - our thanks to Ken Jarman for his help and
encouragement as CFI.

a

J.R.
BANNERDOWN (RAf Hullavington)
The following awards were presented by Jane
Jones at our AGM; Club cup, Harry Nerain (best
ab-initio); 'Mike Parkin tray, Andy Mills (most promising lieginner); Dawson trophy, John Joiner
(support work); Navigation cup, Jon Arnold (landing out on the first leg Of) Cl 500km day); Coleme
cup (best flight, with a 500km), Britton trophy
(most progress), De Havilland trophy (greatest
heigl'lt gain) and the GSA Ladder trophy, Mel
Dawson.
Simon Hutchinson and Andy Smart also won
GSA awards for their performance in the Standard Nationals and Inter-services Regionals and
Tom Eagles the George Lee trophy for the highest
placed GSA pilot in his lirst Nationals.
D.C.F.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
Congratulations to Jim Forbes on going solo on
Easter Monday and to Ken Miniet on his
Bronze badge.
The Vintage Glider mini glide-in was a tremendous success at Easter with flying each day.
Many thanks to the organiser, Harry Chappie,
and helpers, also Shas Stephenson for yet
another splendid party and disco.

M.H.
BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)
The Junior Nationals (starting on August Bank
Holiday weekend) is going 10 be 'lots of' fun. There,
146
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BORDERS (Ga/ewood)
Congratulations to John Romanes on going solo
- he now needs a Bronze badge to fly his syndicate SHK!
We were badly let down having agreed to buya
second Bijave from France. Phil Allard took the
trailer to collect it and was firstlold that the price
had gone up by £1000 and then that the glider
was no longer fOr sale. We feel this was disgracetul treatment and have complained to the
iFrench authorities.
We are hosting another instructors' course and
hope to have several new instructors by the time
this is ,primed to help with our summer evening
courses and ease the toad on fhe others.

A.B.
BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airlield)
Our Scout has been replaced oy a Rallye and the
winch is back after having new oil seals .and a
service. With two club two-seaters and two
single-seaters, theluse of the Nottingham University Blanik and syndicate aircraft, we 'hope to
keep them busy,
Courses started on May B with our instructor
from last year. We are again flying every day,
alternating the courses with club instructi@nal
weeks and trial instruction lessons.
Successes since our last "eport include
instructor and AEI ratings, badge flights and first
solo~. Bronze badge lectures by Rob Cook, CFI,
and FranK Cox, chairman, have been enthusiastically attended.
Visitors ,are always welcome but prior warning
is .appreciated at mid week. Our entrance is on
the road between Skillington and Sproxton.

A.B.
CHANNEL {Waldershare Park, Dover)
iPhere have been longer flights than usual in February and March. Congratulations on going solo
to Peter Davis and to Nic Silk on a Bronze leg.
There was an enthl:lsiastic welcome for our first
club single-seater and the return of the Falke. A
hangar for the T-2'1 will ensure its use even more
this year.
We have weekday flying by arrangement and
our numbers have increased with one day
courses proving to be a popular introduction
to gliding.
N.J.S.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
The mild westerlies have given an almost continuously flyable (and soarable) winter. Congratulations to Gary McKirdy on going solo,
Steve Harper on Silver height and Neil Goulding
on Gold height.
The Mennell team (Brian and son Gary)
managed their Gold heights on the same day and
two members have made multiple badge claims
- Vince Suttle took time off from his sterling work
in the bar to do his first solo and Silver height,

while Jim McLean gained his Bronze badge and
Silver and Gold heights all within a week.
We have a third and more poweriul winch
together with a smart new bus for tea duties. Our
vintage yellow bus, so long a landmark for
students' circuits, will be pensioned off - still running, but in need of cosmetic attention. Any
offers?

JP.
CORNISH (Perranporth)
Although a fairly quiet winter, durations were
achieved by Tom Cullen, John James and Dick
Gillow. Congratulations to them and to Julian
Davey on going solo.
The AGM on March 4 was well attended with
the CFI's cup for all-round flying efficiency going
to Martin Keer.

G.A.H.
COTSWOLD (As/on Down)
Excitement in March when a burglar, apprehended in the .early hours by ihe bun'kroom
occupants, baled out through a p1ale glass first
floor window, landing on a car. He m.ade off with
about £2 coffee. money but we reckon he felt
pretty cut up by the experience!
Congratulations on going solo to Chris Suraway, Stan: Prezleski, Rupert MaddoJ(, Patrick
Hand, Nick White, Ted Walker, Michael Rouse,
Rabert f-lorton and on re-sololng to Martin Clark
and John Allan; Erik BlaCk on his Bronze badge
and Ray Brown and CFI Ruth Housden for Diamond heights at Aboyne.
Trevor Wilson and Tony Parker were awarded
1he BGA. Seager cup for the longest two-seater
flight,a 306km in the club's SF-34 (see BGA
News). At the annual dinner'dance they also
received the,IBest Two-seater Flight pot; Tim Mac!adyeR the Ladder trophy; Paul Gentil the Best
Flight cup; Ken Uoyd the Height Gain trophy; Erik
Black, the Ron Hl,Jrcombe·trophy; Ruth hlousden,
the Housden 100km pot and Fraser Witson the
Best Pre-Silver cup.

G.M.
CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
Congratulations to John Lawson on becoming
our first AEI. The first hour off the winch was flown
on January 7.
A small expedition went to the Long Mynd at
the beginning of April. We are planning a fun
Comp for the May Bank Holiday weekend.
'Meanwhile we wait patiently for a g'laSs-fibre two·seater having to borrew Syerstoo's Grob Acre to
convert early solo pilots to the Astir. Thanks
Syerston.
A contingent is venturing to the Inter-Services
Regionals at Roanne in July with the Janus on
tow.

B.S.
DARTMOOR (Bren/or)
At a well attended EGM in March members
decided that after six years' effort professional
help was needed to allow us to expand and a
bank loan was vital to make improvements to our
field. The priorities will be an all weather track the
length of the main runway with glider turning circles at each end, and the erection of a large
hangar, though its position will have to be
approved by the National park authority.
We have been labouring on the moor to
recover a five mile length of well built fence which
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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our entrepreneur in chief, Brain Cordier, bought
for a derisory sum and which we will store for
future use.
Meanwhile members do get a rest from all the
field labour by flying at Perranporth.

F.G.M.
OEESIDE (Aboyne)
The airfield faired well in the February hurricane
with only one trailer rolling and a torn windsock.
Strong winds have been frequent recently but so
has strong wave.
The Easter week produced a good crop of
badge claims - four Diamond heights, lots of
GoIds and a 5hrs, not to mention several other
flights over 20000ft. Unfortunately we were
down to one tug for several weeks due to
engine damage.

0.5.
DERBY & LANCASTER (Camphill)
M our annual presentatioA of trophies we
applauded the achievements of two pilots in particular - Mike Armstrong for his cross-country flying and A1ison Wheeler for gaining her Silver
badge whilst pregnant - a unique achievement
perhaps? Other awards went to Dave Smith,
Steve Carver, Mike .Grundman and Clive Wilby.
This Easter Tim RObson achieved Diamond
height and Gold heights were gained by Peter
Wills, 60b Carlisle, Chris Williamson, Elaine Carver and Tom McKernan.
The courses have started and our manager,
John McKenzie, is organising seven day week
flying. Ttle task week is from .June 26-30. Visiting
pilots are welcome - contact John on 0298
871270. Also we have four new instructors.
We welcome a new K-6 syndicate - Angie
Johnsoo, Peter Oliver, Harry Krebbs and Andy
Hedges.

E.C.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
Due to Tim Parsons's illness he has handed over
as CA to Chris Miller with Les Hill as DCFI. There
is doubt that Tim will be able to fly again and for
the time being we have losl a lirst class CFI and a
great gliding enthusiast. We all wish him well.
We are extending the side of the maiA hangar
to house winches and tractors.
Wet, windy weather has limited flying but Dave
Reilly (Libelle) flew to the Mendips GC, taking
5hrs 2min - a determined effort!
Our training programme continues with
several ab-initios waiting for course places.

E.C.W.
EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
We had a happy if muddy winter with a steady
diet of winch training spiced with aerotowing by
courtesy of the Tiger Club. The K-6 is back in service and new arrivals are a third K-7 and the
beginning of a larger clubhouse.
At the AGM lan Smith became CFI and Barry
Weller chairman, releasing the outgoing chairman to spearhead his attack on the mud.
Congratulations to lan Bull, Barry Laker, Bill
Nicholson (AEI); Steve Barter and James
Edwards (Bronze badge); Pat Broad, Kevin
Kirkham, Malcolm Sparshott (going solo) and
James Edwards (re-soloing) and getting his BGA
inspector's ticket.

L.M.
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Obituary - Graham PraU
It is with great sadness that we Ireport the
untimely death of Graham Pratt from stomach
cancer in January. Gra.ham was a hard-working
senior instructor and our safety officer. He had
been a member of the crub for a decade and prior
to that an instructor and tug pilot at Lasham.
Graham was luniversally liked and, respected,
well known for his ability to scratch away in the
merest suggestion of a thermal' a,nd our most
experienced cross-country pilot. He was also
one of the most decent Iluman being we have
known. He will' be sadly missedi and condolences
are extended to his wife and two children.
R.S. & JI.E.
ENSTONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield)
At the AGM in March Tom Miller, Jonathan Smith
and Roddy Maddocks joined the committee, with
the regretted retirement of Frank Burgess to
Wales'- Chris Richards is vice-chairman. Ken
Sparkes, chairman, reported on our increasingly
healthy state and vigorous growth. After several
years, inflation has meant increasing the annual
subscription by £10 and the launch fees by a
small amount.
After a €oosiderable amount of work, discussion 'and bargaining by the site sub-committee', il
is with ,grealreliel' that by the time this is published we should have the exclusive flying rights
over the grass strip.
.
W~ expect that aerotows by our two tugs Will
be off the grass strip with ,the runway for
autotows. Visiting pilots should note that virtually
all take offs and landings are east/lNes! off the
main ninway or the grass strip. Glider circuits are
always to the south aAd power to the north.
Congratulations to Tom Miller on his full Cal
and Keith Millaron his assistant rating. Our best
wishes to Mark Gumey-Coombs on becoming a
tug. pilot at le Blanc. 'Roger Teaves has set up a
club ladder.

R.JP.-S
FENLAND (RAF MarhamJ
Martin Pike used ,the early spring thermals to gain
Ilis Bronze legs. Dave Manning has gone solo
and Len Bircham has become out first AEI. We
also congratulate Rhod Evans and Colin Elliott on
their full Cat ratings.
Paddy Hogg and Vie Dawson visited us from
Bicester with the motor glider - our thanks to
them for a very successful weekend.

N.J. T.
HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)
We have had continual flying this wintel with a
number of excellent wave days culminating in
many good gains of height, the latest being Ossi
Vaughan's Gold height with a 15000ft climb.
We are running courses during July alild, U
there is enough dernand, into August. Members
and private owners will be welcome.
B.S.
HUMBER (RAF Scampton)
We welcome back from the Falklands Clive
Joosse and David Maggs.
Steve Ashton has his second Bronze leg and
Anne Bl.Ixton, JOhn Dyer and AI Hoy (a Red
Arrows' pilot) went solo. John Dobson now has
all three Diamonds having eventually had SOOkm
in France accepted.

Club News Reporters. If you are send,ing in handwritten copy, please print
all names. If there are some strangers
mentioned In YOllr I'eports, It's
because we had trouble decIphering
the writing.
The launch tate is steadily rising but we are
short of members.
K.M.G.
KESTREL (RAF Odiham)
Peter Oharnell was elected eFI with Steve Nash
as DCFI at our AGM irl February. Congratulations
to Jane and Steve Nash, Ghris Wick and Bob
Davis who received annual awards. Jane was
also awarded the California irl England trophy at
the BGA Conference (see report in this issue).
Fred' Field and Tom Aussell have gone solo.
J.N.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
The course Season is well underway and we
are organisingcourses for mountain flying at Sisteron, France in June ,under the leadership of
John Stuart.
Paul Shuttleworth (Skylark 3F) gained Gold
height from the site in wave on March 26 as well
as flying 200km.
Our mobile workshop .greatly assisted Ron
Hawkes with the winter C of A programme enabling him to complete work on an increased fleet
earlier than last year.
louis Rotter and Joon Docherty are going on
assistant rating courses to help on the weekend
rota. Our task week is from August 19-28.
R.D.
NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood)
Congratulations to Ooris Bryanl and Richard
German on going solo. The Bronze badge course
had an interesting visit to RAF Alconbury's Met
office, kindly arranged by our president, Dan
Honerbrink.
T,he annual dinner-dance in March was lIery
successful, thanks to John Taylor's organisation.
The custom built two drum winch will soon be
completed. We are organising another flying
course for the Army at Bassingbourn.

A.H.
NEWARK & NOTTS (Winthorpe)
We have started flying again after our shut down
on November 5. Everything has either been
rebuilt, repaired, or repainted and ,new on site are
two SF-27s, an ASW-15 and a Pirat.
Congratulations to Dan 'GoIdsworthy and
Melvin Frost on resoloing and to Mike Abrahams,
Aoland Carver and Frank Hunt on their Bronze
badges.
Stan Denner and Ray Mackay have retired as
chairman and secretary respectively. We thank
them for their grand work and welcome their successors, Mike Davies and Shirley Maddex.

M.A.
NORFOLK (Tibenham)
The annual dinner-dance on February 4 was
much enjoyed with Ben Watson (BGA chairman),
Bill Scull (BGA director of operations) and Dick . .
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~ GLIDING HOliDAYS
IN THE
_________ SCOTTISH
HICHLANO$

AWH

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

Wt' 0rcra1c from Connd NF north. of Oh.. lll. {SCl'
Poo1cys) ~aun(.-,hing ~lil.krs .from '4(.~t11 funw;IYs in\()
hrcathlak.ll1g mounl:.un ~oar;l ng. ('ondillOns,
The Cen(r\: is dcdiL';HeJ tlO making g.liJing in this surerh
area trollhk free for thl"C\:rcricnccd Yisiling. pilot or pre·
:wlo swdt"nt. Expert instfltl.:tiun at all k;vds.
I or 5 day courses March to OctOber. Visiling gliders and
IU~ wdconR', Take .dnnl.ge of Ihe !Jupcrb soaring condillons and COllrse prices early'in Ihe Yelr.
ONE DAY COURSE. FROM 'l49
FIVE DAY COURSE FROM £195
ACCOMMOD..\ TION INCLUSIVE t'ROM £255

For

i/~ronnmiol1

am/free bnx:hures. (UIllt:J{'/:

ARGYll ... WEST HIGHL-\ND GLIDING CENTRE
Daytime Airfidd Connd Airfit'ld •
Norrh ConnC'l
Bv Ollan
A'rgyll
Sl".'oll..lnu

Td; Coni1d
(06) 171) 24)

GLIDING
CLUB
fTALGARTH)

COM E AN D TRY OUR VERY
SPECIAL MOUNTAIN RIDGE
flYING AND WAVE SOARING
We fly 7 days a week, all year fOund. Weekend
and mid-week COUfses lIvailable for beginners
or experienced pilots. Because of our good
ridge soaring, instructional flights average
45+ minutes.

For details contact
Derrick Ecklev on 0814 .711254 or the
Airfield·on 0874 71~1463

The club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Du)(IQrd
throughout the"year, mostly at weekends.
We run 3 day "Introduction to Gliding
C€lurses" lin April and May. and full 5 day
courses for Ab-Initios and Solo p'ilots from
the end of May (0 the end of August.

For general information write to
The Secretary

55 Moorfield Road. Duxford. Cambs
For Course details write to
The Course Secretary

6 Camside. Chesterton. Cambridge
Tel. (0223) 67589

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
al

Perranporth, Cornwall
Courses from May to September
Under BGA inslru('[ors. Beginners wc'leome.

BOOKER

KENT GLIDING CLUB
Challock,
Ashford,
Kent
TN254DR

Trevellas Airfield is only one mile from
Perranporth"s ,golden
sands.
one
of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday centres.

RUTH B. PHILlIPS
BOSWENS, WHEAL KllTY, ST. AGNES

(0872) 552430
If no reply please phone (0872) 72923

Come on one of our courses
• stan from scratch • go solo • get a 8ronze.
Silver", Gold C • fly. glass glide' • learn to
race. AEI, advanced and instructor courses
throughout the year. completion courses and full

COVENTRY
GLIDING
CLUB

rating preparation courses on request

We operate every day. all year
WHATEVER YOUR THINGYOU CAN DO IT BETTER AT BOOKER

• Residential courses
held weekly
• 5 day and 2 day

Contact Mike Cuming, Booker Gliding Club,
Wycombe Air Park, near Marlow, Bucks S~7 3DR
orTel (0494) 29263

Courses available for beginners
and early solo pilots, April to
October. Inclusive of instruction,
meals and accommodation in
fully licensed clubhouse.
For FREE brochure, write or
phone:
Challock 307 or 274
(Std 023 374)

LASHAM
Does your home club operate only at weekends?

•

Advanced
courses for
Bronze & Silver
badges.

At Lasham we operate all week. every week which
means we could provide a useful supplement to yOUr
training. Whether you are not yet solo and would
benefit from a week's consolidated Instruction, or a
budding cross-country pilot needing soaring or field·
landing training. we have the expertise and facilities
to help.
Apan from our large two-seater fleet and excellent

• Good field
• Beginners Welcome

aerotow and winch launch racilities, we have a

• AEI courses held on demand
• Advanced courses for Bronze& Silver
badges. Cross Country Flights during
1989
COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics. LE17 6JJ
Tel: (0858) 880521 (0858) 880429
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Holiday course members and visitors
welcome at our scenic club.
Courses from £ 100 to £160 with accommodation (flying extra). For details write to
Bristol and Glos Gliding Club, Nympsfield,
Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3TX or phone
0453-860342/860060.
Open all week April-October

comprehensive briefing room for lectures or
instructional videotape5 if bad weather prevents
flying.
On"site accommodation for club expeditions is
always available by arrangement.
Absolute beginners are 01 course always welcome we have a large choice of courses and twes of
membership to suil your needs.

Lasham GlidIng Society
NI'.

Alton, Hants

Tei Hemar d (025 683) 322

0
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CLUB NEWS

Stratton (BGA chief technical officer) as guests of

honour.
Jenny Everefl and flicttard Harrowell received
the awardl for the longest relrieve. - 300 miles to
HoIywell in North Wales to collect All Warllilinger,
our president, whG was on a 400km speed
record attempt.
We were hosts to the BOA Regional Cone
ference on F:eoruary 5 when female. members
.prepared lunch, helping to make it a most successfull:lay.
severall members have their AEI ratings and
congratulations also to John Lancaster on his

MGPPL.
The Motor Falke is looking very smart after a
respray and major overhaul.

GE
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
The first months of 1989 have produced excellent wave. Martin Fellis climbed to 13500ft in the
Skylark 2 for Gold height and on the same day
our chairman, John Graham, gained the same
Might from a winch launch but unfortunately
without a barograph. Many pupils have enjoyed
wave flights from 6000 to 80ooft.
Bill Fl\lller lis re-covering the K-8 and the three
K'7s are being made ready for the course

season,
R.D.
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)

The mild weather has meant more flying than
usual at this time of year. Howard Stone, Andy
Butterfield and Maggie Roberts have gone

solo.
Our T-21 "Daisy" is to have an engine fitted to
make it a self-sustaining motor glider. There is an
expedition to Talgarth in June.

f.B.
PETERBOAOUGH & SPALDING (Crow/and
Airfield)
Our annual dinner was a great success with
prizes going to Ray Hall (longest cross-country
from CrowJand); Frank Nixon (CFI's cup) and
Mick Wright (most horrendous retrieve).

---v----

IONOON GLIDING CWB
Tring Road, Dunstable, LU6 2JP
TelephOne: Dunstable (0582) 663419
Open fQf gliding 7 days a week
throughout the Year!
Therma!, ,Hill and Wave Soaring

Modern, all-glass solo and 2-seater fleet

* 1,2 & 5 DAY BEGINNERS COURSES
* AEI RATINGS
* ADVANCED FLYING COURSES
* SOARING COURSES. Details on request

* BRONZE C GROUND SCHOOL COURSES
Resident instructors. full catering.
licensed bar, accommodation
Visitors and New Members Welcome:
Ring Us Now for Details!!

June/July 1989

Jonathon Chapmar:l won the wooden spoon and
the newly created Field lLandingtrophy by
demonstrating gr.eat !lair and style combined
with ,ar:l element of exhibitionism when, In full view
of' everyone, he performed a textbook landing in
an adjacent bean field.
We thank Mike Jefferyesand Ohris.flolands for
running an AEI course. John McLoughlin and
Mark Wilson have gone solo.

M.J.
PHOENIX (RAF BrOggen)
We continue to attract as many ab-initios as we
can accommodate. Our regional examiner, Chris
Heames. has put Peter lrIeys through his full rating checks.
The Sisteron expedition, has already resulted in
a Diamond climb to 27000ft for Bill Gibson
(ASW-20) and 5hrs for Simon Waterfall,
The Motor :Falke hashad a major service and is
resplendent in a new coat of paint.
P.J.H.
PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee-on-Solent)
The Easter ab-initio course went well with several
solos and re-solos from the 35 students.
Our AGM was a great success - we are
flourishing and improving financially as well as
in achievement. The following trophies were
awarded: Corner cuP. Derren Francis (most
improvement); Courage cup, John Halelor being
an outstanding instructor; Goodhart trophy
(flying achjevellilent), Bruoe Uncoln and Mike
Budgen the Peter Sharp trophy and Marc Morley
the Humphry Dimodk trophy, both for unstinted
contributions.
Edna Clark and Peter Davis were given life
memberships il1l recognition of many years' valuable service.
PI more recent "adventure" in aid of Children in
Need was an airborne streak in the primary
glider. Unfortunately the hero can't be named - il
could be mi'sconstrued as conducll\lnbecoming
an officer and 'a gentleman. The video is not for
sale. Nice one Brian.
H.C.
RAE (Famboroogh)
CFI Mick Wells recently clocked up 1204km over
several flights. al Benalla despite unseasonable
"English" weather.
At the AGM the retiring committee mellilbers
were thanked for their work. The chairman said
the club was at its healthiest for years.
Easter Sunday saw the first three crosscountries of the year when Rob Taylor, Paul
French and Rod Westbrook flew to Odiham.
A special thanks to Dave Pearson and Neil
Emerson for their work on our two-seater fleet
seen in all its glory on the front cover of thi~
issue.
M.T.D.
RATTLESDEN (Rattlesden Airlield)
Thanks to the efforts of many, but in particular
Roy and Roger Firmin and Peter Neeves, our
rather tatty World War 2 control lower has been
transformed into a clubflouse which will be the
envy of many. Our oak panelled, mock beamed,
Regency style embossed walllElaper bar aptly
named "Tlile Turn and Slip Inn" complements our
executive style lounge area and kitchen complete with serving hatch - and this must be called

John Lee of Rattlesden GC who went solo on
his 16th birthday..

I

"The Pre-stall Buffet". We haven't a name for the
lounge area yet.
The annual dinner was a tremendous success
and an improm~tu cabaret by members filled the
gap left by our decision not to have any guests
speakers - greatly appreciated and much
preferred.
Our weekend courses continue ,to be fully
bOOked, bringing in much needed revenue. The
committee thanks. members for pulling up with
an Innux of a dozen or more strangers once a
month.
Congratulations to John Goldsmith on going
solo aA:d completing his Bronze legs during the
Easter Flying week and to John tee lor being our
first member to go solo 0111 his 16th birthday.

R.W.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Ponmoaf<)
Courses got ofl to a, good start but Easter visitors
had a mixed reception with poor weather to begin
VlIith, 'Richard Allcoat, Lawrence McPhillips and
VtC Roberts have their A'EJ ratings and congratulations also IQ John Brady (Silver badge).
Stan Milne linishes his tfclree years as chairman
with a linancial year much Improved on last
year's and we are looking forward to a periQc! of
expansion. The catering has been 'franchised
and being run successfully by Joe and Alma
Nugent, and we hope shortly to have new Dffice
accommodation. John Ferguson has taken, over
from Peter Copland as treasurer - we wish Peter
a successful recovery from his illness.
We are sad to record the death of George
Buchanan who looked after our tugs in recent
years.
M.J.R.
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)
Six weeks of no flying due to wet weather and a
waterlogged airfield did little for morale or club
finances, so the sunny Easter weekend was more
than welcome. The Bergfalke 4 is on line and
looking very smart after work from the usual
dedicated band.
We have had another break in,. There was not
much damage or anything missing, but our Land . .
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ENSTONE EAGLES
GLIDING CLUB

Cotswold Gliders

Now open for gliding sevefl days a week
throughout the vear.Mew members
welcome.
Launch by aerotow or motor tow and soar
over the beautif\J1 Cotswolds.
Mid week holiday coorses from March to
October for beginners or sola pilots
tailored to suit your requirements.
Short weekend courses also available.

(Prop. T. COE)

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN
Glasslibre, wood and metal
All types of repair undertaken
Kestrel/Libelle aileron drive r-ebuilds, also rudder drive NDT testing
Full machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc.

Details from:
TOM MILLER
ENSTONE ,EAGLES GLIDING CLUB LTD
Enstone AIrlIeId, Church Enatone, OxfOrdJ/llre
Tel: (060 872) 635 {daytime}
(029/S) /S7403 {evenings}

I

Phone or write
Tony Cox (Senior Inspector)
18 Stanton Harcourt Road
Witney, Oxon OX8 6LD 0993774892 anytime

·~ln"lI~dilrnl

PESCHGES THE BEST ELECTRONIC
VARIOMETER AND
NAV COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

JULY - HOLIDAYS

Ae1otow from. big
fie' site SI.nik.
K8 Ind Grab tOGS ..

JF -18.12. 88- 21 000 11

HEREPORDSHIRE
GLIDinG ClUB
Shobdon Ai'field Nr.Leominsler HR6 9NR
Telephone weekends
056881-8908
or evenings
0905-21740

MARCHINGTo.N GLIDING
CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday
courses from AprH to September.
Good local soaring and
cross-eountry.
Private owners welcome.
Please Contact:
Course Secretary
Marchington GI,iding Club
Marchington Airfield. MQrton lane
Marchington. Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0785-51570

,

Holiday courses from June to Septemberbeginners to Silver C. Book now!
MotOl' Glider Courses throughout the yearBronze or Silvef C to PPL (SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome - id'eal crosscountry site - cheap aerotows and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site licensed bar.
Write to The «:OUrse Secretary, B. L, Owen, 64
ChapalLsne, Wymondham. NorfolkNR1' ODN. Tel:
Wymondham 605444 Evenings

WINCHING WIRE
• Available in stranded cable 4mm.
4.5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Tost release rings and weak links
and splicing ferrules available
• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber ropes

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs supplied by glider pilot

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works. Gt Barford. Bedford

Tel: 0234 870401

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

LLOYDS APPROVED

• UNBEATABLE VP4 SERIES
FROM UNDER £700+VAT
• AMAZING VP3 & VP5
FOR DEDICATED
X·COUNTRY FLIERS
• EXCEPTIONAL WARRANTY
• CHOICE OF TOP PILOTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

FROM THE ONLY APPROVED
UKAGENT:

(jf}@.~@ df@,~~@,f£!!.~1)
ASSOCIATES ~

BOBSZULC
UNIT 9
EAGLE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
BAGNALL STREET
GREAT BRIDGE. TIPTON
WEST MIDLANDS OY4 7BS
Tel: 021-520 6415
Telex: 336481
f8}l: 02f-520-641 0

TED LVSAKOWSKI
54 TOR BRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX (:iIIl4 9HN
Tel: (0277) 352418

EVENINGS

SUTTON BANK
For your HOLIDAY!

For your EXPEDlTfON!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOA'RING - 12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Dub record is 582krn ffOm aerotow. 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record lis 32 670ft. Club record gain is 31 050ft
Our rates are amongst the best - £9.80 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our fully licensed
residential clubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES - April to October
Visitors always welcome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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CLUB NEWS

ROller was taken on a joyride and found three
days later in a local wood - now there is more to
do for our overworked equipment officer.
Congratulations to Maloolm Black on going
solo and tQ Dennis Maynard and Mark Wool ridge
on passing their Bronze paper.

s.e.c.

STRATFORD ON AVON (Snitterfield Airfield)
Our local ridge .gives many interesting, sustained
flights in prevailing WSW winds 01 moderate
speed. We are becoming adept at exploring locall
soaring spots and improving our knowledge
ready for the season.
A diesel Daihatsu has proved to be the best
cable retrieve vehicle ever and superb for soggy
conditions. The toilets' irrigatiOn is fully operative
thanks to the hard work of Mart,yn, Greenwood
and Robin Smith who celebrated their solos by
renewed strength inl their digging operations!
Congratulations also on going, solo to John
Boddington and Robin Childs, to Paul Timms on
his Bronze badge ana to Martyn Greenwood and
Mike Calder on their Bronze legs.
We have a spring dinner-dance and expedition
to Sullon Bank this month.

H.G.W.
Obituary - Andy Coffee
~ is with great sadness that we record the loss of
Andy Coffee on Easter Sunday after a short
iDness.
A founder member, Andy was the club's
original chairman, an office he held with distinction for many years. His dedicated leadership
inspired the club's rapid growth alld earned him
universal respect. Hailing firmly established Ihe
club, ~e finally relinquished his chairmanship,
only to take on the unenviable role of
treasurer.
In recognition of his exceptional service, Andy
became the only member to be granted honorary
Hfe membership.
A wartime Spitfire pilot, his passion for flying
shone through in his style of instructing;
authoritative yet always enthusiastic, warm and
considerate.

DEESIDE GLIDING
CLUB
8ESTOFTHE
SUMMER WAVE
Two Sport Vegas and
Open Cirrus available
Cross country and height gain
tasks in wave and thermal
DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DIN NET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel. 033985339 or 033985 236
June/July 1989

Whether known to us as a leader, a teacher or
simply a friend, Andy will 'be remembered as a
true gentleman, a veritable statesman in the gliding movement and an example to lJS all.
Our sincere condol'ences.to his wife Beryl, son
Mike and daughter Carol'. Andy will be sorely
missed by us all but remembered with great
affectiorl.
Chris Morris
SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
At the AGM the Southdown Aero Services troph,y
went to George Caswell for progressing from
solo to blue card (requiring two 100km Crosscountries) in a year. Ray Pentecost received tne
trophy for a series of longl pre-declared flights.
Well done to Sue Hinder for completing her
Gold badge with the heighl gain this winter.
For a trial period three of the five K-8s have
been removed Irom the moming ballot. They will
be allocated by the CFI/group leader as seems
most appropriate given the weather and
requiremelltsof pupils. Thisshould result in more
members being satisfiedf more of the time.
C.G.S.
THRUXTON (Thruxton AIrfield)
Despite losing our tug for three months for wing
refurbishments, Neville Almond, lony Bailey and
Tony Walker have gone solo and lan Grant, Andy
Mercy and Barry Lovetl have AEI ratings. Congratulations to all.
We are now operating mid week.

J.B.L
TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
Martin Pengelly proposed to Lynn Turner during
a hangar flight in the Twin Astir. Congratulations
and best wishes to them both.
Congratulations also to AndY Gardiner, Colin
James, Phil Jones, Mitch Mitchell and Martin
Pengelly, our first 10 have AEI ratings (Andy and
CoIin going on to become assistant Cats), and to
lan Pellman on his full Cat rating.
lhe private fleet has expanded with an ASW20 bought by Mike Foreman and Keith Curtis, an
Astir by Dave Mayfield and "Taff" Williams has
bought Jules Jansen's K-2.
Paul Burston, Jim Brayford,~Derek Taylor, Mike
Law and Mick Morton have been posted and will
be a grea110ss.
We are hall way through our four week Sisteron expedition and Kevin Baker 'has his. 5hrs
and Bodo Heuser flew Gold height but had a
problem with his barograph.

IP.
VECTlS (Sandown Airport, Isle at Wight}
CFI Neil Waits started the soaring season on
January 2 with a 1'hhr llight under an 8/8 sky.
For the seconcj winter we have worked on, the
Super Cub (G-BAfS), this time re-covering it,
replacing wing spars and rebuilding the fuselage,
engine and undercarriage.
At our AGM in March Peter Tuppen retired as
treasurer after 3'1>yrs' conscientious. service and
was replaced by Jenny Pragnell WiU:l Johr.Chape
as our new safety officer and Andy Noctor as
publicity/social secretary.
An ASW-15 and a K-6E join OUr club fleel. We
have another expedition to Saumur, France in
June.

A.J.N.

WELLAND (Middleton)
Following our AGM the new committee comprises Peter Strongl, Barry Chadwick, Phil West,
Dave Strachan, AI Booth and Norman Martin.
Alan Bushnell and Ken Wells were than kedl for
their past services.
At the annual dinner the awards were as
follows: Duration shield, Gerard O'Callaghan;
Distance cup, Barry Chadwick; "267" trophy,
Keith Scat!; Ray Clarke trophy, Bernard Underwood and Ab-Initio cup, AI Booth.
R.H.S.
WOLDS (Pocklington)
We have only had one Oood flyjng day in March.
Our new Astir is proving popular and our syndicate gliders have increased to 25 with the addition of two ASW·2OS, a Piral and a Std Jantar
which should keep the Pawnee busy.
S.McN.
WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
AI the AGM annual awards went to Bob Brett
(Mike's mug for !;>est ab-initio), Rik Malam (Aquila
cup), Alan Millson (CRI's trophy) with Ray Gaunt
and Alan Millson sharing the award for the longesl flight.
Justin lavender gained his 5I1rs on Huish
ridge, Congratulations to them all.
D.G.
YORK GLIDING CENTRE (RlJfforth Airfield)
We are learning to live with the noise 01 microlights now Operating from a corl1er. of tfle airfield
riot owned by us - so much for planning laws!
There is more flying throughout the week and
evening trial instruction lessons. Our holiday
courses are almost booked, and we may have to
have additional! ones to meet the demand. We are
on the way to realising Rufforth'$ full potential as
an. attractive soaring and holiday site. We
welcome CoIin JacQues as a full time aircraft
engineer.
Membership is steadily increasing with some
good progress. Congratulations to Stuart
Sampson. Howard Milner, John. Empsall,
Graeme Reay and Mike Cohler on going solo; to
Meg Stark and Alan Swales on their Gold and
Diamond heights respectively from Rufforth and
to Andy TOOd and Richard Stembtowicz on
becoming assistant instructors.
CR.
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VISIT THE ...

0Ub

The AITOeld. POCKUNGTON
East Yorkshire Y04 2NR

Situated on the edge of the picturesque
Yorkshire Wol<Js within easy reach of the
historic City 01 YORK. the Moors and the
scenic Yorkshire' coast.
• EXCELLENT LAUNCH FACILITIES (winchloerorow),
• ON·SITE AcCOMMODA nON AVAILABLE.
• COMFORTABLE CLUBHOUSE. BAR"
• I'L I' YOUR GLlOER OR OURS. BRIEFING'RooM.

Write or give us a ring -

Q759 303579
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PORTMOAK~

MIDLAND GliDING CLUB
THE LONG MVND

IS

NOW IN OUR 28TH YEAR

~

_ _ _ _ PEEDWELL

eLPLANES

THE PLACE

FOR WAVE - UK altitude record -

,

•

~

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

36,500' in 1980.

Come and fly the
hill lift into those stronger
thermals.

'FOR RIDGE - The two hills

All inclusive 5 day holiday courses for
beginners or the more advanced from

adjacent to our large airfield give
more soaring time.

WE REPAI R: GLASS - STEEL - ALLOY - WOOD
TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS
VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS

£200.

Inclusive -

Aerotow courses April
to September for a/l levels of
competence.

Private owners welcome (Prior booking
necessary)
Details from:
Roy Dal/iog.
Midland Gliding Club.
Long Mynd.
Church Strettoll.
Shropshire SY6 6TA
Tel. !inley (058861) 206

SCOTTISH GLIDING
UNION

FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

LLOYD'S APPROVED
RAPID SERVICE

PORTMOAK, 'SCOTLANDWELL
Hr. KINROSS
Tel: 059 284 543

SHEPLEY LANE. HAWK GREEN. MARPLE.
STOCKPORT. CHESHIRE SK6 7JW

Tel: 061-4272488

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . . .
CONSULT THE AVtATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN MARTIN

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVII,ATION LIMITED

GLIDERS. SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap

london, EC3P 3Hl

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S
Member of B.I.I.BA

Tel {01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631

SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECTI,QNS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND lYPES
ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER FACTORY TRAINED
STAFF AVAILABLE
SOLE SUPPLIERS OF GENUINE 'AEROLENE' FABRIC

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359
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FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

,ROGEKTARGElT
Sailplane Services
B~istor &

Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire Gll 0 3TX

Tel: Office (0463) 860861
Home (0453) 48568

(0453)' 45316

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service in:
A'II glass. carbon and kevlar repairs
Wood and Metal repairs
All modifications
Motor Glider engine approval
C of A IRenewals
General Maifiltenance
(including re-finishing and wax polishing)

*
*
*
*
*
*

SOARING EQUIPMENT I.TD
HOFFMANN PROPELLERS for all Mofor Gliders and Towing Aircraft in stock
New and Overhauled - Exchange Service

sCHEIBE FLUGZEUGBAU "FALKE" Gl1iders and Motor Gliders - Spares support
SF 25 C Demonstrator avail'able
PERSON WROUGHT ALUMINIUM WHEELS for Gliders and Motor Gliders

I·

J93 RU5sell Road, Birmingham B J 3 8RR. rei: 02 J 449 J J 2' Fax: 02 J 449 9855

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Sabre-Air Apparatus & Valve AI.R. 24 series oxygen equipment [or gliders,
comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-night oxygen controls si~ate.d in the one position: t.h,is
control head has been developed from the COlupany s htghly successful Domlclhary
oxygen unil to Drug Tariff Specification OIB.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to BS 5045
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
.
The company also supplies oJrygen equipment based. on 230- and 68G-litre
cylmders, and face mas'ks comflete With valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event 0 servicing being required, the company operates a 24·hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLIM LINE 630 CYliNDERS

SABRE-AAV lTD
Unit 1" Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4Dl
rei: AldershOt (0262) 334581 Fax: 0252-21993

Stay in lovely 16th Century farmhouse
or our new Clubhouse
Ring Ron or JOhn 01'1

DOVER (0304) 824888
CHANNEL GUOING CLUB

Make sure of getting your copy of S&G
by taking out a subscription, details on
p 155. The BGA sales department also
hold a good slack of back copies
covering many years and they make
fascinating reading

Waldershare Park, Dover,
Kent CT15 5NH

June/July 1989
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CANOPIES

BOOKER

*
LARGE RANGE
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLIDERS
AND LIGHT
AIRCRAFT

*
GOOD OPTICS

*
FROM MAKER

*
BOB REECE, Rematic
School, House
Norton
Nr Worcester WR5 2PT
Tal Worcester
(0905) 821334

REGIONALS
The most challenging Regionals of all.
Cross-country racing guaranteed daily
(weather permitting).
ONLY £112: pay your deposit of £40
now to secure a place in this prestigious competition.

JULY 29-AUGUST 6
Booker Gliding CI'ub.
Wycombe Air ParI<. near Marlow,
Bucks S17 3DR.
(0494) 29263

,

LIFTlt

HI-TECT
AIRCRAFT
PAINTS

Blues

An impressive celebration
of soaring flight/shot during
tIle British Standard Class
National Championships
at Nympsfield, England in 1988. With its
breathtaking aerial photo raph y and
sharp in sights into the people and
attitudes that circulate within the sport,
this 52 minute film will appeal to the
pundit and novice alike.
£27.00 inc p & p.
Available in VHS and Betamax.
Please

make cheques payable to:Aardman Animations Ltd.,
14 Wetherell Place,
cliftoJ1,
Bristol.
BS81AR.
Please allow 28
days for delivery.

I

Our System G lfange includes:
Nitro-ceHulose, 2 hour enamels.
acry'lics and polyurethanes.
Avaifable ,in whj·te. cream to SS
1OC33 and sig,nal red to SS 537.
Other colours matched to order.
Epoxy primers. etch primers and
eggshell gloss "cockpit grey" to
SS 627.
Also: new HI-TECT UVIPOL, a

combined wax and cleaner with
a powerful UV filter. Polishes,
cleans, brightens and protects gel
coats and paint films. Contains
no silicones.
Please ask for details of our ,complete range of competitively
priced products.

Aslac Systems Ltd.
PO Box 14. Evasham
Worcs WR11 '5XH
Tal: 0386871249
Fax 0789764178

SUNTIGER SUNGLASSES
~

OVER 1500 UK PILOTS NOW USE THEM

==

IMPROVE VISIBILITY IN HAZE. MAKE OTHER AIRCRAFT EASIER TO SEE

J>0tf7"Gt~'" "Suntiger
"

sunglasses are the greatest contribution to air safety for many years"
These ... sunglasses should be made mandatory for all pilots"
(PILOT, Feb. 1989)

and now HANS WERNER GROSSE has ordered his Suntigers from us
We can supply glasses or clip-ons. For further details write to: Alan Purnell. 9 Knoll Road. Fleet. Hants. GU13 8PR. (0252) 615365 or
Suntiger (Europe). 5 Hampton Close. London SW20 ORY. 01-947 4870
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SAILPLANE
& ENG.
SERVICES LTD.·
C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

Ilfjlit:
1,2int:rf 'I'
the
Flying Accounts program for Gliding Clubs

Neogene
Paints
Your specialist paint
manufacturer

Used at Nympslield lor twelve months

Now available to other clubs
WRITE OR PHONE:

Ring John Taylor on 0452 411 048/412071
101' full details and a free demo disc.

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIElD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

Anglia Sailplanes
C of A Inspections and

TWO-SEATER
COMPETITION

repairs to all sailplanes
and motor gliders.

1989

Phone or write to:

20th-26th August

Stu Hoy (BGA Senior Inspector)
Crown Cottage, Lower Street
Gissing, Diss, Norfolk IP22 3UJ

ALL TWO·SEATERS
ELIGIBLE

Tel: Tivetshall (0379 77) 4114

For delalls,
Cl( ring
The Airfield
POCKUNOTON
wrtle

C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753
C666 Scheme "Z" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics
C667 Scheme "Z" Type
Thinners
C66S Low Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 751
C965 Fabric Adhesive
C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner
C762 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Dope
The above have been selected
from our range of Aircraft
Finishes.

Large or small quantities
supplied

Tel. 0759 303579

Consult our Technical Advisory
Service:

BRIAN WEARE

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C/E DTD 753

Colour Matching Service

Ell8l Yorkshire Y04 2NA

GUDERWORKS
DUNKESWElL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON
lels: LupplU 338 (9,6 pm)
Honiton 41041 (after 6 pm)

C664 High Tautening Dope To

Printa Inks and Paints Limited.
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road.
London Wl. 5HQ.
...
Telephone 01289 2211 ~

GLIDING AT ABOYNE,
ABERDEENSHIRE THIS YEARl

C of A OVERHAULS

Try the Charleslon Hotel. Aboyne. Five minutes drive
from the Club. Family-run HOlel. excellent food and
comfortable accommodation. Also self-catering
COllage 10 sleep 5 in HOld grounds. We specialise in
scrving food until IO.3Opm daily.

B.GA, CAA., P.FA APPROVALS

Tel: 01192475

Sailplane & Gliding

Heogene Paints (Scotland I Limited.
45 Lanark Road, Edinburgh EH14 1TL
Telephone 031443 8793
Stay cool this summer
In a glldin.g T-shirt from
the BGA sales department

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. A. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 169, l'Orignal, Ontario, KOB 1KO.

The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in Gt.
Britain, alternatively send £ 11.40 postage included for an
annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.

SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg, Transvaal.

Red Ieather-cloth binders specially <Jesigned to take copies of the magazine and
gold-blocked w~h the title on the spine are only available from the BGA

USA and all other COuntries
Payable in either Sterling £11.40 or US $19.00 (or $29.00 by Air Mail) but International Money Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association.

Price £5 Inoluding post and packing.

June/JUly 1989
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FLY THE NORTHERNS
The Northern Regionals
will be held at

BENAlLA - WMERE DREAMS
CAN COME TRUE!
YOU PQN'T HAVE TO BELIEVE US- ASK THEM!!
l\en Moules. Odiham; Colin Poole. Tony Fu"er & Martin Aldridge,
tarry MaOhew$. F!lngmer; Jill Burry, lasham; Eric
Kings Lyon: Phll Alkin. Cambridge: NIck Jlennen,
Nympsheld: Kellh Earnden, RAFGSA;, Bruce Ow'en and Marlin
~atttesden;

Arthut.

Sutton Bank:
July 29 to
August 6 1989

Breen. Booker; Aan Keeping. Culdrose; Mike Sesemann. Challock;
Denis O'Hogan, Dubhn; Aeg Gardner, ASian Down; Mick Wells.
RAE. Farnborough: Ernst Spechl. Hus80s; and many more flOm
Europe and world-wide.

2 Classes: Entry Fee £110 inc. VAT

week; hire your own sailplane for yOUl second week. But book well
ahead especially lor peak peflod December to February.

We run COurses for horses' Ab·mill0. Field landings. ~nil)aI and

Advanced Soaring plus a lleel of sailplanes for hue from JUOIor la
Nimbus 2.
R8COmmended optIon' Join a course and get up to speed In your first

Launches at normal Club rates:
£9.80 to 2000ft.
Usually over subscribed

Specldl'orate travel and details 01 alternatlve

ENTER NOW
Details from:
Secretary
Yorkshire Gliding Club IPtvI Ltd
Sutton Bank, Thirsk. York
Tel: 0845597237

,SKYCRAFT

P"ces and prospectus 011 ilPfJ/icaf/Ofl to:
John Williemeon. Gltding Club 0' Viclori8.
PO 8011: 48 a.nalle. Vlctori. 3612. Aust,ali8.
rol: (0)57'621058,
AUSSJe

holidays from:

iTRAVEL8AG. 12 Htgh Str••t. AtTON.

Hont •• GU34 t8N, rol: 0420·82133

ALIBANY HOUSE . StLVER ST·
L1TLlNGTON .CAMBS· SG8 OOE
TEL: 0763' 852150

SUNSAIL (Andrew &Lyn Davis)

rn

o

,

AEROGRAF - 'rhe Barograph

- electronic seal. sailplame/motoll glider,
~~:~~ metre range. camera
£497.00

AEROGRAF BASIC - simplo version 01 Aorogral

~OO~U~~t6r:' r~~~-gliderl and balloons.

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADJO
1R7603 Air Set
Eaoh set fitted with all four ,gliding channels
130.4.130.125,130.1 and 129.9.
'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

* speech
Full power ,transmitter with excellent
quality.
* works
Highly sensitive and selective receiver
both distant and dose range.
* Extremely rugged and reliable.
* Full back-up service and sparesavailable.
* CAA and
approved.
~ATS

All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information. pri'cesand full Technical
Specifications FREE from

GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422
H.T. Communicetiool, ".0_ Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesex, TWI6 7TA

Services Ltd

£361.00

F,OTOTlME 11- timo rocordingcomora

£242.00
£1.00

- elapsed lime resolvel to within one .econd

AT7 WING TAPE -19mm X 20m
JACKING BEllY DOLLY MECHAt.lISM

£85.00
£65.00
£1U5

.4: inch lift - with wheell
- w;thoU1 wheels

IFR SUNGLASSES - clip on only

Price. include delivery and m.y fluctUlItB with
e)(ch.ngft fl/t.

Clarebourn. House. Shortwood
Nailsworth, Glos. GL6 OSJ. Tel: 045 3834931

NEW PROPELLERS
OVERHAULS AND REPAIRS
FROM THE SPECIALISTS

o
HOFFMANN

PROPELLER

IMAGINE
Mountain so,iing,
w,ve .nd therm,1 flying
in glorious ~p',in

*

*

*

Join us for tailor-made holidays
Families: or individuals' welcome
• Be\ilinner. and pundits alike will enjoy breathtaking scenery in our Grab 1098
'. Instrument flying, cross-country. field landing
instruction
Relax in our luxury private villa. with pool. and
experience the holiday of a liletime
•

*

THE AVIATION
BOOKSHOP
HAS

Conraet
The 8ertons 014499346/01·953-9689
or Spein 010.34.65.795355

GLIDING IN SPAIN

THOUSANDS OF BOOKS
THOUSANDS OF MAGAZINES
in many languages -

THE

as well as

THOUSANDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS

GRANGE

All on Aviation: WW1, WW2, Civil,
Military, Engineering,
Aero Modelling, Navigation,
Pilotage, Helicopters,
Meteorology etc.
or send

£1

Call infor large catalogue

THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP
656 Holloway Road
London N19 3PO

TeI: 01-2723630
Access and Visa welcomed

SCOTLANOWELL

~
VISITING

•

PORTMQAK?
The GRANGE welcomes glider pilots .nd their lamilie.,
Friendly comfonable accommodation.
Evening meals on request in 19th century dining room.
Only y, mile from airstrip
B&B from only £9.00
Phone now for brochure and rates,
059284·220

RAeS GALLERY
4 HAMilTON PLACE, !LONDON W1
(HYDE PARK CORNER)
(GAllERY01·499 35\5)

18th to 30th JULY 1989
MON-,FRI 11am-6pm

THURSDAY until-,9pm
SAT &SlIIi111am-4pm
ADMISSION FREE

:

CATALOGUE £2.00

All ENQUIRIES lOTH£ SECRETARY'
71 BONOWAY. VAUXHAll CftOSS

lONOONSW8150 TEL:O-'·73506J4
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MOBILE RADIOS for car. Pye Cambridge remote unit type.lilted
130.1. '30.125. 130.4. room for more. Recenlly serviced. £105
each ono. Tel 0980 630075.
JANTAR STD. ExceUenl condition. lull panel including
channel. parachute,
eleclric vario LX 1000. radio
metal Irailer.
. . £9000

no

AN 66C/50: 1 Open Class. Swiss glass/woo<l construction. very good condition, full inslruments (electric .ario.
radio
channel, parachute) with trailer.
ONLY C7000!

no

TO PlACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CLASSIFIED SECTION, please sendl your remittance·
logether with your wording 10 CHEIRON 'PRESS
LIMITED, 241 Desborough Road, :Hlgh Wycombe,
Bucks (Tel 0494 442423). befQre the 4th Of tN
month. Rates 60p per word with a minimum of
£112.00. This is for inclusion In one SAILPLAN~ &
GUDING magazine and one EXTRA sheet. Ellack &
white photograph accepted £5.00 extra. Box No.
£2.50 extra. Prices include VAT.
FOR SALE
WINCH PARACHUTES £20.00 plus packing and postage.
In~oductory oIIet£lO.oo'(I' per club) Leather cushions to fit any
aircraH. Usherwood - " Mendip Close. Huntington. Yolk Y03
9RR.
NIMBUS 2 (~951 Bohli, Cambridge Vano. T & S. AIH, 720.
parachute. oxygen. Re.furbished Trailer. Towing Aids. Posting 10
Cyprus Forces Sale. Available UK May l: 18 000. I Pellman
0296 62371:l
ASTIR CS 77, ,625 hou's Hown. Aluminium Trailer. £ 11 k. New luN
pale! extra at cost. CAPSTAN Share al Aboyne £600. Tel GiN
0631 72353.

STD LAlEllE·. Excelent. Melai Irailer. oxygen. instruments
inckJding AIH. parachute. barOgraph. £12000. 01 241 6458.
'llNTAGE SKY lSM. Excellent condition. instrumenls. radio.
pat8Chute. C01 A 10 ApfN 1990. Ori9inal closed aluminium trailer.
Ideal loo' allaining Silver C. Easy rigging. £5000.
Leeds
612485.

"""son

Con/act Uona,d Fav,,,. Rout" de C!IoIx 10, CH-1870,
Month"", SWitzerland. Te' 0251713120'
ST'D CIRRUS. One syndicate since new. No. prangs. FuR panel.
Oxygen IIlIings. Wood & GRP trailer. £11' 900. tel 097 883
2272.
RK;O VARIO'& Flight Direclor VAS 2000. All in one 80mm panet
hole. Supplied lested and ca~b'aled. ,£250000. Tel 0362
693898.
STD CIRRUS (74) 11'oohrs. Trailer. FuN inslrumentalion inclUding
720 Channel radio & VW 910/920 E-Vario. £12600. TeI
0628823.140.
RETIREMENT LOOMSt Having decided ,to keep my Grunau, Ihe
8G-135 must go. Well equipped with enolosed metal trailer. C 01
A to end March 1990. £445Oono. Tel 0794 301227 or 3.01505
with answer-machine.
ASTIR CS71 Superb example. Iow hours, lUll instrument panel,
radio, parachule.alumlnium trailer. £12500. TeI 0602 332885 or
0476 860504.
PARACHUTE G0850. Current cost £683. ..kJ1y 1987. 81ue
Immaculate. With Carrying bag. £SOO. Devizes (0380) 850091 or
Fleet (0252) 626446.
ALTIMETER - Superb. Mk22 Altimeter. servo driven, digital drum
Iype. with 1000 It/rev poinler. Works from 12 or 24 voll DC supply.
Good condition £95. Tel 0103l 40439210 Evenings or 0223
212964.
34:1 'Sl'ANOAAD. AUSTRIA, New C of A. Fully equipped Inc.
Oxygen. 'Chute, Trailer. £7250. For more Cletails call 0226
700358/0709 895581.
OLY 465 1965 WQrld Champs Version 463 35: 1, C 01 A to April
1900, Instf\JmenlS, barograph. Irailer. parachute. lull aids, OIRO
£5000. Tel 0734 340043 (eves).

PESCHGES VARIOMETERVP2C and fNght computer VP2D·M.
Electronic TE and averager/speed to ,ny additional indicator.
£6OQovno. AlSO Winter 57mm ASI with lIap markings for ASW20Ft. £75. TeI 0707 3207:)0.

PARACHUTES 2USA28 FT. £225ea.• 2 Panel Compasses £25
ea.. Diluter Demand 0 xygen System for two-seater, oilers around
£150.0225-767528 or 0278 783053.

1l2S 82 Immaculate """dition and extenSively Instrumenled in
both cocl<pi1s. Complete ki! .for sale inclusive parachutes.
aluminium closed Ira/ler and excellent rigging aids. Tel 0203
687035 daYtime. 0455 209653 eves_

DUE TO club rationalisation GROB TWIN ASTIR excellent condition. full panels. oxygen. radio. parachutes - good towing traUer.
oilers. TeI Har.ry BoYte 05047 62105. Use Answer machine
when out.

OG-101G i'i.AJ'I Complete Outfit. AMF Trailer. waterballast. First
IIown 1987. 10Shrs lotallime. TeI 0225 315082.

KESTJlEL 19 Instruments. radio. oxygen. traiter. solo rigging.
Su,parior condition. l: 13 800. Demonstrations al major UK clubs.
Ian Carruthers, 0:'28 37044.

ASTIR GS-71 Very good condilion. C 01 A. Basic panel. oxygen.
lull riggng 11. one man tow out gear. Wooden trailer. based Dun·

slabJe. Conlact 0,10

3.~

171983910 .(rom Meaker - Holland)

£12500.

VEGA, Fl!..APPED all gel finish. low hrs. fuN panel. lM6, NH. J&S.
Boh~, ,oxygen. Tow oul gear. melaltrailer. £14 SOOono. TeI0204
493835 day or 0l;l1 764 5875 evenings.

ODDSHOTS

CLASSIFIED CHARGES
At mentioned In the BGA and General
News section In the last issue. our
dsssifled advertisements wiN alstJ be
clrcuI8ted In the interim month to clubs

end S&G wbscrlbers. 717e oast of the
combined setVice will be £12, including
VAT, for 20 words. Photographs will
oost ~ eJdra 8IId Box Nos. £2.50.
SKYLARK 3F. Standard inslf\Jments plus Cooke elec. vario. aircraft in excellent condition. wooden trailer also In good condtiion.
OHers in region 0/ £4250. Tetlan TaYtor 021 3282188 (day) or
0922 52335 (eveningsl or Ken WaUs 0902 24326.
SKY with basic instruments. extras available. Sound trailer. One
devoled owner 25 years. £2750. Portmoak based. Golding 0670
512641 (BUSiness 0670 713477).

EX·MILITARY GLIDER WINCH
VERY LITTLE USE
£3250 + VAT

Tel 0689 70214 or 0689 78577
Fax: 0689 77554
CLEAR 0011 AV'COOM YOR, :£250. AMF things - folding tow
out bar, Ventus wing rOOl dolly. ASW-22 tip dolly. water bowser
complete with pump and meter - offers. Tel 0908 568171
(eves).
00·100 LOVELY CONDITION with Storcomm radio. oxygen.
TIS. Cambridge Mh4 vario and PlL., parachute. aluminium &
glass trailet'. Genuine one man rigging. No water - hence £14 000.
Tet Cooper 0759'3047~ 1-

"M1TV" STAINLESS weak links, 900 Qr 11 OOb. Mitier links - up
10 22501b. Aerotow ropes. Winch chutes, AsUeys Ltd, Gos'ord St.
Coventry Cll1 SOJ. (0203) ,22077~.

UN-PRANGED 1'9M KESTREL
Built 1975. 16OOhrs. 750 launches. I<it includes
instruments, radio & oxygen. Good trailer & rigging aids. Also 2nd trailer & Kestrellitlings. Will cut
down lor 15mtr machine. Offers.
Contact Gaunt. 0532 503676, Granger 0347
2227 weekends or 0642 485119 weekdays.

AS NEW Boh'" Compass Audio Vario. ,Also eo mm Winter vario.
!lask. ring. Button Audio. Tel 0202 5283rO.
SF·27 17m "ersion. 3.5: 1. elwlric vario. nello. integralor etc.
Excellent condition. Te! 0283 63054.
KESTREL 20, metal Irailer, barograph, parachute. £12 SOil. Tel
8~14961'.

0903

KESTJlEL 10, exceHenlcondition, newe 0/ .... fully instrumented,
oxygen. good metal trailer. wing covers. James Metcalfe 0273
6758911771115 or at Nympsfield.
3RD OR 4TH syndicate partner wanted to buy soarable twoseater Molor gUder. Max share 71<, to be based OuJ<ford. Contact
Colin Dews. Of' Stephen Glbson - Home 0920 67430.
LONDON, SAILPlANES LIMITED. TM 61 and 62 radios still
available .from sole agents. London Sailplanes lld, Tring Rd.
Dunstable, Beds. Te! 0582 62068 for price detailS.
OPEN FRAME German 'Hersteller' trailer, suitable 1SM' K·8 ASW·15 etc. Tows well. Spare wheel. £4400no. Te! 0990·
23.646.

MAR1ANNE 2. The best two-seater on the market lor basic or
cross country lIying. Price Irom,£25000+ VAT. Nine four Aviation
(Steve White). Te! 0494 436888.
ELFE-S4D, JUBI buiK. 15m gtass.'low hrs. Very good condition,
melal trailer. basic instruments. Offers. Tel 01·349 2408.
SF·21. Full kit £6300. Includes excenenl aiuminium trailer. full
pane!. radio, barograph 'and parachute. Two man rlg~ Sell
complete Of' shares considered. Based Aston Down. Tel Amberly
(04387) 2740.

The London GC K·21 fleet photographed by John Richardson In 1986. Have ycu alii unusual
gliding photograph fOr this picture feature?'8lack and white or good quality colour prints repr()·
duce well.
June/July 1989

37:T STD' ClASS Swiss EKe S2. Very pleasant handling. Full
panel. ColA. Alumnlum trailer. Parachute. Radio. VGC
,throughout. £7500. Tel 045387 2740.
FALK! SF·258. Good condition. £100000no. plus many spares
lincluding engine. Tei Cooper 0759 303.579.
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SPEED "$TIR 11 B. 15mllapped. Very good condition. 175hrs.
One owner since ne'N.lnstruments, lIS, eleclric varjo. computer

VW911 and radio TM6. Parachute, glass·fibre trailer. £15000.
Contacl 0422 73487 (Mid June onwards).

,..

NEW TO UK: THE

GOBE

R-26-SU TWO-SEATER
Designed by Rubik Snr
All metal trainer. low Price.

180+ built to date
Demonstrations available
from June, subject to
BGA Certification
Sole Agent

PEGASUS, The best all round club glider. Price Irom
£13250+VAT. Nine Four Aviation (Sieve White). Tel 0494
436888.

,.------....-----...,.,.

_--_

....

....'

....

Louis E. Rotter
Byways. Warrington Road,
Chester CH2 3PA
Tel: 0244·326555

THE CHOICIO IS YOURS! The New Valent!n 'Kiwi' can sell launch,
with l1s retractable TOP engine, or convert to pure glider in less

than live minutes for purists 01' those without MOPPl's. '15m
Spgn, Best l,/D 37, IOmply Wt 5501b ine engine. Price:
£15500+VAT. TOP engine £6500+VAT. Details from Nine Four
Aviation (Steve White). TeI: 0494 436888.
SHARES

SLlNGSBY SWALLOW wanted. Details please on 0740
656693. Answer machine when not at home.

K-8 SHARES available. Excellent condition, well maintained,long
C of A, Lightweight trailer. Based Bicester. Dxlordshire. TeI Eves
086733441.

ENCLOSED TRAILER wanted for two-seater in reasonable condition. Contacl L E Ratter on 0244 326555.

ACCOMMODATION
COMFORTABLE. well appointed cottage available, in Talgarth.
Three double bedrooms. Telephone 101' details: 0532 665006.
Sorry no pets.
ABOYNECottage to let near airlield. Sleeps 719 ·£160 weekly.
Available Aug. Sept. Del. Tel 03398 88622,
ABOYNE, ROVAL DEESIDE, enjoy your gliding, Iishing or
shooting holiday in a relaxed atmosphere. Home cooking, log
fires. cent rat tleating, electric blankets in aU bedrooms, parlies of

up to 110 catered for. Details Mrs Armour, Aboyne (0339) 2432/
2465.

DAMAGED GLASS-FIBRE glider by private buyer. Top price
paid - would consider complete outlil. Will travel in Europe to
view. Tel 01-9981510.

e.p. WInER LTD. CHESTER
Tel:.0244 41166 Tlx: 61623 EURBAA G

COURSES
GLIDER INSTRUMENTS
D. Goodison 0405 860856.

repaired

and

calibrated.

TeI

SOUTH WALES GUDING CLUB (USK)

WANTED

SERVICES
TUG PILOT 12OOhrs. Glider Instructor 1100 hours, fuMy rated, ,
am interested in a job iolOngland or abroacj. Ryszard Tomala, 15
Twyford Ave, Acton. London W3' 9AO.
NEED A C OF A in a 'hurry? The Itinerant Inspector will come tQ
you for your annual inspeclion. Phone Eddie on Frame (03731
812393.

BORGELTby

RALLYE 180 with hook for glider towing. TeI John Scott 0388
860125 Eves and Weekends.

• First choice for safety-conscious drivers ..... in, o.. . er 3
miNion !owbars. supp!ie"d.
Sr. r.llcw 'ozgef 10, yOIl' ~ores' spKiolis' (1".,« ftockif/.

Wave, mountain and thermal soaring

PtLATYS B4. More or less any condition. Hopefully with Trailer.
Peter Merrill 0635 298495.

Summer ftyin9 coorses, l/is~i"9 pilots/gliders welcome.
Task week,aN levels 01 pilot, vintage 10 glass, Augusl 5-1 2.

'OF

K-6CR. Must be road worthy. TeI 0477 34655
CLOSED Trailer
or 0329 832801 (eves).

BooI<ings: Course secretary Karen Bailey, South Wales
Gliding ClUb, Gwemesmey, Usk, Gwenl: TeI 029 I 690536,
or 04465 2078.

K-6!, preferably with trailer & ready to FI¥ - TeI 0834 4225 •
Tony.

'L"£L'.£5

The Bo'}.,'elt Flight 'fllbmtcemeUII»)'stt'1U Is 'miUlo the 1J(r:JJf!SI f(llalit)' m/ll
I~"S tbe 8·2/ 14$ tht- baSK' ~J/.Iifdil1g Mock Ulla. T~ 824f)'5 units are
IIpll'ard~}' compallhfe (jnd ca" Ix (lilded (If {/IIY slage 10 l1UUu! lip (I fUll
~JSIt1n
BorgeiJ equipmeur is )"uitablf fo, all/erels of Glitler PiAl1 mu!
mll ,fltWlI~I' ImNI1.fC.t' flyIng \~"I/J by Rllcing rm/llme in!omuNion If) /Ix PUo'

nJe

in a Iwu/(w{e 'jKfselllll!im, u'/)ujJ mn hi! i,Uerprr.·fed qrt"(k~)' and pill '0 /4.."{'
imm«lillle~)' in fT(1!,bt (i'/ilkr 11!){{lr~; ran be dJal/ged t'(lSi~J' siXlllitJ fix-

Chnrack'r-;stics dxmgr

0' fix' equipmenl be fran5jenwlto another aircraft
The Nt'ltn i"jrnHlllim, IJmit'1l/t'tl or, Iht- 8-2 J Is 'Real Time- air mass
;,rdimUrJ1/ amI no' (IfJpmximalcd or hisfon'caL The unirs are WlsJJl' "L.~-'alltW
(/nd tit) 1/vt i1lHJIf", complrx li'i.ri1J~ or plumbing Package prit-~ ami/IIJ;/e

B-25 Final GUdelNav Computer· £415.00
Ver)' Easy to Use - Programmable before eight alterable in flight - 9 Turning Poinl capabilit)' - larg...
clear Iighl tk:pendem LCO Displays - Bug Polar
Compensation - Hea<VTaiJ Wind Comperu;ation EPROM polar c"stOmisinll chip easity installed - DUAL
Polar Chip ( available for removable lip gliders) - 80mm

on"~qfl('rt.

Standard

8-24 Averager/Speed CommandiNettolAudlo£.339·.75
full Time Digital Averager - Full Time Speed Command
- 4 Tone Audio signal - (2 Cruisc/2 Climb) - ItJset
sellablc: Q\lid Band on Au<.Ho - Gi\'e~ Real Time Neno
Display 10 ll-21 in Climb Selling - Quick change

B-ll Vario - £.22S.50
Prl~urt:'

Trans<.hu.:c.:r Tt',..hno!oh'} (No FI;l<;k) - Electro-

t.:lIswmising Polar Module: - Three Settings for iDifierent

nically GuSl filtered - l Sp......d nesponse - Altin,de
Compensated - No Radio Frequt'lu:y IlntcntTCnC(' Buil<.ling Block Unit for' 'H-N/2~ - 5Hmm Standard

Glidt:r W"igbts - tight Dependent Clear LCD Display Auto Zero Electronic Drift Cancelling - No Screwdriver

Inslrumt"nl I:a<.:\:,' (Available: in OOmm loordt'[:')

Flap I.,..",) - ROmm Slalldard Instrument Face

B-21(R) Repeater Vario lJnit - £127.95
Two Seater Additional IInit (mirmring Master B·21 )

B-24(8) Repeater Unit - £184.95'
Two Seater A<k.Iitionalllnit (mirroring master (l-24)

~

Adjustments - Cnlise/Climb Swit<:h (nlay be linked with

I~tnlment

Fao:

B-20 Audio Unit - £.55.00
For use with 8-21 whtn not installed with Il·li - 2
Tone Audio with 'Up oniy Signal' option - Small'
Iightweiglll self-contain...d remotable ,unit

HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS
Narco HT8:\O ine!. VOR .
.. .•t~99.00
ICO~ IC!\-2 . .
...£.~ 15.00
ICOM olCA-ZO incl. VOR .
..
£}59
KING 10(99 ine!. VOR .
.
£359.00
Most handheld spares and accessori<:s stocked. Also ~

FI)'in& ClotbinR: Nato Style jumpers, sbirts, Rlolle~
jackets etc plus map~ jliRb' mses and other equipment All pric<'S exctude VA7: PostaRe & Packaging.

Call us for a competitive quote on all your aviation needs. All prices exclude VAT p&p and ins. Write to:

r1::r1

~ P.O. BOX 488, BRISTOL BS991HS or call 0272·710043. Fax: 0272· 721923 ~
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Behind P1 vacant seat,

PPL TRAINING AND
ASSOCIATED RATINGS
including Silver C and Bronze C conversions
A variety 01 courses available to suit individual
requirements including intensive one to one
training.
All associated ground studies covered during
training. Separate ground study courses for PPL
and IMC held monthly.
Telephone, write or visit for full information.

SOUTH EAST COllEGE
OF AIR TRAINING
lydd Airport
lydd, Kent TN29 9al
Tel: 0679 21236

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

No harshness ·of instructor's bleat.
Practised turns and co-ordination,
Experienced negative "g" sensation.
Cable 'breaks high and low
Ready now for that solo.

Aardman Animations

Aero Marketing Associates
Anglia Sailplanes
Anglo·Relish Sailplanes Lld
Argyll West Highland Gliding Centre
Aslat Systems
The Banons
Beaumonl Aviation Lld
6enalla GC
Black Mounlains GC
Booker GC
eu~ding Design Services
Bristol & Gloucestershire GC
British Gliding Association

a

Gilder's hurled Into the air,
Fooling sensation beyond corm pare,
Swiftly up to 1000 feet
Rising air or "'Sink" to meet.
Unlucky - two down all the way,
Thermal practice another day,

CM
Cambridge Aero Instrumenls
Cambridge University GC
Charleston Hotel
ChiHern Sailplanes Lld
Classifieds
Cornish Glidingl Flying Club
Cotswold Gliders
Coventry GC
Deeside GC
Enstone Eagles GC
EW Avionics
Flite Line. Marketing Lld
D. Garrard
Glider Instrumenls
Gliderwork

Circuit planning next operation
Get 11 right for approbation.
USTAl checks on downwind flight,
Base leg! Well it looks. all right.
Approach and finals, don't flap or spin,
Round out now! Yes! Safely in.

SLOPE SOARING wilh radio control model seaplane is a fascinating pastime and a typical phase 01 aeromOdelling. Read
about thi. and otner aerom<><;lening subjects in Aeromodeller and
Radio Con/ral Models and Electronics, Ihe world's leading
_ines published monthly. Model Allied Publications Lld,
13·35 Bridge Streel, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

a

NEW ZEAtAND: "GUding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine of NZ
Gidi"g Association. :Printed Oclober and alternate months. Write
~ Gnding KIWI, private Bag, Tauranga, New Zealand. £10.00
Sterling ki year's subscription (inclusive of postage).

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING, monlhly pubiication of the Gliding
Federali"" 01 Australia, Editor Allan Ash. A complete coverage of
Australian Soaring ~nd exclusive features of internationaJ interest.
Subscriplion. Sufifacemail $A35.oo, airmail $A55.oopa (12
issues), payable in Aus.tralian currency or by international money
order. Subscribers may also pay by cheque (UK pounds) as
bIIows: surlacemail £101.00, airmail £27.00. Box 1650, GPO,
Adelaide, South Australia .5501.

Poetry Corner
FIRST SOLO
Up slack! AD out! Comes the cry,
Training's done, ready to fly,
First solo flight, this is it!
Buller1lies fluller In stomach's pit.
Sweating palms and drying mouth.
Wind direction? Fmnn the south?

144

157·159
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150
148
151
150

a

PUBLICATIONS

SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE - "a breath of fresh air". Bimonthly - published by Tom Knauff and Doris Grove. $28
annuollY.. SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE, 1913 Fairwood Lane,
Slate College, Pa 16803, USA.
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110
148
155

Canopy open, release the straps,
Another f1ighlloday? Perhaps.
Elation, joy, the head - it flips.
Subsequent dual and solo trips.
Enthusiasm - the fire doth burn.
Yet from this point much to learn,

111
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117
138
156
156

Tti'le Grange

Guild 01 Aviation Artisls

158
150
IBC

HT Communications

Herefordshjre GC
Hinton Hill (llK) Lld
JSW SoariTlQ
Kenl GC
Lasham Gliding Society
London GC
Loodon sailplanes Lld
Lowndes Lambert Lld
Marchjnglon GC
McLean Aviation Lld
H. Mendelssohn
Midland GC

Dave Firman

GLIDING
Here,
the rush of air is
silence.
Trapped within myself,
I would almost
cry as soon as
speak.
Below,
houses are marbles
scallered by thumb
across the fields.
Roads wind crazily.
following no pallern,
While I
make circles in the
air:
a coiled spring unwinding
from sanity
to earth.
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Mowbray. Vale Insurance

Neogene Paints
Norlolk, GC
Piooolt Brothers ,\ Co Lld
RD Aviation Lld
L Aqlter
Rematic
Sabre·AAV Ltd
Sailplane & ETlQinooring Services Lld
Roger TargeH Sailplane Services
.
SaG
Scoltish Gliding Union
Sedgwick Aviation Lld
SkycraH Services
J. L Smoker
Soaring Equipment Lld
Soaring Magazine
Soaring (Oxford) "td
Soulhdown Aero Services Lld
Southern Sailplanes
Speedwel Sailplanes Lld
Sunsail
Suntiger Europe
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Brian Weare
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Wells Design Lld
C. P. Wilter Lld
WoIds GC
Yorkshire GC
Zulu Gtasslek

Carole Ann Wilneff
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The ilLS" Agent in UK - Sales • Spares • Repairs
MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ltd.)
Brailes, Banbuty, Oxon.
Home Tel. 060 884 217
Workshop Tel. 060 885 790

FULL REPAIIRAND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES IIN OUR
PURPOSE BUI'LT WORKSHOP

June/July 1989

({fff}
LS
LS
L,S
LS

4
4
7
6

STANDARD CLASS
CLUB

STANDARD CLASS
STANDARD CLASS
15M CLASS

(WINNER OF '85, '86, '87, '88 15M NATIONALS)

LS 6

TIPPED TO 17.5M
1 5M/OPEN CLASS
159

AVIATION LIMITED
FOR ALL YOUR NEW OR REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT

~

And Schleicher Spares

(by arrangement JJ Associates)

You can find us at:

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23, Bankside, Kidlington, Oxon OX5 1JE
0865-841441 (2 lines 24 hr)
Fax 0865-842495

~

Mon-Fri 10.00-18.30
160

Sats 10.30-12.30

~

VISA

I

~_'

Free Catalogue on Request
SAILPLANE & GUDING

I

